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FORWARD 
 
 
"What is the mission of the church?" has been the searching question in the minds of 
theologians, church leaders, mission executives, and individual Christians for the past few 
years. This question has also been queried by the missionary community in Japan. Because 
of this, the 1967 Hayama Seminar treated the subject "The Mission of the Church." 
dell-prepared papers were read and are published in this booklet, touching on many facets of 
the mission of the church. These papers became challenging stimuli for the very fine 
discussions that followed each presentation. It is regrettable that the discussions cannot be 
published, too. 
 
This year the traditional format of the Seminar was charged slightly. The Seminar opened 
with a 30-minute prayer session, which was followed by two excellent Bible studies which 
became the very foundation of the Seminar and for the papers and discussions which 
followed. Emphasis was placed upon the early morning prayer meetings as the devotional 
time of the Seminar, rather than a daily Bible study as in the past. Also, this year the them 
message was delivered in the structure of a worship service. The new format added a 
refreshing touch to the program and many remarked that they received a spiritual lift as well 
as intellectual challenge. 
 
The Hayama Seminar themes have been as follows: "Our Ministry of Reconciliation," 1960; 
"The Missionary and the Japanese Church," 1961; "An Apologetic for Christian Witness in 
Japan," 1962; "Christian Discipleship in Japan," 1963; "The Communication of the Gospel," 
1964; "Laymen in the Life of the Church," 1965; "New Life for the Church," 1966; and "The 
Mission of the Church," 1967. The 1968 theme will be "By What Authority?" 
 
Everyone who presented papers, or led discussions and prayer sessions, should be 
commended for their excellent work. Appreciation should go to the Seminar Committee, who 
faithfully worked behind the scenes in many hours of committee work to make the 1967 
Hayama Seminar a success. This book is commended to you for your edification and 
challenge to fulfill the mission of the church. Those who desire to reprint material from this 
book should obtain the permission from the individual authors concerned and give credit to 
the Hayama Seminar. 
 
Wesley L. Wildermuth, Chairman 
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THE NATURE AND MISSION OF THE CHURCH 
 

A Biiblical Study 
 

Richard  Norton 
 
The First Hour - The People of God and Their Mission, in the C.T. 
 
Introductory Comments: 
 
1. Our task is to examine the Biblical basis of the Church's nature and mission in the world. 
In theory, we can speak of her nature and mission as two separate things, but in reality, I find 
it impossible to isolate the one from the other. 
 
2. It is important for us to recognize the fact that a theology of the Church's nature and 
mission cannot be cases on some few isolated texts, but rather must stand on he whole 
witness of both the Old and New Testaments. 
 
3. Yet, in one hour all we can do is to look at a few of the more important texts. I had 
originally hoped that in this Biblical study dialogue would be possible, but I have given up 
the plan, not because I am afraid to open myself up to your questions, but because to do so 
souls only result in sacrificing the possibility of a rounded picture. 

I. 
 

The Foundation of the Heilsgeschichite. 
 
A. The Pre-Exodus Witness 
 

Very quickly let us note three passages in Genesis and make a few incisive remarks about 
each. 

 
1. The Creation Story - Genesis 1:1-2 

a. Not only is Yahweh the Father of the Hebrews, here he is established as the Father of all 
nations and peoples. Thus the whole of mankind has a basic unity in the one Creator. 
This is the foundation of the heilsgeschicnte (salvation history), in which the history of 
Israel is tied up inextricably with the nations in the purpose of Yahweh. 

 
2. The Genealogical Table and the Tower of Babel - Gen. 10:1-11:9 

a. Not only do all nations claim a common Creator, but through Noah all peoples are blood 
relatives. 

b. The Tower of Babel story emphasizes the sin of pride - the refusal to ackrowleage     
Yahweh as Lord - in the human community, which leads to the ill-fated attempt to storm 
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the gates of heaven. 
c. The result is the scattering of the nations over the face of the earth. More significant than 

geographical divisions is the fact that the human community no longer has one language 
for communication. This is "collective" man being driven out of the garden of Eden. 

d. Thus as Adam and Eve's expulsion from the garden became the sign of man's personal 
alienation from God, so the scattering of the nations stands as a sign of the nations 
alienation from Yahweh and from each other. 

 
3. The Call of Abraham - Genesis 12:1-4 

a. Following immediately the above incident, the Biblical story would have us see that a 
already Yahweh is at work for the salvation of man and the nations. 

b. Three facts stand out clearly. All vital to Israel's future, they are thus reiterated time and 
again in the heilsgeschichte. 
- Yahweh is the Great Initiator and the only response to Him is faith, the kind of faith 

which Abraham has. 
- Here is the background of the covenant finally sealed at Sinai with the promise that 

Abraham's offspring will be blessed and will be made a great nation. 
- But most important, God's ultimate purpose in calling Abraham is set forth - "By you 

all the nations of the earth will bless themselves." 
To Slam UP: The Bible wastes no time. Within twelve chapters of Genesis the stage is 
set and the problem is posed, and the solution is hinted. The world of all nations is the 
stage. The problem is the sin of pride whereby man both individually and collectively 
sets himself up against his Creator. And the solution is Yahweh's call of a single man, 
Abraham, through whose posterity a future reconciliation will come. 

 
B. The Exodus and the Mosaic Covenant 
 
From Genesis and Abraham we jump centuries to the Exodus. Again we have chosen to 
examine but three passages. 
 
1. Yahweh's Compassion on Abraham's Descendants - Exodus 3 

a. Yahweh sees their condition, has compassion, remembers His promise to Abraham, and 
so calls and sends Moses to deliver them. 

c. Note that it is at their moment of greatest weakness, when they are slaves in Egypt, that 
the Hebrews are called forth to be made the People of God. 
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2. Yahweh Delivers Israel From Bondage - Exodus 12-14 

a. The struggle is not cast primarily in terms of Moses vs. Pharaoh, nor even Israel's God 
vs. the rods of the Egypttians, rather it is a struggle between Yahweh and Pharaoh. The 
key refrain, "Let my people go," only serves to emphasize that Moses is the instrument, 
not the center of the power struggle. 

c. The crossing of the Red Sea, which I take to be an objective historical event, is the 
central event. "Thus was the redemptive event which became the foundation o_' Israel's 
existence as the people of God" (Rylaarscam). 

d. In this event Yahweh reveals Himself concretely and decisively in such a way that 
forever afterward Israel was to celebrate the Passover, and to teach its nearing to her 
children. 

 
3. Yahweh Cuts the Covenant with Israel - Exodus 19 

a. The Crossing led quickly and climactically to the Covenant at Sinai, thus delivery and 
covenant are tied together both historically and theologically in the heilsgeschichte. 

b. The Covenant becomes possible only because of Yahweh's redemptive act at the Red 
Sea, that is to say, the Covenant rests squarely on Yahweh's self disclosure. 

c. This Covenant defines not only Israel's relation to Yahweh, but her place in His plan for 
the reconciliation of the nations. Let us note these basic features of the Covenant: 
i. This is a Vertical Covenant 

- Yahweh takes the initiative and invites the Hebrews into the closest possible 
relationship with Himself. His right of possession is noted (vs j), but is not made the 
basis of the Covenant. Rather it is His mighty act at the Red Sea. 
- The Covenant is not between equals, but between the Redeeming God who holds all 
power and a people who were the slaves of a foreign despot. early, the Covenant is not 
based on Israel's worth. 
- Note that it is made, not between God and Moses, but between: God and the people, 
so it is binding on all. Moses serves as the midwife who cuts the Covenant. 

ii. This is a Voluntary Covenant 
- Yahweh in His aboslute freedom, out of compassion for these slaves (Cf. Duet. 7:8), 
elects Israel, delivers her, and then enters into a covenant with her. 
- Israel's response is a free response to Yahweh's saving deed- “All that the Lord has 
spoken we will do. " 
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iii. This is a Provisional Covenant 
- "If you will obey •" The key word is "if." So long as Israel obeys, the Covenant 
remains in effect. 
- Bat should Israel break her side of the Covenant, then Yahweh is freed from His   

iv. This is a Double-Prop ed Covenant 
- "Election is for service. If God chose Israel, it was not alone that He might reveal 
Himself to her, but that He might claim her for service" (Rowley). With privilege went 
responsibility. 
- Two basic terms, later to be emphasized in the N.T., appear here and point clearly to 
the purpose of the Covenant (vs 6). 
- "a holy nation" - "holy" means "set apart, consecrated" to Yahweh's use, and only 
secondarily does it point to the quality of Israel's life. '"When Israel forgets the 
distinction between herself and the nations, she commits treason not only against the 
Covenant, but also against those nations for whose sake she has been set apart," writes 
Blauw. 
- "a kingdom of priests" - certainly doesn't mean that Israel is to be made up entirely of 
priests, rather "Israel shall fulfil a priestly role as a people in the midst of the peoples; 
she represents God in a world of nations. What priests are for a people, Israel is for the 
world" (R.B.Y. Scott). 
- The paradox of Israel's election is that in order to reach the nations, Yahweh sets apart 
for His own service one specific nation, Israel. 

v. It is an Eschatological Covenant 
The Covenant implies a future mission, but does not spell out here its contents. As time 
goes on Israel will be given to know what that mission is, and will be expected to fulfil it. 
- Each revelatory event in Israel's history implies a future fulfilment. Thus Yahweh 
constantly points His people forward to a distant horizon. Israel, the people of the 
Covenant, becomes a people, or better yet, an eschatological community, "on the way," 
travelling under salad orders, not sure of the way, yet called to travel toward a Goal 
which only Yahweh knows. In this context the meaning of the Mosaic Law becomes 
clearer. Israel does not become the People of God simply by keeping the Law. She keeps 
the Law because she has received grace. The Law stakes out the way by which Israel 
travels by faith, the faith of Abraham. 
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To sum up: The Covenant rests on Yahweh's saving event, the Exodus. Through the Covenant 
Israel becomes a unique people, God's People. Thus Israel becomes a "marked" people, 
marked with a cross. Made a corridor between the great warring nations, Israel must live 
existentially, on the edge of time, in the midst of the nations, yet not like other nations. rut 
note well: the election of Israel does not mean the rejection of the nations. 
 
C. The Witness of the Pre-Exilic Prophets 

From the Exodus we jump centuries to the great prophets of the eighth and seventh 
centuries, choosing four only. 

1. Amos: Yahweh Is the Lord of All Nations 
a. Yahweh has been busy working among other nations (9:7) 

- What bitter medicine for Israel to be lumped together with the Egyptians, the 
Philistines, and the Syrians! 
- The clear implication is that God's sovereignty extends beyond Israel and takes in the 
other nations. 

b. Israel's unique call means responsibility (3:1) 
- Though Yahweh is at work among other nations, still He has entered into a 
particularly intimate relationship with but one nation, Israel. 
- This places Israel under the £realer responsibility and makes her disobedience the 
more heinous. Special status means special responsibility, thus greater punishment. 

c. Israel, like all nations, stands under judgment 
- Beginning with the nations around Israel and Judah, Amos rains down judgment 
finally or. God's own people. 
- Here in the prophets for tae first lime is articulated an international morality. God 
does not play favorites. The same moral principles apply also to Israel. 
- Those who seek "the day of the Lord" as judgment on others must remember that 
judgment begins with God's own people. 

d. Israel to be judged by another nation (d:14) 
- "Yet you did not return to me" occurs at least five times, showing that Israel had 
opportunity to repent. 
- Other nations may manipulate their gods, but Israel can not manipulate Yahweh; on 
the contrary, Yahweh is now doing the manipulating. 
- But most bitter of all is that Yahweh chooses not to execute His judgment directly on 
Israel, 'out chooses to use as His instrument one of the pagan nations around Israel. 

 
Hosea: The Love That Can Not Let Israel Go 

a. Though Hosea does not speak of the nations at all, but of Yahweh's relation to Israel, 
yet his message bears directly on the purpose of the Covenant. 
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Yahweh has every right to opt out of the Covenant because Israel has been an 
unfaithful wife, yet because of the nature of His love (Heb. hessed best translated as 
"steadfast love"), He can not bring Himself to let Israel go. 

c. What then is Yahweh's real attitude toward the nations? Could it be that God cannot let 
Israel go for the simple reason that He cannot bear to let the nations go? 

3. Isaiah: The Absolute Holiness of God 
a. Like Amos he too rings down judgment on Israel (Chap. 5), 

and he follows Amos in saying that a foreign nation will be the instrument of God's 
wrath (vs 26). But Isaiah goes beyond Amos and actually names the nation which will 
be the "rod" of God's anger, i.e., Assyria (10:5), though she is unaware she is being 
used by Yahweh. 

c. But pride will lead to Assyria's undoing, and Yahweh when finished with this 
instrument of justice will cast it aside. 

4. Jeremiah: The Promise of a New Covenant 
a. Jeremiah is the first prophet called "to the nations." His mission is not only to pluck 

up and break down, but to build and to plant (1:5, 10). 
b. He counsels his people to seek the welfare of the nation among whom they are serving 

(29:7). "It is the only place in the O.T. where intercession on behalf of enemies is 
commended," says Leslie. 

c. In a truly great passage (31:31-34) the- prophet holds out to his people the promise of a 
new kind of covenant, written not on stone but in the heart. 

 
To Sum UP: An implicit monotheism in the Pentateuch now in the prophets becomes clearly 
explicit. There is one God and this God is the Lord of all nations. The message of the 
heilsgeschichte is universal, by which we mean that it has the whole world in view and has 
its validity for the whole world. All the prophets who stand before the Exile thus help to lay 
the foundation for the one crucial question of the Old Testament: What exactly is Israel's 
mission to the nations? To this we now turn. 
 

II 
 
The Suffering Witness of Israel before the Nations 
 
Our problem now is to wrestle with Israel's mission in the light of the Covenant, and thus to 
understand something of her existence as the people of God,  
 
We shall limit ourselves to several passages which stand at the very heart of the Book of 
Isaiah, Chapters 40-55 
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- Clearly here we are walking on higher ground, and breathing different air. That is to say, 
these passages are for the most part eschatological, and therefore admittedly difficult to 
understand. Not only were they hard for Israel to understand, but also for the early Church. 
They speak of a day yet to come, of a salvation Israel had not tasted, and of a Messiah, who 
would herald the new day and the promised salvation. In other words, they speak of the "end 
times" yet always against the backgroud of the Covenant given at Sinai, and in the context of 
Israel's uufolding history. 
 
- Most of these passages are poems which are cast in the forem of a drama, in which there 
seems to be always the same three personnae: Yahweh, Israel, and the nations. 
- We shall examine eight passages, and 'limit ourselves to a few remarks about each. 
 
1. Is. 43:0-13 - Israel Called To Be a Witnessing _Servant 

a. Look at verse 10: "You are my witnesses, and my servant whom I have chosen." Israel 
does not exist for ::herself cut to Yahweh's will. She has been chosen to bear witness to 

b. To what is she to witness? Vss 10c, 11: "I, I am the Lord and beside me there is no 
Saviour." Israel is called to witness o the single fact that Yahweh alone is Absolute Lore 
and Saviour. 

c. Vs 13: "1 am God, and also henceforth _ am ?e." Sot )nI,- .-o--,s Israel witness to what 
b God has done au,.,; Is Going in and through her, but she witnesses to what God is 
about to do. 

 
2. Is. 51:4-5 - The Nations Wait Patiently for Yahweh's  

a. Note vs 4: "...for a law will go fort, from me and my - justice for a light to the peoples." 
"Justice" here (Heb. mishpat) means "true religion," I suggest. 

b. Note how the prophet says that the rations are waiting, for this salvation: "the coastlands 
wait for :re and for arm they hope." Skinner says: ".Already the best of the heathen are 
dissatisfied with their own religious systems and are looking for a purer faith." 

 
3. Is. u5:14-25 - Yahweh's Gracious invitation Goes Forth. 

a. The nations come to Zion and in one voice confess: God is with you only, and there is 
no other, no god besides Him" (vss 14d, 15). Indirectly such a confession means that 
they recognize the impotency of their own gods. But observe how these nations come - 
vs 14 - They come bowed down and in chains, bringing their wealth with them. Then the 
gracious invitation goes out. Vs 2:: "Turn to me and be saved, all the ends of the earth! 
From my mouth has gone forth in righteousness a word that shall not return: 'To me 
every Knee shall bow and every tongue shall confess. ' 
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4. Is. 55:3-5 - The Nations 'Turn To Israel 

a. Note simply vs 5: "Behold you shall call nations that you know not, and nations that 
knew you not shall run to you." Israel's mission appears to be here the gathering of all 
the nations of the world unto herself. 

 
The following four poems have long been known as the "Servant Songs." I feel they show a 
definite advance over the above in their inwardness. 
 
5. Is. 42:1-4 - Israel Faithfully and Gently Mediates Yahweh's Word 

a. Vs 1 repeats Israel's election as Yahweh's servant but in a more intimate way: "My 
chosen, in whom my soul delights; I have put my spirit upon him." Israel clearly has 
Yahweh's personal approval and blessing. 

b. In this same verse is reiterated Israel's task to "bring forth justice to the nations." The 
word "bring forth" makes it it sound very missionary. 

c. Most significant thing about this first servant song is the way the servant is described in 
vvs 2, 3. In direct contrast to the prophets, the servant is pictured as fulfilling his 
mission in the most gentle sort of way. 

d. Vs 4 emphasizes the faithfulness of the servant in sticking to his mission: "He will not 
fail or be discouraged." 

 
6. Is. 49:1-6 - Israel Set As A Light To The Nations 

a. Vs 1: "Listen to me, O coastlands, and harken, you peoples from afar." Here the servant 
sounds like a missionary, calling the nations to hear what he has to say about his 
mission. 

b. Then follows a description of his call which is very personal like that of one of the great 
prophets, i.e., Jeremiah. 

c. If verse 1 leads us to think that the servant is a person, then read vs 3: "You are my 
servant, Israel, in whom I will be glorified." Clearly here the servant is identified with 
Israel. Who then is the servant? Let us simply say that a corporate concept comes to 
clearest focus in an individual. From our side of the cross we confess that Christ 
fulfilled perfectly the image. 

d. Since the servant is called like a prophet, his mission is described as an extension of the 
prophetic word (vs 2), this time in military metaphor: as a sword with terrific cutting 
power, and as an arrow that drives straight to its mark. 

e. Note vs 4, the servant's failure to bring his own people pack to Yahweh, which exhausts 
his strength, yet in vs 5 he is renewed by his God. 

f. If the servant is Israel, how come her mission is to Israel? Rowley reminds us that this is 
exactly like saying, "Before the Church can win the world, the Church must win the 
Church." 
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g. In spite of the servant's failure toward his own people, the scope of his mission is 
widened in vs 6 and he is given an even greater task: "I will give you as a light to the 
nations, that my salvation may reach to the en Js of the earth." 

 
7. Is. 50:4-11 - Israel To Be A Suffering Servant 

a. No reference here to the nations, only to the suffering of the servant. Vss 5, 6: "I gave 
my back to the "Smiters, and my cheeks to those who pulled out the beard; I hid not my 
face from shame and spitting." It is this prophetic insight that the servant is a suffering 
servant that lifts Isaiah above all the other prophets. 

b. The servant accepts suffering as part of his mission, but there is here no attempt to show 
how his suffering is related to his mission. 

c. Who submits Yahweh's servant to such suffering? No answer is given here, but the 
implication is that it is the servant's own people. But why? Is it not because Israel fears 
that her unique position as God's own people is being compromised? 

d. No indication here that the servant suffers death; on the contrary, it would appear that he 
persevers (vs 7C), and that his enemies will be crushed (vs 9b). 

8. Is. 52:13-53:12 - Israel's Suffering To Redeem the Nations 
a. Here we come to the pinnacle of the prophet's thought, for now the ultimate meaning of 

Israel's mission is laid bare. 
b. Vs 15 - the nations witness his suffering and understand that somehow his suffering is 

for their sake, that is to say, the servant is not suffering for his own sins, but for their 
sins which have been placed on his back (53:4-6). 

c. The point of the whole matter is that this vicarious suffering for others has the power to 
save - he shall "make many to be counted righteous" (vs 11). 

d. The poem ends with the significant words of verse 12, wherein the prophet foresees 
Israel fulfilling the mission given to her in the Mosaic Covenant, the mission of being a 
priest to the nations. 

 
To Sum Up: Let us now bring together some of the more relevant ideas which have come 
from our study. 
 

1. Israel's Salvation Is Still Future 
- It never has been really received, and thus this expected salvation lies at the very center 
of a great and growing hope of what Yahweh will one day bring to pass. 
- This future salvation is clearly connected with a Messianic figure. 
- More specifically, Israel's future salvation and the coming of a messiah are both tied up 
with the future of the nations. 
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No Divine Commission Here To Go To The Nations 

- I think the many German scholars who are at work on the various aspects of the Church's 
mission are basically correct in saying that when the whole O.T. is taken together there is 
no commission here to Israel to go to the nations. 
- Rather, what we find in the O.T. is what Blauw (The Mission Nature of the Church) calls 
a centripetal mission, by which he means that there is here a call to the nations to come to 
Israel. 
- For example, the Psalms which we have not had time to touch, are filled with references 
to the nations coming to Zion. 
- This theme - the pilgrimage of the nations to Zion - becomes a dominant motif from the 
time of the Exile forward. The classical passage is Is. 2:2-4 (repeated word for word in 
Micah 4:1-4), in which the nations are pictured as flowing like a great river to Zion. 
- Israel's Role One of Creative Obedience 
- Once we have made the basic distinction between the idea of a centripetal and a 
centrifugal mission, we are better able to understand Israel's role in God's plan. 
- "The Mission of Israel consists in the fact that through this nation God will make His 
power known, visible and tangible to the view of the nations and with a view to all 
nations" (Blauw). 
- The center is not in what Israel can do for God but rather in what God has done, is doing 
and shall do through Israel. 
- "That which will bring the world of the nations to Him is not Israel calling them, nor her 
going out to them, but exclusively the visible manifestation of the deeds of God in and 
with Israel, only so will they recognize Yahweh as their God" (Blauw). 
- Simply put, the coming of the nations is thus a response to God's acts in Israel. 

4. A Glance At God's Ultimate Plan 
- I repeat, I think that basically mission in the O.T. is centripetal, but I believe we are 
purposely given a glimpse of mission in the centrifugal sense. 
- Some of the passages we have examined imply a going out to the nations. For example, 
"I will give you as a light to the nations that my salvation may reach to the ends of the 
earth" (Is. 49:6b). 
- The little book of Jonah which we have not touched, I feel, is another example where a 
centrifugal mission is hinted. And a final word from Rowley: "If Yahweh has revealed 
himself peculiarly to Israel, then his purpose must be that Israel should be the medium of 
this revelation unto all men, and in this divinely appointed destiny lies Israel's supreme 
glory and distinction." All that God asked of Israel was obedient faith - the faith of 
Abraham. 
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The Second Hour – The People of God and Their Mission in the N.T. 
 
Introductory Comments: 
 
1. We now turn to the third stage of to heilsgeschichte. In earthly life of our Lord we are 
dealing with "the end of the days," spoken of in the prophets. Jesus comes into Galilee 
proclaiming, "The Kingdom of God is at hand." The time of eschatological expectation is 
past, and the time cf etological fulfilment has dawned. Still, fulfilment is just at its earliest 
state. In Jesus is manifest the ultimate intention of God both with Israel and with the nations. 
Our immediate purpose is to examine our Lord's earthly ministry. 
 
2. When we turn to His earthly life we are confronted with a great paradox. Some read the 
Gospels and are not aware of it, but the early Church, according to the book of acts, was 
aware of it and was divided down the miracle because of it. One part of the Church claimed 
that the Gospel was for all. The other part said it was for Jews only. Both sides found support 
in Jesus' own ministry. A more careful search of the Gospel reveals clearly the paradox. 
 
3. Our purpose is to look at both sides of this paradox, and then specifically at that which 
appears to be the resolution of the paradox. We limit ourselves purposely to Matthew's 
Gospel, for this Gospel clearly articulates both the paradox ant its resolution. My contention 
is that the Gospel which helps us understand best the nature and mission of the Church is pre-
cisely the Gospel which is most Jewish. And it is exactly here that we see wherein there is 
continuity between Jesus' life and the O.T., and where the radically new appears in Jesus. 
 

III. 
 

Jesus, Israel and the Nations 
 
A. Jesus Limits His Mission to His Own People 
This is the first half of the paradox. I draw to your attention two significant facts, prefaced 
with two puzzling questions: 
- Jesus' scathing judgment on Jewish missionary zeal. Scholars know now that Jesus came 
into a world in which the Jews were actively engaged in proselytizing, and were succeeding 
to a marked degree. Why then does Jesus in Matt. 23:15 condemn this "missionary" zeal? 
- Jesus paints the Gentiles of His day in dark colors. Numerous references in the Gospels 
suggest that Jesus held fairly close to the popular view of His day concerning the Gentiles, a 
view which always cast the non-Jew in a bad light„ See, for example, His remarks on their 
"verbose prayers" (Matt 6:7), and their grasping for material riches (Matt :32). 
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1. Jesus Limits His Own Mission To Israel 
 

a. The crucial but most difficult text is Matt. 15:24 - "I was sent only to the lost sheep of 
the House of Israel." - Consciously Jesus confines His activity to Israel. This cannot be 
dismissed as simply Matthew's distortion due to his "Jewishness," as some critics have 
claimed. 
- My contention is that Matthew is absolutely faithful in his account here. He interprets 
Jesus correctly as at one with the best of O.T. prophetic and eschatological thought. In 
other words, Jesus purposely remains within the historic context of revelation. 

b. As a solution to this problem some try to find a ministry to the Gentiles. 
- The Gospels give really only two clear-cut illustrations of Jesus' healing Gentiles, 
though we hear of them coming to Him, and we know He made at least one trip outside 
of Israel. 
- Matt. 3:5-10, 13 records the healing of the centurion's servant, and Matt. 15:21-28 tells 
of the healing of the Syrophoenician woman's daughter. But note that in either case Jesus 
does nothing to seek them out, and he heals them from a distance. 
- The point is that it is a distortion of the facts to see here Jesus carrying a ministry to the 
Gentile world. All we can say is that Jesus never withheld His love from those who 
sincerely sought His help. 

2. Jesus Calls His Disciples To A Limited Ministry 
a. We must take seriously Jesus' call and designation of His disciples as "the Twelve," for 

the Four Gospels do. 
- One can seriously question whether Jesus Himself ever referred to His disciples as 
"apostles." In Matt. "the Twelve" as a title appears 7 times, and only once are they called 
"apostles;" in Mark "the Twelve" appears 10 times, and again only once the title, 
"apostles;" John calls them "the Twelve" 4 times, never once the "apostles;" But Luke, 
the only Gentile writer, calls them "the Twelve" 7 times, and six times the "apostles." 
But I think one could find good reasons for Luke's usage. 
- The Twelve represent the twelve tribes of Israel, as is clearly indicated in Matt. 19:28. 
Thus the disciples form the nucleus of the eschatological People of God, gathered 
around the eschatological figure of the MIessiah. 

b. Strict bounds are set by their commission in Matt. 10:5 - "Go nowhere among the 
Gentiles and enter no town of the Samaritans, but go rather to the lost sheep of the 
House of Israel.” 
- It is important to note that the juridical meaning of the term "apostle" is best expressed 
as "proxy," i.e., "one who represents another." The Twelve are sent out by Jesus, not in 
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our Christian sense of "apostles," but as the representatives of the Messiah to their own 
people. 
- Jesus' commissions the Twelve to be with Him and to do what He is doing, i.e. (1.) 
proclaim the Gospel of the coming Kingdom which is already at hand, and (2.) demon-
strate that the promised salvation of "the last days" has come by healing and casting out 
demons. 

 
To Sum Up: "Jesus limited His activity to Israel and He impose:: the same limitations upon 
His disciples" (Jeremias). Is this narrow nationalism? Certainly not. Jesus is simply fulfilling 
the eschatological image of the One who proclaims "the day of salvation" to His own people. 
But the ministry of Jesus doesn't stop here. Basic to the Gospels is the veiled, and not so 
veiled, hint of Jesus' expectation for the nations. To this other side of the paradox we now 
turn. 
 
B. Jesus' expectation For The Nations 

This is the second half of the paradox. There are here at least three aspects to which I 
would draw your attention. 

1. Jesus proclaims "the day of salvation," but not "the day of vengeance." 
a. Popular opinion, based on such passages as isaiah 63:1-6, believed that the day of 

Israel's redemption and the day of Divine vengeance on the nations would come together. 
- Therefore, their salvation could only mean divine vengeance on Rome, and the 
destruction of all their enemies, i.e., the nations. 
- The Gospels clearly show that Jesus was concerned with both the fate of Israel and the 
nations. Specifically, He saw the redemption of Israel as precipitating, not the 
destruction of the nations, but their salvation. Let us examine two passages: 

b. Jesus rejection at Nazareth – Matt. 13: 53-58 (the heart of the problem is better seen in 
Luke 4:16 ff, esp. vs. 19) 
- Matt. vs 57 says, "They took offense at Him." But why? In addition to the usual and 
more obvious answer, could it be that this is a case where a man is condemned not for 
what he says, but for what he leaves unsaid? 
- Note that Luke here quotes Isaiah 61:2 - the first half of the verse, but not the second 
half. The whole verse reads: "to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord's favour and 
the day of vengeange of our God." 
- The point seems obvious. Jesus takes to Himself the role of the One who proclaims 
"the acceptable year" to Israel, but He purposely omits any reference to "the day of ven-
geance" on the nations. 
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c.. The Baptist's perplexing question - Matt. 11:2-6 - "Are you He who is to come, or 
shall we look for another?" 
- In answer to John's question, Jesus conflates three possible passages from Isaiah 
(35:5ff, 29:18ff, 61:1) and answers: "go and tell John what you hear and see: the blind 
receive their sight and the lame walk..." 
- But Jesus adds: "And blessed is he who takes no offense at me" (vs. 6). Why these 
words here? All three references from Isaiah concern the eschatological day of 
vengeance, but Jesus says nothing of vengeance. Perhaps the reason why John was 
perplexed at Jesus' ministry was that He so clearly fulfilled the first half of Isaiah's 
prophecy, but failed to fulfil the latter half, at least to John's thinking. Does this then 
mean that Jesus had no word of judgment? No, rather He sets both salvation and 
judgment in a new context. 

2. The Gentiles to share in both Yahweh's salvation and judgment 
a. In Jesus' message there is no assured salvation for the Jews and automatic vengeance for 

the nations. Rather there is a new standard set forth. The many parables of Jesus set the 
stage for a new interpretation, i.e. the area of God's action is broadened - Matt. 13:36-43 
- "the field is the world." 

b. But the crucial text is Matt. 8:11-12 - "I tell you many will come from the east and the 
west and sit at table with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the Kingdom of Heaven, while 
the sons of the Kingdom will be thrown into outer darkness" (Cf Ps. 107:3, Is. 49:1-2). 

c. Closely related is the parable of the marriage feast in Matt. 22:1-14. These two passages 
bring together and sum up the great eschatological vision of the pilgrimage of the 
nations to Zion, and the great feast which symbolizes their acceptance into the People of 
God. 

a. But note how this eschatological vision, which so dominated post Exilic thought, is 
reinterpreted by Jesus: - The King invites his own (Israel) first to the banquet, and only 
after their refusal does he extend the invitation to everyone (the nations). 
- This is not the gathering of a holy remnant from among Israel, but the gathering of 
God's people from among all peoples. There is judgment here, but it falls on Israel as 
well as on the nations. In the parable of the last judgment - Matt. 25:31ff - all nations 
stand there with Israel, and the sheep and goats are divided. And there are sheep among 
the nations, and goats among the Jews. 
- Like Amos, Jesus implies that judgment will be hardest on Israel. In Matt. 11:20-24 
judgment on such towns as Bethsaida and Capernaum will be far worse than on those 
horrible ancient cities of Sodom and Gomorrah. 
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- But the bitterest medicine of all (Matt. 8:12) is that others, i.e., the Gentiles, will be 
given the choice seats of the Jews who have heard and have refused to accept the Gospel, 
and as a result are cast out. 

3. The-day of salvation fulfilled in Jesus Himself 
a. Scholars have long argued over the degree to which Jesus appropriated to Himself the 

eschatological titles. I do not find it difficult to believe that Jesus accepted them as 
fulfilled in Himself. Certainly the early Church so believed. 

b. Here, I must sum up a great problem, by noting simply that I feel that Jesus saw Himself 
as "the son of David" in His entry into Jerusalem, as the "servant of Yahweh" in the 
Nazareth incident, and as "the son of man" image of Daniel, which we shall soon 
examine. 

 
To Sum Up: "Jesus expressly promised the Gentiles a share in the Kingdom and even warned 
his Jewish hearers that their place may be taken by the Gentiles" (Jeremias). 
 
1. In keeping with O.T. revelation there is a definite emphasis on the nations being gathered 
together, i.e., mission in a centripetal sense, but even so this is yet future. 
 
2. There is no idea of Jesus or His disciples at this time going out to the nations, though it is 
clear that mission in the centrifugal sense is envisioned: "This gospel of the Kingdom shall 
be preached throughout the whole world as a testimony to all nations, and then shall come the 
end" (Matt. 24:14). 
 
3. But as to when this preaching is to take place, Jesus is silent. He leaves the future in His 
Father's hands, and He, as the obedient servant, makes no effort to force the hand of the 
Almighty. 
 
4. To the crucial question: why does Jesus separate His task (and the immediate task of His 
disciples) so strictly from His expectation for the nations? there are two answers. - Salvation 
must first be offered to Israel. Peter's famous sermon (Acts 3:24-26) makes clear this point: 
"God having raised up his servant, sent Him to you first, to bless you. " 
- The Kingdom can truly dawn, that is, the fathering of the nations begin, only after the true 
Passover Lam'; is slain. The servant of Yahweh must suffer vicariously for the many. 
 
5. Both Jesus' proclamation of the Gospel to Israel, and His vicarious death for the many are 
supremely related to His service to the nations. Both took place "in order that" the Gentiles 
could be incorporated into the People of God. 
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C. The Cross-Resurrection-Enthronment Circle and thg Great Commission  

Now we come to the resolution to the paradox we have been examining - the turning point 
in the heilsgeschichte. 

 
1. At the very end of Jesus' life comes a cluster of three events in the unfolding drama, which 

include the Cross and the Resurrection. But beyond these two is another which usually gets 
overshadowed by the Great Commission. 

 
2. The Gospels end with the Great Commission in some form (and this includes Mark, too, I 

feel), wherein the disciples are sent into the world with the Gospel. The last pericope in 
Matt.:16-20, sets this commission in proper relationship to the final event in Jesus' life - 
His enthronment. 

 
3. Perhaps the reason why the full meaning of these verses escapes us is because we have 

come to treat them as simply another account of the so called "ascension" of Jesus, which 
is to miss the point. For us the "ascension" is associated with His final departure from His 
disciples forty days after Easter as described in Acts 1. On the contrary, we are talking 
about His exaltation and enthronment, which took place immediately after the resurrection. 
(The Early Church celebrated it as part of the Cross-Resurrection cycle. John 20:17 hints at 
a prior ascension before the resurrection appearances.) To see the real meaning of these 
verses we must recognize them as based on the imagery of Daniel 7:13-14, the "son of 
man" passage. 

 
4. The Daniel passage brings clearly to mind the picture of an oriental enthronment of a new 

king - first the exaltation, then the proclamation of exaltation, and finally the actual 
enthronment with the transfer of power - this imagery stands behind Matt 26:16-20. In a 
word, the Great Commission presupposes that the enthronment of Jesus as absolute Lord 
has already taken place: "All authority in heaven and earth has been given me," says Jesus 
to His disciples. 

 
5. From such an interpretation flows several significant facts, two or three of which we now 

note. 
a. All the restraints which Jesus had placed on His own ministry and that of His disciples 
are now removed. The disciples become "apostles;" i.e., "those sent out" to the ends of 
the earth. Their going out means the crossing of all boundaries, and is specifically 
directed to the discipling of all nations. And baptism is the sign. 
c. Note especially that His presence as promised to this new mission points the church 
ahead to the final consummation., which is the last and deepest goal of Christ's work. 
d. But one thing holds up this mission - this is power, The disciples must wait for 
Pentecost and the gift of the Spirit.  

 
6. It should be obvious that the Gospel which the disciples are to preach has a new dimension  
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which Jesus could not and did not preach in His life time. Only after his resurrection from 
an ignominious death, could Christ be proclaimed as man's Saviour. This Jesus, raised to the 
place of supreme authority, is made Absolute Lord over all creation and all nations. Thus the 
Church's first creed was the Gospel reduced to its bare minimum: "Jesus is Lord." 
 
7. Dr. Blauw sums up the meaning of Matthew's commission in this way: "The N.T. brings us 
here something totally new which is quite lacking in the O.T.: the commission to 
proclamation to the nations, to mission in the centrifugal sense." 
 

IV. 
 
The Church and Her Mission to tree 'Nations 

- We now turn to the fourth and final phase of the heilsgeschichte, the period between 
Pentecost and the Parousia, the era of the Church. 
- The N.T. gives us a few map-shot views of the very beginning of this period, and little 
more. Still from them we do learn something of the transition which the disciples were 
called upon to make in becoming the new community of the Holy Spirit. 

 
A. Pentecost and the Community of the Holy Spirit 
 
1. On the one side of the Great Commission stood the cross-resurrection-exhaltation cycle 

and on the other side stood the single event of Pentecost - the Gift of the Holy Spirit. 
2. The close connection between the call to mission and the gift of the Holy Spirit cannot be 

exaggerated. The call means nothing if the power for its fulfilment is not provided. 
Pentecost provided the power. 

3. Briefly let us examine the meaning of Pentecost (Acts 2:1-11) 
a. By the Gift of the Spirit a group of individual believers becomes a single body - the 
Body of Jesus Christ, the Church. The supreme work of the Spirit is community and unity 
within that community. 
b. By the Gift of the Spirit this unique community becomes a life giving power, i.e., 
whatever is touched by it is caught up into its life, which is a life hid in Christ. 
c. By the Gift of the Holy Spirit the witness of this community is made intelligible to the 
world, i.e., the presence of the Spirit makes this community a communicating community. 

4. This community of the Holy Spirit is the community in which Chris Himself is present (II 
Cor. 3:17: "Now the Lord is the Spirit"). Through this community Christ does His 
redemptive work. But we her members are not sent off alone on mission. Rather thru the 
Church, by grace, we are permitted to participate with Christ in His ongoing mission in the 
world. 

5. There is a pattern in the way in which this community moves in her mission. "You shall be 
my witnesses in Jerusalem, in Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth" (Acts l:8). The 
Gospel moves from Jerusalem to Rome, from Israel to the world. 
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a. Note that the center of this new community is no longer the temple, nor Jerusalem, but 
Christ Himself. This becomes clearer once the temple and Jerusalem are destroyed in 70 
A.D. 

b. But more important than any geographical direction is the theological direction. The 
flow of the Gospel is from those who know Christ and are members of His community 
to those who have not yet heard. 

c. What we are saying here is that Christ and His redemptive community together are the 
new center and not some one place, either a country, a city, or even a building. 

  
6. But still this is a community which conceives of her mission as just to her own people. 

Right here the Early Church confronted her gravest problem.  
a. The break which we might have expected with Judaism isn't immediately apparent. The 

Church so far as we can see continued to keep the law and to attend the temple for 
worship. Still its new way of life is evident. Witness the way the Church after temple 
worship draws apart for prayer, preaching, and especially the Eucharist, the center of her 
life, the symbol of Christ's presence among her. 

c. Peter appears to be the head of this new community, and he sees the Church's mission as 
being first of all to the Jew. One may argue that this emphasis on "the Jew first" was 
rooted in the belief that there was no time left for a larger ministry. 

d. How long this situation continued we do not know, or how long it might have continued 
if something had not happened, we cannot say. Clearly God had other plans for the 
Church. Not only was the community rejected by Judaism, bui something within the 
Church happened which led to a breakthrough in an absolutely new direction. 

 
B. The Breakthrou to the Gentile Mission 
 
Two events, not usually associated with each other, occurred within this new community of 
the Spirit, which we can boldly say saved the Church from becoming just another sect of 
Judaism. 
 
1. The Conversion of Saul - Acts 9:1-19. The story needs no retelling here, except for a few 

comments: 
a. We do great injustice when we try to set Saul's conversion experience as a. pattern for all 

time. Perhaps we should look upon it as one of the unique events in the heilsgeschichte. 
Note especially what the Lord says to Ananias immediately after Saul's experience: "Go 
for He is a chosen instrument of mine to carry my name 'before the Gentiles, and kings,  
and the sons of Israel' (vs 9:l5). 
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c. Later Paul is introduced to the community at Jerusalem, specifically to the Twelve, and it 
becoms necessary for Barnabus, an overseas Jew, to defend Paul before the brethren who 
are suspicious to say the least. 

d. It would appear that unless Peter, the spokesman for the Twelve and for the Jerusalem 
community, can be persuaded that the Church has a ministry to the Gentiles, the ministry 
of Paul stands to be rejected by the original Christian community. But now comes the 
second great event within the Church.  

 
2. Peter's Visit to Cornelius at Caesarea - Acts 10:1-11:15. This story, too, needs little 

comment. 
a. We all remember how Peter in a vision is urged to "Kill and eat," and we also remember 

his righteous answer: "No, Lord, I have never eaten anything common or unclean." To 
which comes the quick answer; '"What God has cleansed, you must not call unclean." 

b. Then Peter is led off to Cornelius' house, with whom the Lord has also been in 
conversation, and on his arrival Peter is led to say: "Truly I perceive that God shows no 
partiality. But in every nation any one who fears Him and does what is right is 
acceptable to Him." 

c. The incident ends with the Spirit being poured out on Cornelius. The companions of 
Peter stand there amazed, and according to Luke, finally admit, "the gift of the Holy 
Spirit had been poured out even on the Gentiles." 

d. Thus it was that Peter, the leader of the original Twelve, by this unique event which 
stands next to the conversion of Saul, was won over to accepting in principle the gentile 
mission of the Church. 

 
To Sum Up: 
 
1. The early Christian community constituted by the Great Commission and the Gift of the 

Spirit appears to have been content to direct her evangel simply to her own people. 
 
2. The breakthrough to real mission comes only after two closely related events: (a) first, that 

a Jew of the Jews, Saul, a member of the dispersion, is called to be the Apostle to the 
nations, (b) second, that another Jew of the Jews, Peter, a member of the original Twelve, 
is lead to acknowledge that God has granted repentance and faith to the Gentiles. 

 
3. But this doesn't mean clear sailing for the Gentile mission. The simple fact is that the early 

Christian community at Jerusalem never really accepted this radical departure. It appears 
that even James, the Lord's brother, preferred to stand with his more Jewish compatriots 
who opposed the Gentile mission. 
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4. It should be pointed out that of the Twelve Disciples, we have concrete knowledge of only 

two becoming what we might truly call "apostles." Decades later the Church felt keenly 
this problem and began to create stories of the roles which each disciple had played, but 
such stories have little or no historical foundation. John, according to rather good tradition, 
carried on a noble ministry in Ephesus for many years. Peter, after being expelled from 
Jerusalem, appears to have carried on a ministry in Asia Minor, but most scholars would 
limit his ministry to the Jews of the dispersion. 

 
5. These facts cause one to pause and ask whether it was not God's plan that the real mission 

of the Twelve up to the end was to be limited primarily to the unique witness which only 
they could make, i.e., the witness to both the earthly ministry of Jesus, and specifically to 
His resurrection and the great commission. If this is the case, then the original Twelve 
stand within the heilsgeschichte uniquely alone, separate from all the "apostles" who were 
to follow. 

 
6. Though harassed by the Judaizers, from this time forth the Christian community becomes a 

community which cuts across all boundaries, including both Greek and barbarian with the 
Jew. 

 
7. The ministry of Paul stands central in this great mission to the Gentile world. But 

throughout Paul, never ceased to wrestle with the relationship of the Jew to the Gentile in 
God's plan, and this wrestling is revealed pointedly in such letters of his as Romans, 
Galatians, and Ephesians. 

 
8. Suffice it to say here that Paul never gave up the Jew because he firmly believed that God 

had not given up the Jew. Paul's considered thought is that it will be through the Gentile 
mission that the Jews shall finally be brought in. 

 
C. The Church in the World.- I Peter 2:9-10 
 
In closing let us consider this famous passage. As is so often the case in the N.T. we are not 
addressed individually but as a Christian community. This doesn't mean a depreciation of the 
individual, on the contrary, it is the clear teaching of the N.T. that it is precisely within the 
Christian community that the individual comes to full maturity as a person in Christ. 
1. The Nature of the Christian Community - "But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a 

holy nation, God's own people." 
- Note how Peter goes back to the O.T. to borrow language to describe the new community. 

The Church is a community of faith" whose spiritual forefather is Abraham. Let us 
neverhrow away such a great heritage. 

a. 'You are a chosen race" - As in the case of the people of Israel, so here the word "chosen" 
is applied to the Church. Whether we like it or not divine election stands at the heart of 
the Church and cannot be ignored. 
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"You are a royal priesthood" - royal because we belong to the One who the King of 
kings, and Lord of lords. But specifically, we are a priesthood, not individually priests, 
but corporately a priestly body serving the King with a ministry to the whole world. 

c. "You are a holy nation" - again, that word 'holy" appears. It means primarily that the 
Church is a community set apart for a special service. Because we belong to the "holy 
God, the character of our lives should be holy. 

d. "You are God's own people" - the unique relationship this community has with her 
Saviour and Lord should never be belittled, yet we must recognize that a unique relat-
ionship can only mean a unique responsibility. 

 
2. The Purpose of This Community - "that you may declare the wonderful deeds of Him who 

called you out of darkness into His marvelous light." 
- The little word "that" is crucial and means "in order that.' Briefly, as Barth says, we are 
a community "called, callec out, called up for service." To be called to serve Jesus Christ 
means to be in but not of the world, 

a. "that you may declare" - The word "declare" needs attention. I take it to mean primarily 
"to articulate, to spell out" just what God has done in Jesus Christ. Our service should 
take every imaginable form, but through all we do, if we do not intelligibly proclaim 
what God has done and is doing, then our "much doing" is meaningless. The Church is 
above all else a proclaiming community. 

b. "the wonderful deeds of Him" - This is nothing else than what Wright calls "the recital of 
God's acts" in and through Jesus Christ. It begins with the Exodus, includes the 
distinctive message of the prophets, finally centers in the Word become flesh, Jesus 
Christ, with special emphasis on His cross-resurrection-exaltation, and climactically 
points ahead to the consummation. It is hardly necessary to point out that to do this 
leaves little time for us to talk about "our" deeds. 

c. 'Who called you out of darkness into its marvelous light.' Clearly there is no room for 
our boasting. Again we come back to the fact of divine grace. It is by gracs alone that we 
are today within this new community of the Holy Spirit. Reflection should make us 
humble and keep us humble. We would still be in spiritual darkness if God had not come 
to us while we were still in our sins, and led us forth 

. 
"Once you (we) were no people but now you (we) are God's people., once you (we) 
had not received mercy but now you (we) have received mercy." To our Lord, Jesus 
Christ, be all honour and glory, world without end. Amen. 
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THE MISSION OF THE CHURCH IN JAPAN TODAY 
 

J. Robertson Mcquilkin 
 
To cut our topic in two will not reduce the size of our basic problem, but to do so may help us 
grasp more easily the dimensions of the problem. Therefore I invite you to think with me in 
the first place on the first nalf of our topic, "The Mission of the Church." What is her mission 
today--or any day; in Japan, yes, but anywhere--what is the nature of this mission? And then I 
would like to have us focus our thinking more specifically on Japan, on the mission of the 
Church "In Japan Today." 
 

I. THE MISSION OF THE CHURCH 
 

First of all notice that we're dealing not with the ministry of the Church but with the mission 
of the Church. The ministry of the Church would include her mission but it would include 
other things as well. For example it would include the Church's pastoral ministry to herself. If 
it were possible to fulfill this pastoral ministry adequately without a concurrent fulfilling of 
her evangelistic mission we might be tempted to say that the Church in Japan has 
over-fulfilled her ministry to herself. For whether we look at the local church with its small, 
self-serving in-group or whether we look at the statistics of the whole Church and learn that 
there are four times as many ministers, prooortionately, as in the United States or, on an 
average, almost two shepherds for each small flock, we know that the ministry to herself is 
not being neglected. 
 
But still the question persists: can a church truly fulfill its pastoral ministry and its inner 
spiritual growth remain healthy if the mission part of her ministry is ineffective? So we do 
well, this week, to turn our thJughts to the mission of the Church, not only because of the 
importance of the theme itself but also because of the basic relationship it bears to the entire 
ministry of the Church. 
 
As we consider the mission of the Church several basic questions naturally arise. To whom is 
the Church sent, to whom is her mission? A second question: for what purpose is she sent, 
what is the nature of her mission? And, most significant, by whom is sne sent? 
 
I will not attempt to deal with the first problem, 
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"To whom is the Church sent?" feeling that we have a unity on this point. For widely 
divergent reasons both evangelicals and liberals insist that the primary thrust of the Church 
must be outward toward the world around us. Man outside of Christ is the object of our 
mission. Even if there were not this unity, of course, our theme for this particular conferance, 
at least, focuses our thoughts on the outward look. So we assume that the object of the 
Church's mission is not herself but the world outside. However, the second problem is 
crucial: as we face outward what is the nature of our mission, what are we trying to do? 
 
For almost two millenia this question was rarely asked because the answer was assumed. But 
no longer so. This question pinpoints what is perhaps the most pressing tneological debate of 
our time. Is the object of our mission the redemption here and now of the structures of 
society? Or is it the redemption for eternity of individuals who, in turn, work to create a just 
society here and now? 
 
We see in the Church the whole spectrum of views from that large and growing segment that 
sees no legitimate distinction between the Church and the world and who would eschew 
soul-saving as sub-christian, to the other extreme of many traditionalists who work 
fevereshly to save men's souls and give only lip service to saving men's bodies. In between 
are the bulk, perhaps, of sincere Christian men. Are these differences only differences of 
emphasis? it would be pleasant to think so. But differences of emphasis in this case stem 
directly from differences in theology. Not only so, if we are not careful, a different emphasis 
can actually lead to a different theology. We will no doubt consider this problem at some 
length in a later session. 
 

Social Mission 
 
I personally believe the Church has a responsibility to work actively for the redemption of the 
physical and social man as well as the spiritual. I confess that I have failed in this. I confess 
that the Church has failed in this. But, on the other hand, I don't think the Church in Japan 
has been a complete washout in this facet of her mission. 
 
Joseph Spae, perhaps the most knowledgeable man in the world on the anthropology of the 
Christian mission in Japan, speaks constantly of the success of the Church in moving the 
whole society of Japan Christward. Says Spae: 
 
"To proclaim this news, intelligibly and audibly, is the Church's mission. To weigh, assimilate  
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and finally answer it, is Japan's vacation. Already the Church and Japan are set on a course 
which converges upon Christ."1 
 
"We need not feel impatient with this timing. It is, in historic perspective, a fine pace for a 
great modern nation travelling upon its hignway to Christ."2 
 
We sense in this the optimism of the long, historical view of the Roman Catholic Church. But 
those of you wno are regular readers of the Japan Missionary Bulletin will know the solid 
evidence Fr. Spae mobilizes to prove that the thought patterns and the very structure of 
society are being rapidly restructured in a general direction favorable to the christian position. 
To the extent this is true, we too are deeply grateful. 
 

PRIORITIES 
 

But is this enough? Is there no urgency to our mission? Certainly it will not save a drowning 
man for me to stand on the shore and read the life-saving manual to him. I must jump in the 
water with him. Shirt, tie, watch and all, if necessary. But my job is to get him out. I'm not 
going to stay in there with him unless I'm convinced he's not actually drowning. Or, perhaps, 
unless he convinces me that drowning isn't such a bed option after all. 
 
Again, it may be all very well to pressure the legislature into draining the swamp or to start 
an adult educational program in swimming to help the fallen enjoy his stay in the swamp. But 
there is a priority. My first job is to get that crowning man out. So we do not deny our 
responsibility to man-in-society but we do insist on a ,priority of responsibility. And to 
establish priority nothing can give clearer guidance than a return to our third and most 
important question: by wham are we sent? Who's commission do we bear? 
 

Christ's Example 
 
Of course it is One who showed us by his constant example that healing men's bodies and 
justice among men are of great importance. At the same time, he left us the example of a 
religious leader who said nothing to the social structure of his day. His silence on dictatorship, 
war, slavery, and poverty can hardly be an oversight on the part of one who came to redeem 
the whole man. This fact alone does not prove that his disciples for all time must follow his 
example in this. There are many things that Christ, within the constricting limits of his unique  
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calling and limited time did not do but which his disciples may and should oo. However, his 
silence on social issues does tend to verify the thought that there is an order of priority. "The 
Son of Man came to seek and to save that which was lost." (Luke 19.10) "As the Father hath 
sent me, even so send I you." (John 20.21) "As he is, even so are we in this world."  

(I John 4.17) 
 

Christ's Command 
 

However, Christ left us more than an example from witch we might deduce our 
responsibilities. He also gave a straightforward, clearcut statement of those responsibilities. 
To be sure of the nature of our mission we neeo to refer back constantly to this commission. 
And there can be no duuot that the burden on the heart of the resurrected Lord was to make 
sure his disciples did indeed understand and obey his last great command and go to a lost 
world with the good news of redemption in all its full-orbed meaning. To make sure we 
understand he repeated the commission on at least three different occasions, and possibly on 
five or more. 
 
"Go ye therefore, and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them ... teaching them to 
observe all things whatsoever I commanded you..." (Matt. 28.1'7,20) 
 
"Go ye into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature." (Mark 16.15) 
 
"Thus it is written, that the Christ should suffer and rise again from the dead the third day; 
and that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his name unto all the nations, 
beginning from Jerusalem. Ye are witnesses of these things. And behold, I send forth the 
oromise of my Father upon you: but tarry ye... until ye be clothed with power from on high." 
(Luke 24.46-4) 
 
" .. ye shall be my witnesses...unto the uttermost part of the earth." (Acts 1.6) 
 
Should any doubt remain in our minds as to what, specifically, he meant when he sent the 
disciples, all we need do is look at the life and message of those who heard the command 
directly. How did they interpret what he said? What comission did the early Church accept? 
What did Peter say and do? Does Paul fill more than one-third of the New Testament by 
accident? 
 
Of course, if one doesn't bow to the authority of the written Word, then it's 
upset-the-fruit-basket and every man for himself.  
 
And this is exactly what many have done: rejected the authority of the Bible and redefined  
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Christian Mission.Those who have done so do well to speak of the cost-christian era. The 
very theology they preach would bury the Church and usher in such an era. 
 

Theological Basis of Mission 
 
To define the mission of the Church, then, we have both the example of Christ and his direct 
commission. But basically the problem is more theological than historical or exegetical. Was 
Christ's mission essentially a redemptive one? Is the meaning of his life and death one of 
atonement and reconciliation? Is man, apart from this atonement ano reconciliation, actually 
and literally lost and without hope? If we join the Apostles in a ringing affirmative answer to 
these questions the theological questions involved are settled. And we seal our affirmation 
with a personal life commitment to the redeeming of lost men. 
 
On the other hand, if we hesitate or if we deny these affirmations nothing really matters much 
right now except the "now" and one is free to devote himself to pleasing himself, or, if he be 
a man of goodwill, to the great task of trying to redeem the physical and social man. But 
given the theology of the New Testament, if the structure of society had no bearing en 
uhether or not men accept eternal redemption we could say without fear of contradiction that 
the saving of one immortal soul--for the very reason that it is immortal--is more important 
than the saving of all the structures of society combined. For example, the suffering and 
injustice of the slave system in the days of Au,2ustus Caesar were certainly significant 
problems. But not se significant as the problem of whether or not any single human being of 
that day is alive in Christ today. For the slave system and the Empire built upon it are dead. 
The suffering and the glory of the epa are forever past. Not so the souls of men. To affirm the 
lost condition of man without Christ is to put the question of priorities in mission beyond the 
realm of debate. For only a fool or a fiend could accept this theology, a theology so clearly 
taught by Jesus Christ himself, and yet assign priority to any other phase of our mission. 
 
Of course, in point of fact, we believe that the social structure does have a bearing on man's 
eternal destiny, for his invironment cannot but condition ins decisions. And further the love 
of Christ compels us to give our very selves in the relief of human suffering and injustice, 
even opart from the spiritual dimension. But the primary mission of the Church is clear. 
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Confirmation by the Church Today 
 
And it is a great encouragement to me in this decade when the theological base for the 
mission of Church is crumbling in many schools of theology to know that the prevailing 
voice of the Church is still at one with the Apostles and with that urgent vision that first thrust 
us to Japan. 
 
Billy Graham in his key-note message to the recent Berlin Conference on Evangelism quoted 
the secretary of evangelism of one of the great American denominations and then gave his 
own evaluation. Said the secretary of evangelism, "Contemporary evangelism is moving 
away from winning souls one by one to the evangelization of the structures of society." Billy 
Graham answered,"We cannot accept this interpretation of evangelism. Evangelism has 
social implications, but its primary thrust is the winning of men to a personal relationship to 
Jesus Christ... It seems to me that we cannot improve on the definition of evangelism that 
was given to us by the International Missionary Council at Madras in 1938: 
'Evangelism ...must so present Christ Jesus in the power of the Holy Spirit, that men shall 
come to put their trust in God through him, to accept him as their Saviour and serve him as 
their Lord in the fellowship of his Church.'"3 
 
The famed mission theologian, Hendrik Kraemer would concur: 
 

"...the aim of all missionary work has therefore to be the clear and persevering 
witness in words and acts to Christian truth and life and the building up of living 
Christian communities..."4 

 
The same theme is pressed in our day by that intrepid apostle of Church Growth, Donald 
McGavran: 
 

"The Pauline philosophy... holds that the central continuing purpose of the world 
mission is winning men and women, tribes and nations, to Jesus Christ and 
multiplying churches. There are no other chief ends of mission, though men may be 
healed and kindly deeds done as in the case of the cripple of Lystra. These, however, 
never form the purpose of mission. Missionaries are not sent out to do these deeds. 
It is not the business of the church in Antioch to do charity in Corinth, but rather to 
establish churches there which will overflow with Christian neighbourliness and 
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abound in all the loving service and good works mentioned by Christ in His account 
of the last judgement. This is the view of the New Testament Church."5 

 
A foremost missions scholar of the southern Baptist Convention, Robert Guy, has shared this 
same vision with the more than 400 missionaries who studied under him in student days. Dr. 
Guy writes: 
 
"(The) primary goals are: converts won and churches established. All others are secondary, 
either ministering to these or growing out of them."6 
 
The Assemblies of God, growing at an unprecidented rate in Latin America, adheres to the 
same position. Executive Secretary for Latin America, Melvin Hodges, says: 
 

"I formulate the essential goal for Christian mission thus: We are to preach the 
message of God to every creature in such a way that regenerated converts will result. 
These will form local churches, established according to the New Testament pattern 
and operating as self-sustaining and self-poropagating units, to the end that vital 
churches will multiply in every area of the world."7 

 
Addison J. Eastman, in the Occasional Bulletin from the Missionary Research Library of the 
National Council of Churches, writes: 
 

"We need to state unequivocally that the missionary vocation is by no means a fast 
diminishing one. Nor does it find its fundamental meaning in technical assistance or 
a kind of Christian exchange of persons program. Whatever else the missionary is, 
his first concern is that Jesus Christ be made known. And as long as there are people 
anywhere who have not heard or believed the good news, the missionary task 
remains unfinished." 8 

 
Many official church statements of policy affirm the same Biblical position. For example, 
"...the official statement of the United Presbyterian Church.. .reads:  
 

'The supreme and controlling aim of the Christian Mission to the world is to make 
the Lord Jesus Christ known to all men as her Divine and only Savior and to 
persuade them to become His disciples and responsible members of His Church in 
which Christians of all lands share in evangelizing the world and permeating all of 
life with the spirit and truth of Christ."9 

 
For my final quotation 1 refer to the 1952 General Assembly of the National Council of  
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Churches of Christ in the United States' "Message to American Christians." 
 

"It must be the abiding concern of our Churches that the Gospel be proclaimed to all 
people. Evangelism, the confrontation of man with Jesus Christ so that they may 
accept Him as their Savior and follow Him as their Lord in the Fellowship of the 
Church, is the Church's primary task."10 

 
May God himself call us back this week to a renewed vision of our mission and a renewed 
dedication to see that it is completed. 
 
 

II. ...IN JAPAN TODAY 
 
This, then, is our theme, the primary "Mission of the Church." out what of the last half of the 
theme, "In Japan Today"? How are we doing? To what extent has our mission been 
accomplished? 
 
We see a lot of sackcloth and ashes. For example, Father Spae whom I quoted earlier as being 
so optimistic about the changing structure of society and the potential for evangelism in the 
twenty-first century is not nearly so optimistic about the prospects for successful evangelism 
in the Japan of 1967. He told me in personal conversation that any missionary who comes to 
Japan with the idea of reaping a harvest will not last long. This is not the time of harvest, but 
of soil preparation, of pre-evangelistic conditioning. Some take an even dimmer view of the 
situation. However, I don't think the statistics altogether bear out this pessimistic view. 
 

Statistical Evidence 
 
The most optimistic statistics, apart from those of the Roman Catholic Church itself, seem to 
be those of the World Christian Handbook which indicate a Protestant growth rate between 
1957 and 1962 of 30%. Projected over a ten-year oeriod this would be 60% or 10% more 
than the 50% growth rate the Institute of Church Growth uses as a rule of thumb to indicate a 
minimal growth situation. The Japan Christian Yearbook figures from 1956 to 1966 would 
indicate a somewhat slower growth rate--46% for the Protestant churches. Lower, but still 
within reach of the 50% growth rate per decade. Not like tropical Africa or Latin America, to 
be sure, but neither is it a totally dark picture. During tnis decade the United Church growth 
rate was only 15% but this was counterbalanced by the smaller groups, some of which report 
a 15% growth and more per year. 
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So we praise God far an open door, for a most courteous reception, and for this response. But 
obviously if our burden is for the whole nation we are not making much progress. At the 
present rate it will be 1980 before we can claim even 1% of the population. 
 
Why the slow progress? There are no doubt many reasons and I personally have concluded 
that the chief reason is something about which we can do very little. By centuries of 
conditioning, the receiving sets to which we beam our message are remarkably unfitted for 
receiving this particular message. 
 
But there is another factor in the communication of the gospel about which we can do 
something and that has to do with the wave length on which we transmit, the package in 
which we deliver the goods, the terminology we use, the appeal we make. 
 

Communication 
 

I believe we need a crash program to analyze our entire communications system. We 
feverishly transmit a message in which we have supreme confidence. But what is the nature 
of our proposed receivers? Are we broadcasting on a viable wave-length? Is anything more 
than a lot of static and an occasional squawk getting through? No good to broadcast good 
news to African natives who have no radios. And it's equally of no use trying to get through 
to a New Yorker, pounding out the message on a tom-tom. He doesn't know the code. Even if 
he doesn't dismiss the tom-tom out of hand as primitive, irrelevant, meaningless, or plain 
stupid, even if he desperately wants to understand, he can't decade. The content is the same in 
both cases, perhaps the long desired news of a war's end, and the methods are both fine. The 
problem is to fit the wave length to the receiver. 
 
If we really believe our message is worth getting through we aren't going to keep hammering 
away on our own favorite wavelengths and leave the decoding up to the rare receiver who 
has the happy, combination of a driving want to understand and enough intelligence to figure 
it all out. We must decode for twentieth century Japan, speaking to wants the average man 
feels in terms he can understand. 
 
Actually this communications problem is the problem that has motivated many of the 
theologians and popularizers of the secularization movement. These men are distressed 
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that we are not communicating to modern, urban, scientific man. They have concluded that 
the message is outmoded. But there is more to communications than the content of the 
message. And so I call you rather to a reaporaisal of the communications system. 
 

Membership Loss 
 

A second problem has to de with the small minority with whom we have been able to 
make effective contact. Churches don't have graduation ceremonies but a large percentage of 
Japanese "Christians" feel they have graduated. For example, of the 187,705 members of the 
United Church of Christ no less than 82,926, or 44% are what is euphemistically called, 
"inactive or non-resident." In the Bulletin of the United Church Yoichiro Seeki writes, "Even 
if allowance be made for membership loss due to death, still 80% of the 60,000 newly 
baptized members (from 1951-61) must have dropped from the active to the inactive list."11 I 
think this is just about par for the course in Japan. But not everywhere. 

 
Recently when in Korea I asked a group of pastors and college teachers, "What is the average 
membership loss in Korea?" The group agreed that 10% would be the average. Thus it would 
seem that the great contrast between the virile Church in Korea and the weak Church in 
Japan cannot be attributed solely to the success in evangelism exoerienced.there. Somehow 
we must find a way to staunch the fatal loss of the Church's life blood. 
 
So we come full circle to the relation I mentioned at the beginning between the 
Church-directed pastoral ministry and the world-directed evangelistic mission of the Church. 
If it is impossible to have a Church of virile spiritual growth simply by ministering to its own 
needs without a constant outflow in evangelistic effort, is not one chief reason for the great 
loss of members their very lack of evangelistic drive? On the other hand, if a man is active in 
seeking to win others is it likely that he himself will fall away? And yet is there any more 
pronounced characteristic of the church in Japan than the inactivity of her non-professional 
members? 
 
This observation leads directly to the third--and most important--problem which I would lay 
before this study conference. We asked earlier, "How can we communicate more 
effectively?" Let us give this the best of our thought and prayer. The second problem was 
how to stop membership loss, for no amount of inflow through evangelism can produce solid 
growth if the massive outflow can't be stopped. Perhaps God would see fit to give some light 
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on this ouring these hours we shall spend together. But more crucial than either of these 
problems in the winning of Japan for Christ is the question: How can we mobilize our great 
non-professional army? It may well be that the solution to this problem would be a key to 
help solve the others. For certainly a non-professional witness would be in a better position to 
communicate effectively and certainly the witnessing Christian is not normally a potential 
casualty. But the importance of this third problem is intrinsic and does not depend on any 
contribution it may make to the solution of other problems. 
 

Total Mobilization 
 
If I say that this total mobilization of the witnessing potential of the Church is the key factor 
and if I do not go on to prove my contention it is not because the evidence is lacking or 
because I am unsure of the proposition. It is simply that I believe this group of men already 
accepts the proposition. 
 
May God help us this week with some new insight on this problem that dwarfs all others. I 
fervently believe that until we crack this feudalistic barrier--if the feudalistic mind-set is the 
reason for the problem--or if we can't crack it, until we learn how to utilize it, or somehow 
that Christians as a whole accept Christ's commission as a personal commission, the very 
center of life, we have little hope of completing our basic mission to Japan. 
 
There are other problems which block our way but I pray that God will grant us wisdom this 
week--wisdom as to how our message can be unscrambled for the marvelously complicated 
receiving sets we find in Japan; wisdom as to how the loss of members may be staunched; 
and wisdom as to how we may achieve total mobilization. 
 
But more than wisdom is needed. May God be pleased to grant a fresh vision of what our 
basic mission is. And may we be pleased to rededicate ourselves in all-out commitment to 
completing that mission to Japan in our generation so that when we meet the one who 
commissioned us, we may be able to say, "mission accomplished" and receive His response,  
"Well done." 
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NEW THEOLOGIES AND THE MISSION OF THE CHURCH 
 

Richard S. Taylor 
 
 
When we speak of the mission of the Church we may mean either its purpose or its task. The 
terms are not synonymous. If we ask why the Sovereign God instituted the Church we are 
inquiring about its purpose; if we ask what primarily the Sovereign God has commissioned 
the Church to do, we are asking about its task. The purpose doubtless includes the task, but 
may conceivably embrace much more; it is therefore the broader term. In preparing this paper 
I am focusing my attention on the task of the Church rather than the purpose. Therefore in 
considering the mission of the Church we have in mind the Church's supreme duty on earth. 
To borrow a phrase from the secular theologians, "what on earth" is it expected to do? 
 

The Mission Reviewed 
 
We have already had in this seminar a Bible study on the Church's mission; therefore the 
discussion here does not need to be extensive. 
 
Naturally we have only one source of authentic information concerning the content of this 
commission, and that is the Bible, particularly the New Testament. This is true even on 
purely historical grounds, apart from what one believes about inspiration; for as a body of 
literature reporting the events out of which the Church was born and reflecting the 
consciousness of the primitive Church concerning its own nature and mission, the documents 
of the New Testament are much closer to the events themselves, both as to probable date and 
authorship, than any other or subsequent patristic writings. Therefore if this body of witness 
is not reliable, both the origin and mission of the Church are enshrouded in hopeless 
obscurity, too thick to be penetrated by the highly dubious art of form criticism. Admittedly, 
this is the exact plight in which some of the new theologies would place us--and this, by the 
way, is the presupposition underlying their assumed license not only to redefine the mission 
of the Church but recast every other Christian doctrine as well. A Christendom without a 
Bible is without a reliable basis for its own self-understanding. In this case, there are no 
moorings, the Church is at sea, and new theologies cannot but proliferate. 
 
But accepting their presuppositions, and thus finding ourselves in the position of having to 
reformulate the mission of the Church "from scratch," so to speak, is certainly premature, 
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to say the least. Even on rational grounds it is more appropriate to begin from the Bible 
ground; i.e., to begin from the concept of mission which we already have, derived from the 
Bible and buttressed by both historical theology and ecclesiastical history, in its main 
evangelical stream, for almost two millenniums. 
 
We may express the biblical concept concisely by saying that the task of the Church is to take 
God's message in God's way to the whole world. The prescribed method is as much a part of 
the task as the message. Matthew expresses it in the familiar form known as the Great 
Commission: 
 

And Jesus came up and spoke to them, saying, "All authority has been given to Me 
in heaven and on earth. Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing 
them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, teaching them to 
observe all that I commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the end. of 
the age" (Matt. 28:18-20, NASB). 

 
While the "you" addressed were the immediate band of disciples, the world scope and the 
age-long duration of the assignment argues that He was speaking to the Church as it was 
represented in them. It is clear that evangelism is more than proclamation; it is also 
persuasion. They were so to proclaim that definite concerts would result. The initiatory rite 
was baptism in the name of the Trinity-implying two things: first the mission is doctrinally 
structured; and second it is openly and avowedly religious. The authority for the mission is 
Jesus Christ himself, who has received it from the Father. The imperative nature of the 
mission demands deliberate and purposeful. action: "Go therefore. . ." For the Church to do 
less or something else is disobedience. The counterpart of discipling is disciplining: teaching 
them to observe all that I command you. Teaching is as truly a part of the task as turning. 
This means assimilation, stabilizing, indoctrination, ethical guidance: in short, it means 
churches. The confidence and power with which the Church is to prosecute its task is the 
assurance of her Lord's presence, power, and authority, a presence to be verified by the 
working of the Holy Spirit. 
 
Our Lord details more precisely the content of the message, the elements of conversion, and 
the indispensable resource for the successful accomplishment of the mission, in the account 
of Luke. 
 

Then He opened their minds to understand the Scriptures, and He said to them, 
"Thus it is written, that the Christ should suffer and rise from the dead the third day; 
and that repentance for forgiveness of sins should be proclaimed in His name to all 
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the nations--beginning from Jerusalem. You are witnesses of these things. And 
behold, I am sending forth the promise of My Father upon you; but you are to stay 
in the city until you are clothed with power from on high" (Luke 24:45-49, NASB). 

 
The message, which is the Gospel to be preached, includes these notes: First, Jesus is the 
Messiah promised in the Old Testament scriptures; second, His work as Messiah necessitated 
His suffering and death as the primary means of accomplishing His purpose--this too as 
predicted in the scriptures; third, the Resurrection was both prophetic fulfillment and historic 
fact, and, moreover, associated with His redemptive act as the counterpart of the crucifixion; 
fourth, forgiveness of sins, without which salvation is impossible, whether conceived as 
reconciliation with God or restoration to His likeness, is mysteriously made possible by this 
two-fold event; fifth, the good news of this available forgiveness in Christ is to be taken to all 
nations, implying that the atoning provision is for all; and sixth, that the human response to 
the divine action is repentance, without which the provision of the cross cannot be personally 
realized. Thus the salvation in Christ is unconditionally provided but not unconditionally 
offered. It is at once merciful and moral. 
 
The passages quoted from Matthew and Luke do not cover entirely the formal details of the 
task. The place of faith, for instance, is omitted. However the basic lines of the commission 
are unmistakeable, and labored additional exegesis is not necessary. It need only be added 
that these were the lines, both as to message and method, followed by the primitive Church 
after Pentecost. The substance of Peter's sermon, for instance--and for that matter, of all 
major discourses in The Acts--matched the substance of these two passages: the appeal to the 
Scriptures, the identification of Jesus as the Messiah and Savior, the emphasis on His death 
and resurrection as the twin foci of His redemptive act, the offer of forgiveness, the necessity 
of prompt repentance, the command to be baptized. 
 
It is true, as Harry R. Boer has pointed out in Pentecost and Missions that the initial 
expansion of the Church was more the result of providential upsets combined with the 
compulsion of the Holy Spirit than it was a conscious and systematic effort to fulfill the Great 
Commission, as such. In fact, it looked as if the Church might remember our Lord's words, 
"beginning from Jerusalem," and be stalled there, for even though Spirit-filled, they did not 
immediately grasp the universality of the new kingdom. They were so fruitful for awhile in 
Jersusalem, that they were in danger of concentrating, consolidating, conserving--and then 
stagnating. 
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This was the first, but not the last time the Church has been imperiled by saturation 
evangelism without corresponding and simultaneous pioneer evangelism. But to prevent this 
their Sovereign Lord stirred up the nest in Jerusalem by the first persecution, and the Holy 
Spirit within them prompted them to spill over in irrepressible preaching and witnessing 
wherever they went, so that the Church spread as a consequence. Then the Holy Spirit forced 
the hand of the Church to extend its ministry to the Gentiles, by Peter's experience with 
Cornelius, by the revival in Samaria, the conversion of the Ethiopian eunuch, and by the 
amazing response of the Greeks in Antioch. 
 
In fact, the Lord had to rely on this first Gentile church in Antioch to become the first 
missionary church, for here the Christian mission, as a deliberate self-conscious Church 
enterprise, was born. The Jewish Church could not quite shake off its racial and religious 
insularity to adapt itself to the fulfillment of the Church's basic task. The fact that the Lord of 
the Church bypassed it and transferred the responsibility to the Gentiles is further evidence 
that world evangelism is the central mission of the Church by Divine decree. Luke reports 
this radical turn of events: 
 

Now there were at Antioch. in the church that was there, prophets and teachers: 
Barnabas, and Simeon who was called Niger, and Lucius of Cyrene, and Manaen 
who had been brought up with Herod the Tetrarch, and Saul. And while they were 
ministering to the Lord and fasting, the Holy Spirit said, "Set apart for me Barnabas 
and Saul for the work whereunto I have called them." Then, when they had fasted 
and prayed and laid their hands on them, they sent them away (Acts 13:1-3, NASB). 

 
As instructive as this passage is for mission methodology, we cannot here study it. But the 
message which Paul and Barnabas took to the Gentiles was in substance the same as Peter 
preached on the Day of Pentecost. Jesus was the Christ, the Divine and Holy One of God; He 
was put to death but raised from the dead--this Resurrection promised both eternal life and 
guaranteed a Day of judgment, both present power and future glory; and because of this great 
Divine Action in Christ, this break-through into the racial and historical life of man, they 
were under instant obligation to repent, by which was meant a turning from their sins and 
their idolatries and all other religions to the one Living God, who has revealed Himself in 
Christ. The crux of the kerygma was the Resurrection, for they well knew that this validated 
all else, and its denial nullified all else. 
 
Paul preached for immediate decisions, and he got them. 
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Converts were organized into churches, and elders ordained to have oversight of them. 
Seldom do we confront a solitary Christian, for the one quickly becomes two--generally 
whole families and groups are converted--and at once are taught to function as an ekklesia, 
with Christ their Head, the Spirit as their Resource both for holiness and service, koinonia 
their trade-mark, frequent worship their habit, and witnessing their passion. 
 
Though the New Testament documents bear a united witness to the essential nature of the 
Church's mission, including both message and method, it was Paul above all who was the 
far-sighted missionary statesman, who saw most clearly the radical disjunction of Christianity 
from Judaism, and its world-wide authority and eschatological nature. Accordingly he not 
only evangelized but guarded against two encroachments which threatened both the purity 
and vitality of the churches--Gnosticism on the left and Judaism on the right. Both involved 
conceptual errors, and in that sense were doctrinal. Both misconstrued the true nature of 
Christianity, Gnosticism seeing it as an exciting new mystery religion and Judaism seeing it 
as an extension of the Mosaic cultus. The Gnostics wanted to graft it to the stock of Greek 
philosophy and the Jews wanted to graft it to the stock of temple worship. But in either 
direction Christianity would be diluted, distorted, and corrupted. Paul resisted therefore the 
premise of the Gnostics-that knowledge was the way of salvation; and equally the premise of 
the Judaisers--that the Mosaic law was the way of salvation. 
 
The subtle danger of the situation lay in the fact that neither side openly denied Christ as 
being related to salvation. They were friendly foes--friendly in the sense that they too 
claimed to be Christians; but they wanted to interpret the new faith according to their 
respective motifs. The Greeks wanted to intellectualize it, the Jews wanted to ritualize it. The 
Greeks wanted to rid the Gospel of its "foolishness" in the eyes of their fellow intellectuals; 
the Jews wanted to delete the stumblingblock of the cross to make the acceptance of Jesus as 
Messiah easier for their fellow Jews. The method of the Greeks was reinterpretation, the 
method of the Jews was supersession. 
 
On the one hand, if the cross and Resurrection could be philosophized, it could be made both 
impressive and palatable to the intellectual; but in so doing Christianity, so philosophized, 
was made the exclusive and esoteric preserve of the philosophically minded; but more than 
that it was reconstituted, and whatever the end product was, it was not Christianity. 
 
On the other hand, if the cross could be utilized to preserve the Jewish status quo, it could be 
tolerated; but this could only be done by overlaying the Gospel with Moses, and thus fixating 
it as a Judaistic religion. 
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On the whole, the Christianity which conquered the Roman Empire in three centuries did so 
along the lines of the New Testament kerygma, the New Testament consciousness of the 
mission of the Church, and with more or less success in preserving the integrity of the faith 
from the vitiating influences of both Gnosticism and Judaism. This was of course not wholly 
accomplished. In some respects the rise of Roman Catholicism was a triumph of the Judaistic 
principle.* But be that as it may, Christianity expanded with stable inner virility and 
redemptive power to the degree that it propagated the original faith; to the extent that it 
became ossified in ritualistic ecclesiasticism, on the right, or diluted and accommodative in 
doctrine, on the left, did it languish and wither in its missionary mission. This was not true 
only of the earlier centuries, but of the total history of Christendom. Robert E. Speer, in The 
Finality of Jesus Christ, traces very clearly the view of Christ and of the Church's mission 
which "Generated and Sustained the Expansion of Christianity." Quoting Stewart's history of 
the Nestorian Missionary Enterprise he reviews the message carried by this early church 
across Asia. "And why did they fail?" he asks. "They influenced the non-Christian religions 
deeply, but they were too deeply influenced themselves, and they wrecked their enterprise by 
compromise" (p. 137). In the words of Stewart: "The note of urgency and definiteness which 
had been so characteristic of their message in the early centuries had disappeared. . . and 
Christianity was blotted out as with a sponge." The proposition that the Church must 
maintain its doctrinal integrity in respect to the historic foundations in order to maintain a 
missionary spirit and thrust is further supported by the history of Christian missions as traced 
by Glover, Latourette and others. 
 
Doubtless there is some truth in Duane Addison's Statement, in Dialog (Winter, 1966, p. 68): 
"It is fitting that Christians be concerned with the new since their mission is in the world of 
now." It is not fitting, however, for Christians to be overly fascinated by theological novelties 
on the assumption that the novel assures a fresh surge of spiritual power in the Church. A 
"conversation piece" is not a dynamo. A flurry of excitement in seminary halls does not 
necessarily mean a renewed church, or a reinvigorated missionary thrust. There is ground for 
sober pause in the analysis of A. Skevington Wood in The Inextinguishable Blaze, p. 223, 
 
 
* But with some infusions from the mystery religions. See "Mystery Religions," by Bruce M. 
Metzger, Twentieth Century Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge, Vol. II, p. 772. 
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concerning the content of the preaching of the Evangelical Revival of the eighteenth century. 
After tracing the startling growth of the Church during this period, and its rejuvenation both 
in inner vitality and dynamic outreach, he observes that the student of the movement would 
quite naturally suppose "that there was something novel in the message itself or in its 
presentation to account for the remarkable results that ensued." But on the contrary, he says, 
that the message of Whitefield, Edwards, and the Wesleys, was "neither new nor newly 
expressed." Of course, Woods has oversimplified the picture. There were fresh insights and 
emphases, certainly some doctrinal developments which seemed to be dangerous innovations 
by the foes of the movement. But the verdict of history largely substantiates the position that 
what seemed new was more of a restoration than an innovation, as had been Luther's doctrine 
of justification by faith; and that whatever else could be said about the Evangelical Revival, it 
was throughly biblical and Christological, without the slightest wavering concerning the 
essential elements of what we have already seen to be the primitive apostolic message. It 
would appear therefore that doctrinal newness is not essgntial for Church renewal, and that 
doctrinal conservatism cannot of itself be blamed for stagnation. There is something 
pathetically naive about the perennial hopefuls who rush to embrace every new theology with 
the excited confidence that now the Church can be revitalized and go forth "conquering and 
to conquer." Possibly one can be forgiven for wondering if they have ever really discovered 
the historic Christian faith, or experienced personally its saving power. 
 
The position of this paper is that the new theologies should be examined against this 
background. We may now turn to them. 
 

A Brief Overview of Some New Theologies 
 
Understandably, much time could be spent (and some amusement had) in analyzing the 
possible meanings in the term New Theologies, and even more so in pin-pointing them. On 
my shelves in the States I have a book entitled, "The New Theology," which title-wise sounds 
helpful; the trouble is it was published about 1900: And in Bernard Ramm's recent study, A 
Handbook of Contemporary Theology (1966), frequent reference is found to Barth, Bultmann, 
Brunner, Tillich, and even Kierkegaarde- but no reference to Bonhoeffer, Cox, Hamilton, 
Altizer, or even the Bishop of Woolwich. Yet it would hardly do to ignore such men. On the 
other hand, I do not understand myself to be under obligation to expound systematically the 
thought of every theologian mentioned, or even every current school of thought. Such 
information is available elsewhere. Quite arbitrarily, I wish to discuss four distinguishable  
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currents of thought which interest theologians today, with deliberate narrowness i.e., I will 
focus my discussion, as far as possible, on the dominant idea or motif most vitally relevant to 
the question of the mission of the Church. 
 
1. Religionless Christianity. The concept indicated by this is rather vague and unformed, but 
the idea seems to have intrigued Robinson and Cox, as well as others. It is traced to 
Bonhoeffer usually, but its development has been along lines probably not intended by 
Bonhoeffer's few tentative questions. It is possible however to suggest that the germ of the 
idea can be traced to Kierkegaarde, who protested that his own Danish Church in making 
every one a Christian resulted in no one being a Christian. That is, the religious cultus had 
turned the making of Christians into an assembly line operation, with a thoroughness that 
made being a Christian part of the national culture. His complaint was that when Christians 
were made mechanically by the machinery of religious ritual the break-through of the 
individual into authentic spiritual vitality was almost impossible, for how can a sinner repent 
and believe existentially and transformingly when he is told that he is already a Christian? 
 
The concern of contemporary advocates of a religionless Christianity seems to be for the 
Church as a modern Lazarus to be released from the graveclothes of religion into what is 
called "life." According to Bishop Robinson, religion is the antithesis of the secular (Honest 
to God, p. 84). It is an insulated and institutionalized kind of withdrawal, in which our 
worship of God is not only regulated by times, forms, and places, but constitutes a 
withdrawal and isolation from everyday life. The extreme form of this, of course, is seen in 
religious orders. Clerical garb, holy days, the sacraments, the liturgy, even the church 
building are all the accoutrements of religion, and as such can become the prison house of 
Christianity. Christianity can be walled in by religion instead of permeating and redeeming 
the whole of life. The assumption of theologians interested in this area is that modern man is 
less and less religious in this sense; that is, he is unattracted by the mysteries of the cultus. 
 
In Bonhoeffer's view religion seemed to be not only the cultus, but religion as a universal 
dimension of the natural man, which traditionally provided a foothold for the Gospel. He 
may have been thinking of religion as defined by Barth, man's search for God, or as defined 
by Schleiermacher, man's feeling of dependence. But what bothered Bonhoeffer was the 
apparent "maturity" of the human race in this respect. Man in this scientific age seemed to be 
outgrowing a feeling of dependence.and as a result was no longer religiously inclined. 
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There was not a predisposition to the mystical dimension of life to which a proclamation of 
Christianity could appeal. The question then was: How could Christ reach man without the 
medium of religion? 
 
But it is one thing for a man like Bonhoeffer whose concern was basically evangelical, and 
who still stood squarely on orthodox ground, to talk about a religionless Christianity, and it is 
quite something else for the current proponents such as Cox and Robinson, who are anxious 
for the walls of ecclesiastical Jericho to come tumbling down, without a truly biblical 
objective. For the difference is that these men are really willing to discard religious trappings 
because they no longer are sure of the substance of religion, including Christianity itself. It is 
no surprise therefore that the avante garde are clamoring not just for a religionless 
Christianity, but a godless Christianity as well. 
 
2. Worldly Christianity. This should be considered in connection with religionless 
Christianity, as its counterpart. As proposed by its prophets Harvey Cox and Paul L. 
Lehmann the task of the Church is to break down "the middle wall of partition" between the 
secular and the sacred, that the secular might be redeemed. Let the Church lose its sacred 
separateness, even identity if need be, in the service of man. The Church should cease trying 
to bring men in, but should go out to the market place, the legislative halls, the arena, for God 
is not to be found in the cloister but where the action is. "God is a politician," says Paul 
Lehmann. 
 
One of the most "articulate spokesmen," says Christianity Today (August 19, 1966) is M. 
Richard Shaull, professor of ecumenics at Princeton Theological Seminary, who at the recent 
conference on Church and Society at Geneva said that "the Church's service to the world is 
that of being the 'pioneer of every social reform' without making any claims for Christianity 
or trying to Christianize the revolution." 
 
In the meanwhile the movement is groping toward a theology, says Max L. Stackhouse in 
The Andover Newton Quarterly, March 1966. In a day when social action seems more pious 
than prayer, how "can there be continuity of faith" with the historical roots of Christianity? 
The new social gospel does not pretend to have the answers but it would like to know, says 
Stackhouse, "How is Christ present to transform?" Or, "Is, then, Christ only Jesus, the man? 
In what way is that first-century historical person related to contemporary life?" (p. 11). 
Another relevant question is: ". . . at what level of human historical experience we are to find 
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that which is most real, most capable of providing Christian moral power" (p. 9). A tentative 
postulate of the new, much needed theology is that history is the "primary locus of revelation 
and signification." It is not the Bible; it is not Jesus of Nazareth except in a relative and 
uncertain sense, depending on to what extent God has given us in him the Christ-idea; 
furthermore the primary locus of revelation is not in the Church, or even in heilsgeschicte, 
but in plain human history, secular history, if you please. As a corollary of this the theology 
should restate the mission of the Church, and entirely revamp its polity, in harmony with the 
presupposition that the saving acts of God are in the secular stream. If I understand him 
correctly, he feels that the new theology will assign to the Church the task of serving as sort 
of a holy mock-up department for the transformation of society along political and economic 
lines. 
 
3. Demythologized Christianity. Although numerous theologians adhere to some sort and 
some measure of demythologizing, the term particularly reminds us of Rudolf Bultmann. 
Believing that modern science has made the supernatural world view of the Scripture un-
tenable, and therefore unacceptable to the modern mind, Bultmann's life work has been 
devoted to extricating the essential kerygma-the irreducible core of the Gospel--from the 
accretions of early church legend and misinterpretations. Since these elements are 
mythological their divesture from the kerygma is called demythologizing. Naturally, the 
approach to the Bible is completely liberal and critical, and the one criterion for the 
separation of this kerygmatic wheat from the mythological chaff is the line between the 
natural and the supernatural. He speaks of the "cosmology of a pre-scientific age" (Kerygma 
and Myth, London, 1953, p. 3) and declares that "the mythical view of the world must be 
accepted or rejected in its entirety" (p. 9). Therefore everything which savors of the 
miraculous is pared away. The result is a preaching-a proclamation--of the saving act of God 
in Christ the meaning and validity of which is exclusively existential, since it is almost totally 
severed from the history which introduced this kerygma into the stream of human life in the 
first place. Virtually the only historical facts allowed as a footing are the bare facts of Jesus as 
a real historical person and his crucifixion as a historical event. But when it comes to the 
Resurrection, the demythologization takes over, not to eliminate from Christianity the idea of 
resurrection altogether, but to assimilate it into the existential and eschatological event of 
saving faith. As a historical event the Resurrection is denied, but as a spriritual event the 
"death-and-resurrection" is enacted in the believer. That which is to be believed is not an act 
of God in history, but the preaching of the Divine forgiveness mediated through the 
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conceptualism of the Christ-crucified-resurrected idea. As Philip Edgcumbe Hughes says, 
that this new version of Christianity "bears little resemblance to the gospel of the apostles 
needs no demonstration. It has the appearance, rather, of a new mysticism or psychologism 
with, at its very centre, a strange confusion of categories" (Scripture and Myth, 1956, p. 11). 
 
4. Mythologized Christianity. Here, Paul Tillich is the leading exponent. According to 
Kenneth Hamilton, the motive of this modern intellectual giant was "the missionary purpose 
of bringing together the conviction of Christian faith and the hunger of the contemporary 
world for a gospel that is relevant to its needs" (Creative Minds in Contemporary Theology, p. 
479, ed. by Philip Edgcumbe Hughes, 1966). His theology is a comprehensive, profound, 
subtle, and in spots insightful system, which demands respect even when viewed with dismay. 
But because he accommodates Christianity to the same "modern mind" which is Bultmann's 
concern, and as thoroughly rejects the biblical view of the supernatural, and because, in spite 
of claiming to be a theologian, he grinds every Christian doctrine through the mill of his 
philosophy and his psychologizing, he comes out with a system which is more akin to 
oriental theosophy than Biblical Christianity. Therefore missionaries who desire to establish 
common ground with Buddhism or Hinduism would find Tillich's ideas especially congenial 
and fruitful. This is true because Tillich tries to ape Paul in being all things to all men--to the 
Christian a Christian and to the non-Christian a philosopher--but in a way which Paul would 
have labeled a corruption from the simplicity of Christ. 
 
Integral to Tillich's system is a basic relativism. The New Being which he sees as man's need, 
the healing from his estrangement, is experienced existentially whenever the Unconditional 
breaks through into the Conditioned; i.e., when man experiences ecstatically "acceptance" by 
the Ground of his being. But while this experience is based on the universal Logos, it may be 
mediated by the particular Logos within which the individual finds himself. For the Christian 
this is Jesus as the Christ and the doctrines which surround him. For this Christian believer, 
therefore, Jesus as the Christ becomes the Bearer of the New Being. But in other cultures the 
New Being could be equally mediated by other channels, or Christs. The revelation in Christ 
is final only in the sense that the experience of New Being which is thus mediated is an 
experience of finality, of completeness, of wholeness. The finality has nothing to do with a 
once-for-all act of God in Christ the locus of which is crucifixion-resurrection as a single 
composite historical event. 
 
Thus as well as Bultmann, Tillich mixes categories:  
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the category of the historical is applied to the Crucifixion, but the mythological to the 
Resurrection; but in this case the mythologizing is more exactly a psychologizing, as his 
hypothesis of "restitution" supposes that Jesus as the Christ was restored to the picture-
thinking and faith-appropriation of the disciples. Thus it was a purely subjective event rather 
than objective. I have rather arbitrarily labeled his theology a mythologized Christianity 
because for him the historical events themselves, including their traditional doctrinal 
interpretation by such terms as incarnation, atonement, resurrection, etc., are to be interpreted 
symbolically. There may be historical events behind the symbols, but their redemptive 
meaning lies in their symbolic interpretation. For a doctrine of the Church and its mission the 
crux of this symbolizing is that the value of the event lies only in its ability to become a 
symbol of the larger Logos, a Logos which while found in the historic Christian symbols is 
not confined to them. In other words a similar value could be found in another set of symbols, 
as they too would be mediators of the universal Logos. 
 
An example of this underlying, pervasive relativism is found in Christianity and the 
Encounter With World Religions, where Tillich claims that Christianity stands little chance 
among the emerging tribes of Africa, and that in any case Islam is "a more adequate faith for 
people whose collectivistic past keeps them still far from the personal problems of sin and 
grace which are central in Christianity" (p. 22). To say that Islam is more adequate is to say 
that Christianity is inadequate, at least for their present type of culture. Here is the 
assumption that the value of a religion is relative to its psychological rapport with the culture 
to which it goes: in some cases Christianity would be more suitable, in other cases Islam, or 
some other. No religion can claim the whole field, but each should recognize the peculiar 
genius and specialty of the others, and surrender the field to the religion which seems best 
geared to meet the need. In other words, let there be a policy of comity not only between 
denomination; but between religions. Or we might suggest the figure of viewing the world as 
a huge clinic, operated amicably by a roster of specialists, the patient going from one to 
another in hopes that the particular ailment and the correct doctor will find each other. 
 

How Do These New Theologies Bear on the Mission of the Church? 
 
In the main, the answer to the question is obvious. In them we find a modern fulfillment of 
the projected picture in Isaiah or seven women clinging to one man and saying, "We will eat 
our own bread, and wear our own apparel: only let us be called by thy name. . ." (Isa. 4:1). 
Everyone these days wants to retain the name Christian; but as far as these particular thought  
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systems are concerned they surely have supplied their own food and clothing. But the 
analogy is not quite true, for the women in Isaiah's prophecy were willing to accept if 
necessary the responsibility for self support it they could have the identity; these theologians 
are willing to keep the name if they can only live under a different metaphysical roof. For the 
one thing in common is their rejection of what they call a supernatural or supranatural world 
view, in the interests of accommodating to the prevailing skepticism of the age. But in 
rejecting the supernatural they have rejected Christianity, if it can be defined by any honest 
use of words rather than semantic legerdemain. Various attempts have been made to preserve 
what is called the "essence" of Christianity without its supernaturalism, but these are futile. 
 
The simplest way to demonstrate this is by examining the archstone of Christian history, the 
Resurrection. Whether-or not Christianity is truly news or merely a new mystery religion is, 
determined right here. Obviously, a literal bodily Resurrection would be a supernatural event, 
which would surely be the supreme news of all time. Moreover, this supernatural event 
would render at least probable the total pattern of supernaturalisms belonging to the complete 
story as found in the Bible. But all of the new theologies discussed reject the literal historicity 
of the bodily Resurrection, and recast the term into a symbol or Christ-concept or existential 
subjectivism whose saving value can only be entirely psychological. But for Paul and the 
other apostles, as well as for the Church for almost two thousand years, and certainly for the 
leading missionaries of Church history, this etherealized Resurrection would be no Gospel at 
all. For the New Testament stakes everything on the stark simplicity and literalness of the 
Resurrection. The very Christ who was put completely to death on the cross and laid in the 
tomb came forth on the morning of the third day, and was seen literally by his followers (by 
some five hundred at once upon one occasion, according to Paul) for forty days. That this is 
the New Testament position, so clear that no amount of form criticism can obscure it, does 
not need to be debated, for it is quite unmistakable to anyone acquainted with the Scriptures 
at all. If this were not the position, the immense labor of form criticism and demythologizing 
to recast and reinterpret the doctrine would not be necessary. The resurrection was not an 
illusion nor a hallucination, but simple fact. This is the essence of Christianity. From this one 
fountain flow the assurance of a Divine revelation in Christ, the assurance of a provided 
salvation from sin and power for holiness, a universal hope for mankind, the certainty of 
potential eternal life, the eschatological assurance of the coming triumph of the K ngdom, the 
birth of the Church on the Day of Pentecost, its enduement for mission, its self-understanding  
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of its task, the infusion of Divine resources by the Holy Spirit for its task, our Christian 
victory over death and hope of our own resurrection. Delete the factualness of the 
resurrection and Christianity becomes philosophy-as Tillich's system eloquently testifies. 
 
One may conceive of the task of the Church as being primarily a thinking task, a speaking 
task, or a doing task. if it is a thinking task, then the apologist becomes the chief exponent. 
The Church becomes a forum for dialogue, and its ministers are intended to be the 
reinterpreters and refashioners of theology for each age, and the high priests of social reform, 
even revolution. If it goes abroad it goes to share insights and seek understanding, and devise 
new ways for living together peaceably and constructively in one world. In this case Tillich 
would surely be the High Priest for the twentieth century. But this is a revival of the Greek 
tendency, which Paul feared, to intellectualize and relativize Christianity. Every age has its 
"modern mind" to be served, and thus each generation must eliminate the offense of the cross 
peculiar to that age, until finally Christianity is bled to death; or, in the words of Anthony 
Flew it dies the "death of a thousand qualifications." 
 
Or, one may conceive of the task of the Church as a doing task. In that case the reformer is 
the High Priest, and the Church could wisely turn to the prophets of a worldly Christianity for 
guidance. The Church has always been interested in human welfare, and as C. S. Lewis has 
pointed out, when the Church has been most otherworldly it has done the most for this world; 
bu feeding the hungry and building hospitals and pressing for just laws have been subsidiary 
to preaching the Gospel of personal salvation. But if the task of the Church is to do--to 
involve itself in the secular world and its need--then the picket line may be a holier place than 
the communion rail, and ballots become more important than Bibles. In this case of course, 
one might well ask if the most relevant missionaries today are not in the Peace Corps. 
 
Or, one may see the task of the Church as primarily a speaking task. This is the view of the 
New Testament. God has acted, and the Church's task is to tell men about it. As the hymn 
puts it, "We've a Story to Tell to the Nations." Christians will in fact prove their faith by their 
works, because the love of Christ will compell them; but the Church cannot see new housing 
or lobbying for civil rights as its fundamental task. Christians also will think deeply, but they 
will not see the creation of a new theology for each generation their primary task. It is rather 
thai of a transmitter--a medium for the dissemination of a message. Here it might seem that 
Rudolf Bultmann would fit, for he places great stress on simple preaching, as the means for  
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the continuous reenactment of the saving event. But it is inconceivable that a Church would 
be very convincing to the world if it went forth to proclaim a discredited Gospel story, from a 
discredited Bible, based on a discredited world view and ask men to believe in a discredited, 
mythological Christ. With a yawn the world would turn back to its own equally discredited 
religions. Not only so, but the dynamic impetus to mission is simply not in the hearts of men 
who believe less and less, and that less more and more apathetically--and pathetically too. 
One sees this by the rereading of Robinson's Honest To God. What is the faith which he 
would share with the world? Would it have taken him to the New Hebrides in its cannibal 
days, as the orthodox faith took John Geddie? And would Robinson's reductionist theology 
have accomplished the transformation of the cannibals, so that it could be said, "When John 
A. T. Robinson came there were no Christians here; when he left there were no heathen"--as 
it was said of Geddie? And could it have turned the stone on which cannibal victims were 
slaughtered into a baptismal font on the Fiji Islands? Or Bishop Pike, to mention another, 
with pity, not malice. What Gospel would he take to the world, when at present he confesses 
that he cannot be sure of anything, not even God? 
 

A Summary of Values and Disvalues 
 
Unquestionably there are in the new theologies some concerns held in common with the 
historic Christian mission. One is the thoroughly commendable passion for communication. 
The Church has not always used the best methods or the most appropriate language in getting 
the ear of the world and making itself understood. But ironically, the Church in the heyday of 
its evangelical warmth has always communicated much better than the new theologies are 
doing now. On every hand is noted the high degree of ambiguity which now plagues religious 
dialogue and professional theologizing. The very terms which are supposed, according to the 
claim, to no longer speak to man, are being used constantly by the articulators of the new 
theologies, but with hidden and oblique meanings which are fully comprehended by fewer 
and fewer people. The uninitiated public, reading and hearing Bultmann's religious dialect 
about the Crucifixion and Resurrection, or Tillich's dialect about the New Being, quite 
naturally suppose they are listening to the old gospel in new dress, not knowing that they are 
really hearing a new gospel in old dress. Therefore it is doubtful if the new theologies are 
safe guides toward better communication. 
 
Another concern with which the Church is in hearty accord--or should be, in my opinion--is 
the desire to extricate Christianity from the shell of formal religion and turn it loose on life. 
This need takes two directions. First, Christians do need to involve themselves with the  
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generation of which they are a part. The secular does not need to be sanctified by the grace of 
God. This is no more than the New Testament teaching of the stewardship of life. Our faith 
must permeate and dominate all of our relationships. ships. If our religion is Christian it must 
be homogenized with our social life, our business, our domestic affairs, rather than be the 
cream which is skimmed off for church occasions.  
 
Second, this need is desperate at the level of personal experience. Religion which is a 
professional stance, requiring the prop of the outward church as an institution, needs to be 
superseded by inner transforming grace. Much religion falls short of regeneration. Mission-
ary activity which brings converts into the church who have not found inward peace and 
reality in Christ is abortive, and in the end creates cynics and skeptics, who are an easy prey 
for the heterodox. It is still true that there are those with a "form of godliness" who deny "the 
power thereof." At this point, even if at no other, we can afford to be quite existential. 
 
But history shows that those who have done the most for the secular world have been those 
who have believed most thoroughly in the biblical concept of the mission of the Church, as is 
witnessed by the social results of the Evangelical Awakening in England, and by Timothy 
Smith's review, Revivalism and Social Reform in Mid-Nineteenth-Century America. And 
while the German and other Pietists have been denigrated unmercifully, the facts are that out 
of pietism came the impetus for much which has been done in the last two hundred years in 
the expansion of Christianity and Christian culture. It would appear that accomplishment of 
reform and uplift in this world does not depend on believing less and agitating more, but by 
believing more profoundly; and that the Church will be more effective in going out to the 
world when it has first gone farther into its prayer closet. 
 
The following summary can be made of the disvalues in the new theologies for both a 
doctrine of and an implementation of the missioi of the Church. 
 
1. Their obeisance to the "modern mind" is ill-founded. This is true due to a mistaken 
diagnosis. Modern skepticism and unbelief are ascribed to the so called "incredible" world 
view found in the Bible and traditional Christianity, whereas it should be traced directly to 
the endemic tendency toward unbelief in the human heart. In this, human nature today is no 
different from the age of the Apostle Paul. To suppose that modern man is constitutionally in-
capable of swallowing the supernatural because of being intellectually conditioned by 
scientism is to imagine an obstacle which does not exist, at least to the degree assumed. This 
is indicated by the fact that hundreds of top scientists in every field are devout, evangelical 
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believers. But more significantly, the supernatural is a dimension which human nature needs 
and craves, even when it is most fashionable to pretend its rejection, as is shown vividly by 
Mary McDermott Shideler in a recent issue of Dialog ("Supernaturalism In a Scientific 
Society"--Spring, 1966, p. 118). She very sagely observes that a persistent denial of the 
supernatural "ultimately produces the utter meaninglessness, frustration, and boredom that 
have been so vividly expressed in some contemporary art," while on the other hand an 
acceptance of the supernatural "results finally in the renewed and renewing vitality that is the 
wellspring of meaning, creation, and delight." And humanity will not be kept totally or for 
long away from the supernatural in some form, either the Biblical or a perverted substitute. A 
most pathetic example of this is Bishop Pike whose rejection of the miraculous element in the 
Bible has been most radical and wholesale, yet whose most recent interest, according to Time 
(Nov. 11, 1966) is an avid exploration of spiritualism. And as far as mission to non-Christian 
cultures is concerned, the man who is receptive to any sort of religious message at all, with a 
deep sense of moral and spiritual need, wants the supernatural with all his heart. 
 
2. Their resources are inadequate. We are in the presence of mountains of words possessing 
molehills of power. For the source of power has been denied. That which most needs doing is 
the regeneration of persona. Archbishop William Temple is quoted by the editor of 
Christianity Today (Aug. 19, 1966) as saying: "If we have to choose between making men 
Christian and making the social order more Christian, we must choose the former." More 
recently a colunmist in The Japan Times, after painting a dismal picture of the world situation, 
and after asking how man can find a way out of his impasse, said, "Perhaps regeneration of 
human nature is the only answer." The genius of the primitive Gospel was that it not only 
promised to change men, but did. "But God. . .even when we were dead in our transgressions, 
made us alive together with Christ," Paul wrote to the Ephesians (2:4-5, NASB). "And such 
were some of you," he said to the Corinthians; "but you were washed, but you were sanctified, 
but you were justified . . ." (6:11, NASB). But he also said: ". . if Christ has not been raised, 
your faith is worthless; you are still in your sins" (I Cor. 15:17, NASB). 
 
The same message, with the same positive affirmation of the Resurrection, is producing 
regenerated men and women today, as every thoroughly evangelical and evangelistic mission 
can bear witness. But in stark contrast is the confession of a young pastor, trained in 
ultra-liberalism: "I have never seen anyone changed." Furthermore, there is something very 
significant in the confession of Bishop Robinson in Honest To God that he is a "once-born," 
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and not twice-born man. Of course prayer would seem unreal to him, as he reports. His 
wanderings and gropings should surprise no one who has read Paul's explanation: "But a 
natural man does not accept the things of the Spirit of God; for they are foolishness to him 
and he cannot understand them, because they are spiritually appraised" (I. Cor. 2:14, NASB). 
Robinson might be said to be in the robes of a cleric and the role of a theologian but not in 
the rest of a Christian. He is an outsider trying to fathom realities belonging to a dimension 
which he has not discovered. The promise is: "Great peace have they which love they law;" 
how can this great peace be had when we have denied that there is a law which we may be 
absolutely sure is the Lord's? Could it be that the ditch of irrelevance and impotence into 
which much of the modern Church has fallen has been due to the blind leading the blind? 
 
Not only are the resources of the new theology inadequate for the regeneration of men, but 
equally inadequate for their sanctification, and just as equally inadequate for any effective 
Church mission at all. The personal power for holiness observed after Pentecost, and the 
radiant, almost absurd joy even in persecution and suffering, which moved across the Roman 
world, in an age of unbridled licentiousness, was ascribed entirely to the fulness of the Holy 
Spirit, received on the Day of Pentecost and subsequently. But a Church without an ascended 
Christ will be without a descended Spirit. There is nothing left but the bankruptcy, 
impoverishment, and moral feebleness of religious formalism and philosophical humanism. 
Missionaries who are bereft of the Spirit in personal and real power, and who instead are 
formalists and humanists in religious outlook, succeed in making doubters, but not believers. 
To such a missionary about to furlough, the Japanese leader Masahisa Uemura said, "You had 
better stay home. 
 
3. Their substance is non-Christian. We cannot escape the conclusion that the doctrinal 
essence of the new theologies is not a revised Christianity but a substitute religion. While 
there may be common concerns, the radical disjunctions are more determinative. For the 
essential notes of authentic Christianity, by apostolic, Augustinian, Reformation, Wesleyan, 
or even Roman Catholic standards, are missing. In the beginning of this paper those essential 
notes were delineated. Let us here summarize them again: 
 
a. A divine authority, both for message, mission and morals. 
 
b. A message which sees sin as the disease, Christ as the cure, and repentance and faith as the 

conditions; 
 
c. A revelational and soteriological finality, in Jesus Christ; 
 
d. An eschatological orientation (Cf. Oscar Cullman's essay, "Eschatology and Missions in 

the New Testament," in The Theology of the Christian Mission, p. 42ff); 
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e. A theistic and supernatural world-view; 
 
f. A solid historical base, accepted literally; 
 
g. An authentic and credible body of Scripture, to which constant appeal is made for proof, 
support, guidance, strength, and formulation of polity and doctrine; h. A living Christ 
manifested through the indwelling Holy Spirit; 
 
i. A spiritual strategy, with reliance on prayer, preaching, the Word, and the power of the 
Spirit; 
 
j. An evangelistic aim--to make disciples of all men everywhere and assimilate them into the 
Church, changing the non-church world primarily as salt, light, and leaven; i.e., as redeemed 
men participating in a secular setting, with their love, witness, and life. 
 
But virtually every one of these notes is either denied outright or altered beyond recognition 
by the new theologies. Their adherents therefore should be honest enough to announce that 
they are inviting the Church to adopt a new role and accept new aims which,while they may 
be religious, are not Christian. 
 
Perhaps, however, such should be advised not to be overly optimistic in expecting "the social 
scientists to bring the kindgom of God on earth." And the Church would do well to halt its 
drift from a biblical concept of mission, and return to its fountainhead, the Bible as the 
written Word of God, and Christ as the Living Word of God, and the Spirit as the indwelling 
Word of God, and there be renewed both theologically and spiritually for a fresh missionary 
surge in these days of political confusion, cultural dislocation, and spiritual vacuum. 
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CRITIQUE OF 
 

"NEW THEOLOGIES AND THE MISSION OF THL CHURCH"  
 

Ivan Fagre 
 
 
Agreement with the intent of a presentation always colors ones evaluation of it; and in this 
case there is full agreement with the concern expressed. Perhaps this agreement, plus a 
knowledge of the limitations of time (or space) imposed on the writer, makes it easier to 
accept the rather abbreviated definitions of the new theologies discussed. Some knowledge of 
them by the listener (or reader) must be assumed. 
 
Yet exactly at that point there is a danger here. There is always a temptation to set up "straw 
men" for theological positions with which we disagree, and then dismiss them without really 
coming to grips with the problems presented. It might be well to remember that every real 
heresy in the Church has behind it a sincere attempt to make the Gospel more understandable, 
or more relevant, for the particular age in which it developed. 
 
The point I would like to make is this: we dare not deal with these new theologies without 
asking whether or not they stand as a judgement upon us - as churches or as individuals - 
because we have failed to make the Gospel of Jesus Christ relevant and understandable. 
 
The problem of communication is a case in point. Even if we agree that the new theologies 
are not a safe guide to better communication;jdoes not release us from the obligation of 
finding some better means than we now employ. Enthusiasm alone does not guarantee that 
the truth will be communicated to others. We must come to grips with the task of speaking 
the "old" Gospel in such a way that modern man will listen. 
 
In that respect, perhaps the division of the task of the Church should not be as definite as was 
stated. The "thinking" and the "acting" of the Church must never be done to the exclusion of 
the "speaking"; to this we can easily agree. But neither must the two tasks be set in 
opposition to speaking: the Gospel will be made known by what we speak and think and do, 
if all are done by those who are "in Christ"! 
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THE LOCAL CONGREGATION IN MISSION 
 

by Charles L. Whaley 
 
 
In it's embryo form, the Christian mission is one of committing to people the same kind of 
life germ Paul challenged Timothy to "Entrust to faithful men who will be able to teach 
others." (2 Timothy 2:2) It is not merely teaching abstract ideas according to accepted 
accademic standards, nor selling products after the manner of the business world. Rather, it is 
a task of bestowing the gospel secret on people with conviction there is life inherent. 
 
Once committed to others, this contagious spirit cries cut to be passed on again and spreads 
from person to person, community to community and nation to nation in a way that is both 
natural and dynamic. It becomes a movement which often grows to such proportions it 
demands recognition and leadership. One must never forget that the movement was a sponta-
neous outgrowth of this life, however, and not it's cause. 
 
Unfortunately, things have been reversed in Japan and one often observes the ironical 
situation of a result attempting to create a cause. The machinery of organization, committee 
planning, mass evangelism, institutional complexities, and various projects, important as they 
may be in furnishing a point of contact with society for the Christian cause, often tend to 
overshadow the importance of sharing this spark of life with people as individuals where they 
live and work. No wonder the Church here has been less successful in becoming a grass roots 
movement in recent years than it has in building a structual framework. The organization 
sometimes appears to be an end rather than a means and is described by Japanese as the 
proverbal freak dragon whose head grew larger than it's body. 
 
Perhaps it is not too late to begin again, this time placing the local congregation as the central 
unit where this Mission is to be shared. These groups could restore to the Church in Japan the 
roots of spontaneity it so deparately needs today by becoming the place where men "catch" 
the gospel spirit and share it in communities where they live and work, through worship and 
witness. The task before us, therefore, is to rediscover both the place of the Local 
Congregation in Mission and the Mission of the Local Congregation. 
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I. AN IMPORTANT PLACE IN EXPANSION OF THE EARLY CHURCH 
 
Local congregations were the vortex of Christian advance in each age as they became new 
wineskins which not only held the firment of new ideas but gave them expression through 
worship and witness. Most of these would hardly fit the streotyped picture of a local Church 
organization today but they stood at virtually the same point in the structure of Christianity 
and are an important reference in understanding it's work. 
 
The first Biblical movement of note found expression in a mere family which predates the 
coming of Christ. Abraham's depth of calling is hardly equalled except in the person of Jesus, 
but the interesting thing about his story is the strong emphasis upon the place of the family in 
it's mission fulfillment. After a discourse about the blassings that would come upon future 
seed (generations), the author of Genesis records, "So Abraham returned to his young men, 
and they rose up and went together to Beersheba." (Genesis 22:19) He saw the necessity of 
relaying his convictions to members of his own family and this primitive form of a local 
congregation became the source of the first great movement. 
 
Then came Moses and his movable tent. Whether one takes the position that Moses was a 
Hebrew in bondage in Egypt or that he was an Egyptian prince whose monotheistic ideas 
found expression through slaves in his country (Freud), the fact remains that someone 
imparted to the Israelites such a strong sense of Mission that it appears like a chorus 
throughout the early scripture. The Movement from Egypt began when local people caught 
this sense of Mission and began to give it practical expression in worship and witness. Thus, 
the tent of meeting was used. "Now Moses used to take the tent and pitch it without the camp, 
affar off from the camp, and he called it, the tent of meeting. And it came to pass that 
everyone that sought Jehovah went out unto the Tent of Meeting which was without the 
camp." (Exodus 33:7) 
 
A new movement instituted by Mr. Tejima in Japan, known as the Kami no Makuya, has 
adopted the Japanese word for tent (Makuya) to symbolize man's desire to return to the purest 
form of Christianity. However, it should be pointed out to this group that this form of worship 
was a result of the Israelites attempt to express a deep sense of calling where they lived, 
rather than an end in itself. 
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Another movement began when the Jews finally broke away from the Temple and began to 
express new life through their synagogues. Inspired by the Prophets with a new sense of call-
ing and driven by a desire to worship and communicate their calling in ancient Babylon, the 
capitives began to look for new modes of worship. They came up with community centers 
utterly different from the templet with no alter of Sacrafice, known as synagogues. (Psalm 
74:8J These became the symbol of a new movement in Judiasm. Concerning their 
significance in introducing such a movement, Max Dimont writes, (1) "Through Synagogue 
and prayer, the Jew no longer was tied to any specific priesthood, temple, or country. He 
could set up shop in any land and be in direct communication with God without intermediar-
ies. The Jewish religion, which had been immobile and rigid, now became an exportable 
comodity, resilient and invisible." 
 
Christian beginnings were no more elaborate than a small band of disciples. There were no 
religious moulds (bodies) through which to express his "secret" of a new Kingdom, so Jesus 
made his own, patterned after the walking schools of Greek philosophers. Through the hills 
of Palestine he walked with his disciples on a mission of redemptive death. If they were an 
organized Church they showed few signs of recognizing it. There is even indication they did 
not fully understand the Messiah's mission until after his death when it became crystal clear 
in, "Feed my Sheep" (John 21:17) and other commissions. Yet this very mission (Missionary) 
banded these men together and gave the world it's first Christian movement. 
 
Later, the fellowship, koinonia (Acts 2:42) in Jerusalem and Dyaspora Churches, ekklesia 
(Acts 8:1) elsewhere, became the means of expressing this mission. Driven to various parts 
of the Empire, these groups sought out one another and banded together for worship and 
witness. In the beginning they were no more elaborate than the home gatherings of Mary, 
(Acts 12:12), Acquila and Priscilla, (Romans 16:5), Nymphas (Colossians 4:15), Philemon 
(Philemon 2), Gaius, and others. Often they had to be held in nearby Jewish Synagogues 
(Acts 9:20). 
 
Small as they were, they became smaller still when they were forced to meet secretly as wave 
after wave of persecution swept the empire beginning with the fire in Rome in 64 A. D. 
Accused of canibalism, because of a misunderstanding of the eucharist (John 6), immorality 
through a misunderstanding of the vine/branch relationship of John 15, and atheism, because 
they kept no idols, they were persecuted severely from without both by the Roman  
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government and by society in general. From within, the threat of secular compromise 
(Gnosticism), Doceticism (Marcionism), and extreme escatology (Manichiesm, etc.) was a 
formidable one. 
 
How could these groups possibly survive, much less offer appeal for new converts? It seemed 
impossible, but the first lull of persecution in 267 A. D. revealed that they had been held 
together by such strong calling and conviction they had not only survived, but had grown to 
such proportions they demanded recognition by the Roman overnment. Somewhere between 
five in a hundred to half (2) of the total population had become Christian. 
 
Even the first movement of the institutional Church was a spontaneous one. Exhuberant over 
their newly won freedom, congregations through the Empire began to look for new means of 
unitiing in mission and found it in the Catholic ideas of Ignatus, Augustine, and Constantine. 
 
Time does not permit one to mention other movements of Christian history except to obersve 
that they all began in basically the same way. The Reformation in Europe, Puritian 
settlements in America, and even student bands in Japan began when small groups of men 
bound together by a strong sense of calling and mission sought expression through worship 
and witness. 
 
These movements literally "broke out" through a family here, a band of disciples there, and 
in small congregations up and down the land, at first as a mere trickle but later as a veritable 
flood when they inspired others with the germ of Mission calling and life they had felt. 
Finally, the movements grew to such porportions they demanded recognition and leadershii 
 
One might add that any real movement of Christianity today must begin in basically the same 
way, with small groups banded together by the spirit and calling of the gospel, seeking to 
express this life in worship and witness. 
 
 
II. WHEN IS A CONGREGATION INDIGENOUS? 
 
If local congregations(Church) are to become the center of any Christian movement, 
therefore, it is vitally important that they be indigenous. This leads one to ask, "When is a 
congregation indigenous?" Are churches indigenous in Japan, for instance, when they have 
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Japanese pastors, when the architecture is Japanese, the order of worship planned for the 
offering after instead of before the sermon, and children's meetings (Kodomo Kai) at a 
different time from adult Bible Study? Unfortunately, Ja anese pastors have not appreciated 
the word indigenous (dochaku because they claim it is inconsistent for a foreigner to be 
studying how to make something unforeign through a word (idea) which itself is foreign to 
Japanese thought. Takizawa Sensei of Kyushu University is particuliarly outspoken on this in 
an article in the September issue of Fukuin to Sekai. 
 
They would have a point, perhaps, if indigeneous referred merely to the superficial 
expressions indicated above. They should realize, however, that these are only the outward 
expressions of something much more important which must become "of the land." First, 
members of the Churches in Japan need the "calling" and "life" of the gospel which makes 
them want to create such new forms. They must have the "Tension created by a strong sense 
of calling," (3) to which Neibuhr attributes the survival of Judeo Christian faith in Roman 
and Greek Culture. In short, the posession of this "calling" and "life" of the gospel itself 
determines whether or not the congregation is indigeneous. 
 
With this in mind, Missionaries should not only be able to discuss this topic but engage in the 
work of sharing their calling with people at the local level, if they have a mind to see this 
seed grow in a way fitting to Japan. If the contagious spirit of the gospel is something to be 
inspired by one who has felt it in his own heart, certainly no one should be more qualified to 
share it than the missionary. 
 
A retreat from the congregational ministry by missionaries, out of a desire for indigeneous 
development, is a trage-iy because it is precisely through these groups they should be able to 
share the spirit so fundamental to making Christianity a movement "of the land." 
 
 
III. MYTH AND FUNDAMENTAL IN A CONGREGATIONAL MAKE- UP 
 
Suppose the seed has been sown and a witness begun in a particuliar community. What 
guidelines, if any, must be observed if it is to continue Christian? 
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Myth, which has grown up about the concept of a Church, often becomes so entangling it 
chokes out the little spark of life that exists. The time for a distinction between what is myth 
and what is essential for a church is long overdue in Christian Countries. In Japan, however, 
this aistinction must be made before a movement can get off the ground. 
 
One feels that Paul, were he present with us, would have many motions to make requesting 
clarification of the basic concept of a Church. For instance, is 10:30 Sunday morning as the 
time when congregations must hold their central worship service, a western convenience or a 
Christian essential? Anyone who has tried to institute a church program in Japan has wrestled 
with the difficulty of this as a time of meeting and looked with near envy at the Japanese 
religions in his neighborhood as they held their service at 5:30 A. M. on weekdays with 
apparant success. Again, is the relationship between the possession of land/building and 
Church Selfhood a dream or an essential? Those who have delt with the staggering prices of 
land in Japan and wept in despair at the cubbyhole they purchase) even when funds were 
available, have faced this question in dead seriousness. To these, the Non-Church 
(Mukyokai) leaders would want to add even more serious questions concerning the necessity 
of assembly, paid ministry, organization, and many others. 
 
Christian leaders today must be prepared to release new congregations from obligations to 
conformity for conformities sake alone, with the same farsightenness the Jerusalem Church 
granted freedom to gentile congregations in Asia (Acts 21:26). Perhaps this could be done 
with the same negative permissiveness of that historic decision (i. e. with this exception any-
thing goes.) 
 
Really, the only scriptual condition one has a right to impose on new congregations, is that 
they consist of a body of called (Shimei) believers, expressing themselves in worehil and 
witness. To be a Christian Church people must be bound around Christ in the kind of 
Building, Body, and Bride, relationship pictured in the New Testament. This relationship is 
basic and fundamental to any Christian group. 
 
In addition, there are qualifications for leadership to observe and special ministries to 
perform, of course. But one should keep in mind that these are basically outgrowths of the 
simple condition mentioned above. Other than this condition, a body of the called banded  
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together in worship and witness, congregations should be free to develop any way they desire, 
meet anywhere they can, choose whatever leadership they feel necessary, and institute the 
forms of worship most fitting to their needs. Such freedom of expression is essential to any 
movement in Missions today. 
 
 
III. BARRIERS IN JAPAN 
 
Unfortunately forces acting against the free expression of a community of believers in Japan 
are not only those internal shackles of organization and custom but the external forces of 
secularism as well. Therefore, it would be the grossest kind of error to conclude that the 
elimination of all traces of so-called Westernazation of Japanese congregations would 
automatically institute a Christian movement. A far greater hinderance, in fact, stems from 
societies misunderstanding of the basic nature of the Christian calling (shimei). 
 
One problem is that of a vocabulary through which Christians may communicate their calling. 
New Congregations are immediately frustrated to discover there are no words through which 
to express God's revelation. When they speak of grace, for instance, it is a word strange to the 
ears of family, friends, and society in general. It tends to alienate them from people. Nor is it 
as simple as finding another word for such terms as faith (shinko), Sin (Tsumi), Salvation 
(Sukui), Love (Ai), and others because the word is not only that which has no Japanese 
equivelant but also the concept itself. 
 
Another difficulty is the nature of the congregation itself. The Catholic theologian Spa, in his 
intriguing Christian Corridors to Japan (4), concludes that Churches here have a very good 
image, which is true as long as he refers to the secular understanding of the Church. One 
should keep in mind that underneath this seeming respect is an underlying misunderstanding 
of the Church's essential nature, arising from the passiveness usually associated with Oriental 
religious bodies, which is apt to turn into contempt once a particular church becomes active 
(sekkyokuteki) in a specific community. 
 
Religious bodies with a mission of spiritual salvation are basically foreign to Japan. Thus, 
congregations which request weekly worship attendance, "teach" religion, and reach out for 
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repentance and decision, are likely to be branded as exclusive. Their witness becomes rude, 
and their hold on members is classed as fearful. Their very nature, in fact, becomes a barrier 
to witness and growth. 
 
Still another hinderance is the standing (mibun) of the leader. The only image Japanese 
people have with which to evaluate the congregational minister is that of a Buddhist priest. 
Under a section entitled "Buddhism in Twilight" Spae has this to say of the priests, "They 
rank themselves above the owner of a retail store and below an elementary school teacher, or 
12th in a social (stratification) ladder of 32 rungs. They are the butt of smutty remarks and 
the favorite heroes of indecent movies." 
 
Such an image, when applied to the congregational minister not only tends to prevent new 
congregations from reaching leadership classes of society but often discourages able men 
from accepting their leadership. Many of our finest ministers and missionaries tend to 
abandon (nigeru) this field for the role of a university professor because it is more highly 
respected. 
 
Such formidable barriers as these have led congregations to choose as their favorite hymns 
those which have to do with the fight of faith (Shinko no Tatakai) and the sufferings of 
Christians. Scriptures read repeatedly tend to emphasize such words as "pressed", 
"preplexed", "pursued", "stumblingblock", "foolishness", and others. Since Christianity is 
generally known as a joyful religion, this cannot be dismissed simply as a carryover from 
Buddhist fatalism, but must be taken instead as a grim reminder that psychological 
persecutions can become a barrier (kabe) today far more subtle than the physical suffering of 
earlier days. 
 
 
IV. CHRISTIAN LAYMEN AND PATTERNS FOR A NEW DAY 
 
Societies misunderstanding of the Church's language, mission, and leadership is not a wall 
that can be scaled through theory alone. It is much too high for one to hurtle with no more 
than a new set of words, architecture, and organizational blueprints. The Church must find a 
way to break through by a practical demonstration of faith and touch people with the gospel 
where they live and work. 
 
Part of the answer lies in a return to the importance of a Lay witness. Layman, working  
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through their local congregations become the Church speaking to society where it is, in terms 
it understands. Their witness is not that of tarnished words alone but of day to iay actions. 
Their appeal is not that of some Secret order but of a living conviction. Finally, their 
"citizenship in heaven" is all the standing necessary to give meaning to this witness before 
fellow workers and community friends. They do not take the place of the minister, of course, 
but while the minister continues to preach and lead from the Church within the wall, the 
laymen breaks through with a living witness. 
 
Unfortunately, Churches have been slow to recognize the importance of this witness, or to 
encourage it, except in theory. Dr. Harkness (5) represents the "Priesthood of all Believers" 
concept as reintroduced by Martin Luther in "On Good Works" as one of the most neglected 
ideas of the reformation. "Had these notes continued to be uppermost", she writes, "The laity 
could have come into their rightful place as an integral part of the church, equal in status with 
the clergy even though ordination might impart special functions to the latter. The gulf 
between sacred and secular was ready for bridging. It did not turn out that way, "Why not?" 
Three reasons given for this area, A. The difference between a Baptized and a Believing 
Christian B. The long state of inactivity of laymen, and C. the nature of the Church, (that is 
Shall a layman be granted the right to preach etc.). She continues, "One may say that the 
priesthood of all believers was stillborn, "and. concludes, "The time is ripe for renewal and 
reconstruction of the idea of the "priesthood of all believers" and a projection of the Christian 
gospel into the whole of life through the witness and service of every Christian. The need in 
economic, political and intellectual spherers is perhaps most evident but it is needed every-
where." 
 
To the question, how can laymen regain their rightful heritage (witness) in the local 
congregation? Three specific suggestions come to mind. 
 
First, they must be convicted of an equality under God's calling with that of the minister. The 
distinction between these two as we know it today suggests a separate class level of society 
and not one of function alone as was originally intended. William Walker, the Church 
historian reminds us that this distinction iid not come until the beginning of the third century. 
In his (6) History of the Christian Church, he writes, 
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"The technical use of the words Laikos, and Kleros, was a gradual development as 
the distinction which they implied. The earliest Christian employment of the former 
was by Clement of Rome. The later occurs in I Peter 5:3, in wholly untechnical 
usage. But Kleros and it's Latin equivalent, ordo, were the common expressions for 
the ordors of magistrates and dignitaries of the Roman empire. It is from such 
popular usage that they come into Christian employment." (89) 

 
Once the layman becomes convicted that God's calling to the minister and member is one and 
the same, he will begin to assume responsibility for fulfilling the Church's mission. First, he 
must be made to feel that his work as a layman is as important to the church's mission, 
however, as the ministers work as an administrator. 
 
Second, laymen need to be challenged to greater loyalty to their own congregation. Through 
an overemphasis upon tolerance to all churches, an emphasis which must not be negelected, 
the laymen is apt to overlook the importance of loyalty to a particuliar church, his church. 
The paradox of the visable and invisable church must be unlocked as the believer unites with 
a particuliar church. It is through this church that he gives witness to the Church Universal. 
On this, Karl Barth (7) writes the following, under a section entitled, "Faithfulness to the 
disable Church," "Let us not hover over the clouds, to believe is to live. To live is to labor. To 
labor i3 to be here and not there. Concretely, to believe the Church is to accept concretely to 
live within a church." 
 
It is as important to the fulfillment of a particuliar churches role for laymen to be loyal to that 
congregations work as it is for the minister who is assigned to it's leadership. 
 
 
V. MOTION THROUGH WORSHIP AND WITNESS 
 
Finally, an indigenous congregation begins to fulfill it's most important function through the 
movement of it's laymen (membership). The word Motion itself is important in understanding 
this role, because the congregations bring meaning to missions through their motion in 
worship and witness just as the artist gives life to a painting through the motion of his 
subjects. This movement must be made in two directions. 
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VI. WORSHIP 
 
The first movement is within the Church itself as a congregation comes to life through 
believers Worshiping. 
 
Specifically, this means that each member enters into the act of worship. He sings the 
meaning of hymns and not the words alone. He applies the sermon to his specific needs, 
gives sacrafically of his ppsessions, and prays in such a way he feels included when the 
minister concludes, "Accept these prayers." 
 
Through educational opportunities, he studies the scripture and interperts it for himself. 
Fortunately, Japanese Christians love to study together and will do so at the slightest pro-
vocation. Sometimes the mere reading of scripture without comment is appealing to groups. 
When comments are necessary, one of the most effective approaches is to ask what an author 
had in mind as he wrote a particuliar pasage of scripture, rather than beginning with, "The 
author ment to say thus and so, what do you think about it?" 
 
Encouraging and strengthening fellow Christians is another important movement of worship 
within the Church. The vine/branch relationship is not some abstract idea to be aired often 
but depects the kind of moving, growing, living, relationship so desparately needed in 
mission countries where Christians are in the minority. When congregations fill their time 
with planned activities, often little time is left for the free expression of this kind of 
fellowship. When time is provided, however, Christians often talk together about their 
problems with a kind of pent - up hunger. One who has witnessed congregational groups 
bring their lunches to church and remain all afternoon talking together about Christian 
experiences will testify to this. 
 
 
VII. WITNESS 
 
Now, a worshiping congregation is ready to turn towards the secular world as a dynamic, 
living, moving, organism and not merely as some well put together machine. However, this 
motion must follow through in witness to society for the organizm to be complete. 
 
Again, the emphasis is upon the individual! A living witness is made by members working, 
playing, and living as Christians. Various ministries of Institutions. Publications, and 
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Mass Communications are important witnesses of the Church, of course, but these must be 
supported by the living testimony of Christians in a particuliar community, factory, or home 
to be effective. 
 
Members witness indirectly, through an uncompromising personal involvement in the secular 
world. Sometimes, the simple act of requesting juice in the place of whisky when the office 
group engages in drukenness is one's most effective form of witness. This is not to suggest a 
"Holier than Thou" attitude towards nonchristians, however, and one must avoid such a 
misunderstanding by becoming a part of the secular world in other ways. For instance, where 
there is trouble in the community, he should be the first to offer help. The Nichiren 
Sokagakkai has made a tremendous witness for Buddhism in Japan by this sort of living 
witness. They always seem to know when someone is in trouble and are there to offer 
whatever help is necessary. 
 
A more direct form of witness is made through members actively calling people to 
repentance through personal contacts. This kind of person to person call for decision is fast 
becoming a lost art in Christianity. Men are challenged to believe from the pulpit, over the 
radio, and through the printed word, but the motion of a face to face appeal, so vital to 
Christian Missions, is strangely missing in our day. Would it be too far afield to suggest this 
is caused by a basic lack of conviction on the part of congregational members and leaders. If 
so, a return to this "calling" and "life" of the gospel is necessary before there can be 
movement in witness. 
 
 
VII. CONCLUSION 
 
The surprisingly simple conclusion is that Local Congregations become the key to movement 
in Christianity when, stirred by the germ of Gospel life, and bound by nothing more than a 
strong sense of calling, they begin a chain reaction through the expression of this life in 
worship anft witness. One feels that a return to the centrality of the local congregation is 
basic to the realization of qualities so desparately needed by the Church in it's mission today. 
Professor Kumano, the Japanese Church historian, closes his section on the Church in the 
recently published Japanese dictionary of Christianity with this statement, (8) "Japanese 
Christians are in agreement, I feel, that the Church must return to a simple independent body, 
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expanding through an activity of realistic preaching (preaching through action and not 
through words alone). These are qualities strangely reminiscient of those to which Dr. 
Latourette attributes the Church's advance in the first century, namely, "A combination of 
flexibility and uncompromising adherence to it's basic convictions." 
 
These are qualities which must find expression, first, in THE LOCAL CHURCH. 
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CRITIQUE OF 
 

THE LOCAL CONGREGATION IN MISSION  
 

Addison P. Soltau 
 
The writer of the above paper wishes to put the local congregation back into its central place 
as far as mission is concerned. That return is "basic to the realization of qualities so 
desperately needed by the Church in its mission today." I doubt if anyone would wish to 
disagree with the basic conclusions of this paper. Even a cursory reading of the New 
Testament epistles should bring into a clear focus the place of the local congregation. It was 
to the local congregation that many of the epistles were addressed to encourage them in holy 
living and witness bearing in a non-Christian culture. 
. 
Thus while in agreement with the conclusions of the paper I wish to raise a question about 
the underlying assumptions especially evident in the beginning of the discussion. The 
expansion of the early church is explained by pointing to a "catching a sense of mission," 
"breaking away from the Temple", "being inspired by a new sense of calling" on the part of 
the Israelites. However true this may have been looking at it from the human side, the Divine 
element here is too important to even assume without direct reference. The Bible is a record 
of God's dealing with men, and His repeated efforts to awaken them to their responsibilities 
as witness bearers. It was God's design to make the human race and its redemption the means 
of glorifying His Son. In contrast to this, the history of men has been one long and persistent 
effort to evade this divine purpose. I believe that the Divine Record would teach that the 
movement from Egypt began not when "local people caught a sense of Mission and began to 
give it practical expression", but when God led His people out, through the wilderness, and 
into the promised land, often much against their wills and in spite of their murmurings. A 
study of the Scriptures and of the history of missions should teach that instead of movements 
breaking out spontaneously those movements were brought about by God's Spirit driving 
man forth from the narrow limitations of their own thinking to speak God's message. 
 
Mr. Waley is to be commanded for bringing before us not only some of the practical 
problems of a lay witness in Japan but suggestions as to how to overcome some of these 
problems. Men and and women in Japan will begin to witness to their faith in Christ only as 
"necessity is laid upon them", as the verities of God's word are taught to them and as the 
Holy Spirit works through His Word to awaken them to their tremendous responsibilities as 
members of the household of faith. 
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THE CHURCH PLANTING NEW CONGREGATIONS 
 

Harold I. Johnson 
 
"For me to live is Christ and to die is gain." Philippians 1:20. This is the spirit necessary for 
the growth of the church of Jesus Christ in Japan or anywhere else. Such a consuming 
passion is what God found in Dr. David T. Tsutada, and during the past twenty-two years a 
strong indigenous church has been born and continues to grow today. 
 
The discussion before us will be definitely empirical in nature. There will be no untried 
theories propounded. It will be simply the story of how God has worked through Japanese 
Christians in establishing His Ecclesia in Japan. 
 
It all started in a prison cell where Rev. Tsutada was incarcerated for two years during the 
Second World War. Because he believed and boldly preached the Second Coming of Christ, 
he, along with about fifty other pastors - mostly of the Japan Holiness Church, was 
imprisoned. His ministerial credentials were taken away because of his imprisonment, though 
they were restored later. 
 
During these long prison days in communion with the Lord he felt impelled to start the 
Immanuel Church as soon as he would be released. That day came in 1945. Soon after he and 
two other pastors and their wives, as well as a lady doctor and her twin sister nurse, formed 
the nucleus for this new church. These two sisters later established the 12-bed Immanuel 
Hospital in Funabashi. Their former hospital in Hiroshima had been destroyed as a result of 
the Atomic Bomb. As they climbed out of the rubble they rededicated their lives to God. 
 
In the ensuing twenty-two years these eight have become over seven thousand. How can a 
church in Japanese society grow like this? Many groups are little larger than they were ten 
years ago. 
 
Numerous reasons are obvious. The church leaders have from the beginning instilled into the 
hearts of their members the necessity of being filled with the Holy Spirit and fully sur-
rendered to God. From this group have come capable men and women - over a hundred of 
them - into the Bible Training College. Discipline is rigid during the three year course. 
Devotion to God and the church is taught by example, so that nearly all the graduates are 
presently in full-time Christian service. To make sure that the pastors have suitable wives, all 
marriages among the-ministers are arranged by the church board. Because many of 
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the young people come from non-Christian homes, it would be unwise to leave to 
unbelieving parents the responsibility of choosing the wives. 
 
During the two-month summer recess the 2nd and 3rd year Bible College students go out by 
small groups to help struggling churches and/or start new congregations. These efforts are 
supervised by headquarters and district chairmen. Between 1961 and 1965, as a goal for the 
20th Anniversary of the founding of the church, the remaining thirteen unoccupied 
prefectures were entered. 
 
Most of the churches are in the capital cities. As these congregations in the large city areas 
grow they start branches in nearby towns and villages. Meetings are usually held in a believ-
er's home or a rented public hall. Some are weekly or bi-weekly, and others meet only 
monthly. As members move to new areas a regular home meeting is started as soon as 
possible. In this way members are preserved and new churches are established. I might add 
that this is their goal, although in actuality things do not always work out this successfully. 
 
The Funabashi Church, where Immanuel General Mission (IGM) started, has eight branch 
Church Schools. Most of these are held in the homes of believers. Their nine Church Schools, 
including the home church, have over six hundred children attending weekly. There are 
sixty-five teachers, all of whom are laymen, with the exception of two or three. Two years 
ago the Chiba branch became a full fledged church with its own pastor. Their new church 
building is being dedicated soon. From this mother church about twenty have entered the 
Christian ministry. 
 
Since 1947 the Shizuoka Church, through the pastor's vision, has started nine congregations. 
They all have full-time pastors and all but one has its own church building. Some financial 
help has come from headquarters, but the main efforts have come from the local 
congregations. 
 
All Immanuel pastors are strongly urged to establish branch preaching points and Church 
Schools. It is through these efforts that most of the newer churches are being established. 
 
Several laymen, though not really wealthy, have given liberally to building their own local 
churches, as well as some in outlying districts. Among them is Mr. Yui, from Arakawa in 
Tokyo. During World War II he evacuated to Aomori Prefecture. After several years of 
wandering he came back to his faith in God and built the Sambongi City Church with his 
own funds. Because from the outset he honored the Lord in his plastics factory in in Tokyo, 
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its growth mushroomed. This enabled him to give additional help to several churches. Since 
his death three years ago the wife and eldest son carry on with the same zeal. The other three 
sons and one daughter are in the ministry or preparing for it. 
 
The Immanuel Church has numerous laymen with similar vision and commitment. However, 
all the laity has a chance to assist through the Pioneer Offering Fund. At twenty yen (50 a 
monthly unit approximately one and a half million yen ($4000) is gathered annually for 
church extension. Through this fund token assistance to local congregations to build is given. 
Also, limited pastoral support for the pioneer churches comes from this fund for one to five 
years. 
 
There has been very little financial aid from abroad. The two cooperating missionary groups, 
the World Gospel Mission and the American Wesleyan Mission, have given only limited 
financial assistance. Most of the funds, however, for building the present Bible Training 
College in Urawa City, Saitama, came from abroad. All operating expenses today are from 
local sources through regular contributions from churches and individuals. Only a couple 
of local churches have received a building through mission support. Small offerings 
averaging approximately fifty thousand yen ($150) have been given to help several churches 
in recent years by the missions cooperating. Only about $5000 has been given in this way. 
With an overall total church income in 1965 of 55, 272,623 yen ($163,000) we can honestly 
call it an indigenous church. Each local church must tithe its total income other than building 
funds for the support of headquarters. Of course individual tithing is preached. 
 
Another contributing factor to the church's growth is its interest in foreign missions. Since 
1961 four of its young men have studied at Union Biblical Seminary in Yeotmal, Central 
India, engaging in missionary work at the same time. All have returned to Japan for further 
preparation and experience before becoming regular missionaries. They ere all married now 
and plan to return to foreign missionary work. One of these four men with his new bride went 
to South India Bible Institute to teach in 1965. Two of the others are applying for visas to 
return to India with their wives in 1967. The fourth couple anticipates going there next year. 
All of these foreign mission funds come from the local Japanese churches. 
 
With funds still greatly needed for home mission work they feel that God wants them to go 
all over Asia. As foreign mission efforts on the part of the Japanese Church have increased 
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interest and finances for the domestic work has grown concurrently. Could this not be one 
answer to the "why?" of church growth? 
 
The growth of the Immanuel Church of Japan has not been made without a great deal of 
devotion and personal sacrifice on the part of the ministers themselves. For example, one 
pastor who had been getting ten thousand yen ($28) monthly support in starting his church 
asked to have this subsidy stopped even before the church was a year old. He wanted to 
depend on the Lord to supply his need through the local church's offerings. His salary 
immediately dropped to nearly half, and with two small children to support, that was not easy. 
However, through such sacrifice and efforts the church has grown. 
 
The pastors are not permitted to do secular work for their livelihood, but as the church grows 
in members the offerings grow, and likewise, the pastor's salary. Subsidy given too long to a 
church or pastor has been found to delay the church's becoming self-supporting. From the 
beginning the pastors and people realize that any subsidy is only temporary. 
 
Although I do not want to infringe on the theme of the next paper, "The Foreign Missionary 
in the Mission of the Church" I feel it would be enlightening here to explain briefly the re-
lationship the two cooperating missions have with the Immanuel Church of Japan. 
 
In 1952 the American Wesleyan Mission formed a working federation with I.G.M. The World 
Gospel Mission officially joined two years later. Under this Immanuel Wesleyan Federation 
all three groups retain their individual autonomy. The areas of cooperation are teaching in the 
Bible Training College, preaching in local churches by invitation, and when the number of 
missionaries is adequate, helping a Japanese pastor establish a church. Such has been the case 
in Sapporo and Fukuoka. The Japanese church is desirous of more such assistance. 
 
The Missions have also helped set up the Wesley Press where the Immanuel Church's Church 
School Quarterlies (1100 copies monthly), Evangelistic Paper (5900 conies monthly) and the 
Church Paper (1800 copies monthly) are printed. Financial help has also been given in 
printing numerous Wesleyan-Arminian Classics such as A Plain Account of Christian 
Perfection, by John Wesley. 
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CRITIQUE OF 

 
THE CHURCH PLANTING NEW CONGREGATIONS  

 
Paul W. Boschman 

 
We have before us a testimonial of the growtn and expansion of the Immanuel Church from a small 
group of 8 individuals to 7,039; from one congregation to 64 churches and 38 preaching points, all in 
20 years. 
 
OBSERVATIONS- 1) Growth was 6.2% in 1965, better than the average or 4% for all Protestants. 
The Korean Christian Church had 2,542 baptisms (160%) and the West Japan Lutheran Churcn 
baptized 808 (108%) in 1965. 
 
2) The Immanuel Church had a remarkable, advantageous beginning. Dr. Tsutada's co-workers were 
pre-war men or experience, disciples of the famous Jyuji Nakada. Before the first 244 were baptized 
in 1948 there were already 500 members, likely transfers from Holiness churches. 
 
3) There was a proportionate decrease in annual number or baptisms, from a high or 25 per church in 
1951 to a low of 4.5 per church in l965. 
 
4) Fourty-one per cent or the membership is inactive and non-resident. Only 25% is reported present 
at Sunday morning services in the 6 larger churches representing one half of the present membership. 
 
5) Giving per active member was 13,300 yen per year, much below 10% of income in even the 
poorest rural areas. This seems low for city churches and a conference which emphasizes tithing. 
 
OTHER REASONS FOR GROWTH- 1) There must have been great enthusiasm for evangelism. The 
graph goes up almost in a straight line. 2) Church growth began with strong pre-war leadership. 3) 
When lti churcnes were organized in 1947 there were already 500 members. 4) City evangelism is 
easier than rural. 5) Home meetings are mentioned. I suspect that most were recruited in this way 
maxing maximum use or pre-war contacts. 
 
REMAINING QUESTIONS- 1) What is the place of laymen in planting new congregations? There 
seems to be strong central control, cnurcnes being planted through sent-out pastors instead of local 
laymen. Is there any systematic lay training in the cnurches planted? 2) When do you say a 
congregation has peen planted? Miyazaki City, in which no Immanuel believers are resident, is listed 
as one or the 102 churches. 3) Since this is primarily a national movement, an amazing emphasis is 
placed on traditional church structures such as buildings end professional pastors who are not 
permitted to do supplementary work. Some or your pastors say that Dr. Tsutada is not really Japanese 
since he was born in Singapore and educated in England. What will happen when new leadership 
takjes over? Would a multiplication or house-meetings utilizing more laymen make for even more 
growth? To what extent can the decline in number of baptisms per church be attributed to highly 
centralized control in Dr. Tsutada? 
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JOINT ACTION IN NEW TOWN EVANGELISM 
 

J. Lawrence Driskill 
 

According to the Encyclopaedia Britannica, the world population reached three billion in 
1960 and was then growing at a rate of 1.8% a year (2, p. 230; cf. 1, p. lf.). 1  If population 
increase continues at this rate, the world's population will double in forty years, around the 
ear 2001. It is estimated that the rate of population growth rose from less than 0.1. in ancient 
and medieval times to around 0.3% early in the 18th century and is now up to the alarming 
rate of 1.8%. Better health and sanitation, which lowers the mortality rate, accounts for the 
increase. This mass of people rapidly covering the face of the earth presents many problems 
chief among which are the problems of food, housing and mental and spiritual health. 
Although the United Nations secretariat and others are studying these problems, no one 
Knows as yet just what to do about them. 
 
Industrialization has resulted in the development of large cities where housing for workers 
becomes an acute problem. Mr.Ryozo Hara points out that industry and the concentration of 
capital in one place draws masses of people to that place (1, p. 2f.). He quotes statistics 
sliowing that 77.30% of Japan's capital is concentrated in the five prefectures which have the 
largest cities, namely, Tokyo, Osaka, Hyogo and Kanagawa. 47.89% of Japan's capital is con-
trolled by Tokyo alone. 49.00% of the large companies with capital of ten billion yen 
(10,000,000,000), or more, have gathered in Tokyo. In the light of these statistics, and the 
fact that Tokyo is the world's largest city, we should be able to agree with Mr. Hara's theory 
that: "the more capital is concentrated in any big city the more people will gather there." (1, p. 
2). We can further surmise that "Capital draws people". Facing this phenomenon as 
Christians, it becomes our duty to seek ways to meet the needs of these masses of people. 
How can they be fed? How can they be housed? How can they be kept healthy, mentally and 
spiritually? How can we minister to the "whole man"? 
 
1Citations will he made in the body of the paper as shown here. The first number refers to the 
number given to the book or article cited in the bibliography. The second number is the page 
on which the information is found. 
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Japan's 1960 census showed that 64% of her people are now living in cities. With the rapid 
increase in city growth in the last five years, it is expected that in a few decades 80% of the 
people will be city dwellers (1, p. 4). It is further estimated that by 1980 one third of the total 
population will be living in group housing apartments or new towns (3, p. 1). Over five 
million of Japan's people are already living in danchi (group housing) areas (1, p. 8). And we 
are learning that there are many types of group housing. In Senri Newtown alone, we have 
five different types: Prefectural subsidized housing for low income people (Fuel utaku); Pre-
fecture sponsored housing for higher income groups Osaka Jutaku Kyokai); nationally 
sponsored housing for medium income groups-(Nihon Jutaku Kodan); Company and 
government agency housing for their workers (Kyuyo Jutaku); and private homes where the 
individual owns both house and land (Bunjo Jutaku). Around the country there are many such 
danchi areas including those sponsored by cities, by small, medium and large industries and 
by real estate companies (1, p. 7). 
 
The three main "pillars" of Japan's group housing movement are as follows: One is the public 
housing sponsored by governmental bodies such as city, prefecture, etc., called Koei Jutaku, 
which reported 903,000 homes provided as of March 1966 at rental rates from $1,500 to 
Y-6,000. Since this is subsidized housing-for low income people the applicants are numerous, 
running to an average of 30 applicants for every one accepted in Japan's six largest cities (1, 
p. 8). The second "pillar" is the Japan Home Financing Corporation (Jutaku Kinyukoko) 
which provides long term loans at moderate interest rates to encourage individuals to buy or 
build their own homes. This plan was started in 1950 and in 1966 alone helped finance 
174,000 homes and spent over 145 billion yen (145,647,000,000) in the process. The third 
"pillar" is the Japan Housing Corporation (Jutaku Kodan) whicu was organized in 1955 to 
provide housing for workers wherever needed regardless of what government body might be 
administrating the needy area (1, p. 8f.). 
 
Needless to say the millions of people living in these group housing areas have problems too 
great for any one group to tackle alone. Therefore, as concerned Christians, we must work in 
cooperation with the secular organizations involved and, most of all, we must pool all our 
denominational resources in an attempt to make an effective Christian witness there. The 
great needs demand that. we work out an appropriate form of "joint action for mission" in 
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these group housing areas. Let's take a look at a few of the facts and problems we must 
consider. The majority of the people living there are young, highly educated white collar 
workers with a small nuclear family (1, p. llf.). They come seeking freedom from the 
traditional bonds of the feudal family system. These young couples have moved away from 
the restricting ties to the shrine or temple of the old community but they face new problems. 
Many suffer from what some call a "white wall neuroses" in the small concrete apartments. 
Some find new freedom from old family ties only to suffer feelings of alienation when forced 
to go it alone (1, p. 13). High rents or house payments present economic problems. The new 
way of life in a new and strange community creates human-relation problems with new 
neighbors. Independence seems good but, with the old ties gone, many suffer from loneliness 
and spiritual emptiness. Where can they turn to find a basis for this new way of life? Where 
can they find help in developing new community relationships? How can their spiritual 
emptiness he filled with a satisfying faith? Isn't it our duty as Christians to do all we can to 
help meet their needs? So do so we must muster all our resources regardless of denomina-
tional affiliation. 
 
We agree with Mr. Hara that the Church must develop a new missions strategy to meet these 
new needs (1, p. 5). As members of the "church in the world" we must do all we can to help 
mare the Churcu, a center of guidance and help to danchi and new town people. All our 
combined denominational resources are needed for this purpose. Perhaps a look at what the 
Church in the U.S.A. is doing in group housing areas might be helpful. 
 
In August 1963, the New York Queens Federation of Churches hired a Methodist minister, 
the Rev, William Mowat, to work in Rochdale Village, a new housing area with 5,680 
apartments. Funds came from Episcopal, Methodist, Presbyterian, Lutheran Church in 
America and the United Church of Christ Sources. Mr. Mowat was requested to live in 
Rochdale Village, to carry out religious-preference surveys and to welcome Protestants and 
do what he could to relate them to local churches. Callers from the local churches were asked 
to help with the calling. Although the project was to be limited to three years, it was 
suggested in March of 19b5 ti at the project he extended to allow the development of a 
program of activities for youth, counseling services for adults and the continuance of small 
Bible study groups in the apartments. The chief reason for the extension was that, although it 
had been expected that the Christians contacted would go to local churches outside, few of  
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them actually did so and a witness in the Village needed to be continued (4, p. 18). In January 
1965, the Rev. Samuel B. Craig was hired by an interdenominational group in Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, to conduct a three-year experimental ministry in Gateway 'rowers apartment 
area. The denominations that supported Mr. Craig's work were Presbyterian, Methodist, 
Lutheran Church in America and the United Church of Christ. 
 
Likewise, in St. Louis, Missouri, six denominations are working out plans for a 
24-hour-a-day witness in the Mansion House apartments, scheduled to be completed in 1966. 
The witness is to be based in a religious center including a chapel, counseling rooms and a 
lounge. The contact person is the Rev. Bruce Melton of Glendale Presbyterian Church, 500 N. 
Sappington, Glendale, Missouri. Also, in Washington, D.C., twelve local churches of various 
denominations united their efforts to hire Mr. James L. Hudson to personally visit all of the 
new residents in the Southwest Development Area in 1962. These apartments are luxury 
hi-rise and town-house apartments and Mr. Hudson's job was to learn their religious 
preference and provide this information to the cooperating churches (1, p. 19, 20). Other 
interdenominational efforts are being made, including one in a new housing area for negros 
in the Elm Haven Housing Project in New Haven, Connecticut (5, p. l0f.). As indicated here, 
several promising joint action for mission projects are being carried out in the U.S.A. and 
such projects will probably continue to expand in scope and program content. 
 
In the new housing area around the industrial complex of Durgapur, India, another interesting 
interdenominational witness is being made. It is supported by the Bengal Christian Council 
and is an effort to make a united witness to the entire community while maintaining 
denominational identity in an inconspicuous way. All denominations agreed to use one 
common sign such as "The Church in Durgapur, St. Michael's area Church". In this way a 
united front is presented to the outside world while each denomination is free to continue the 
liturgy inside that is considered vital to their own denominational tradition. Another strong 
point of the Durgapur witness is the use of a "joint" or "team" ministry. In this way a minister 
with particular gifts in leading youth work, women's work, Christian education, etc.,, is 
available to any denomination that needs, and will request, his services. The cooperative 
effort began with a comity agreement in 1956 and expanded gradually into the vision of the 
Rev. Alan Stephens in 1960 that "all persons in this place who worship Jesus Christ as Lord" 
are one body and should make that fact evident in their program of witness. 
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The work has continued to expand and is now directed by a Consultative Committee which 
supervises the staff in their Crogram of witness and social service to the new group housing; 
area of about 300,000 people. The denominations that are cooperating in the joint action for 
mission are the Anglican, Methodist, Mar Thoma and Baptist churches (9, p. 1f.). Also, the 
Ecumenical Social and Industrial Institute has moved to Durgapur and is conducting a 
continuing study program with a staff of five, two westerners and three Indians. This Institute 
is operated by a Board of Directors including all Protestant denominations in isengal and 
Bihar and is supported by the regional Christian Councils and the National Christian Council 
of India (7, p. If.). 
 
In Japan, to our knowledge, at least ten denominational groups are trying to make a witness 
in group housing areas but as yet very little is being done to coordinate these efforts for an 
effective program of joint action for mission. The United Church of Christ (Nippon Kirisuto 
Kyodan) alone has twelve churches that are known to be making a witness in group housing 
areas. There is one in iiokkai Kyoku, one in kanto Kyoku, six in Tokyo Kyoku, two in Osaka 
Kyoku, one in hyogo and one in Shikoku (1, p. 35-36). They range from Soai Church's 
weekly "Tomo no kai" (Friend's Group) of ten members for Bible study, meeting in a home in 
a danchi of 5,000 people, to Senri Pioneer Church's full church program for seventy members 
and over one hundred children, meeting in their own building in a new town for 150,000 new 
residents. A survey of these twelve Kyodan churches revealed the following advantades and 
disadvantages in group housing evangelism. 
 
uAdvantages were listed as: the high population density with many people to reach in a small 
area; convenience in attending meetings, since the distances are short and the streets well 
lighted at night; it is easy to gather a nuclear congregation, since many Christians move in 
and want a church nearby; the lack of traditional ties to the feudal family system, temples or 
shrines; the high educational level, with many already having some knowledge of 
Christianity even though they may not yet be believers; the high regard for edcation which 
makes it easy to get children to a Christian church school, kindergarten or nursery, a d parents 
to e'ucational meetings of rue church; womeas meetin;y, are fairly easy to hold since the 
women have free time while the husband is away at work and tae children in school; the 
close proximity of home an' church encourages the development of a close fellowship tie 
between the two; and the spiritual emptiness experienced by most, young people moving into  
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the new housing and new community provides an opportunity to present the Gospel to them 
(1, p. 37). 
 
On the other hand, many problems or disadvantages were listed by the twelve churches 
surveyed. They are: the "closed" nature of the new nuclear family centered closely around the 
husband, wife and children to the exclusion of others; the "small town" mental outlook of 
many residents who, though highly educated, put few of their theories into action and 
generally show little concern for religion; the instability caused by frequent changes of 
residence and the lack of desire to remain in the apartments for a long time; the resistance 
Christians show to transferring their membership from a former church, even though they are 
unable to attend regularly (the Matsudo Church reported fifteen transfers from far away 
churches in five years but only one from among 30 attendants from adjoining areas); the 
economic pressure of a tight budget prevents residents from deeply involving themselves in 
the development of a new church in their area; and the restrictions on evangelism put up by 
government or secular organizations controlling the housing area makes it difficult to get 
appropriate meeting places or build a new church (1, P. 38). 
 
In the report on the survey it was also pointed out that the denominational problem needs a 
solution (1, p. 49). In Senri Newtown alone we have seven Protestant denominational groups 
involved in one way or another. Five of these are now taking part in our interdenominational 
discussions seeking ways for joint action for mission and we still have hopes of some 
cooperative effort with the other two. A united effort is essential not only because different 
denominations meet there but also because it is necessary to show a united front to the 
community and the government officials if we expect to gain their good will for an effective 
program of evangelism and Christian service. Although the results of our efforts toward 
developing a plan and program for joint action in Senri Newtown have been very small 
perhaps it would be helpful to at least take a look at the efforts that have been made. 
 
The first interdenominational meeting to discuss Senri -Newtown needs was held on May 9, 
1964, at the home of Kiss June Lamb. This was just about six weeks after our fa,uily had 
moved nearby on March 23, 1964, to begin work in the Newtown. About fifteen people were 
present representing three denominational groups, plus Pr. Mitsukame Kawabe's independent 
"Senriyama Community Church". The denominations were the Evangelical Lutheran the 
Southern Presbyterians and the United Church of Christ with the Anglican and Southern 
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Baptist representatives scheduled to come but unable to attend. It was largely a fellowship 
meeting to help us get acquainted with each other and share our personal visions for work in 
Senri Newtown. Since that time there have been eight more consultation meetings with the 
following high points considered. The first thought was to develop one large "Community 
Church" with a program of Christian evangelism and service participated in by all 
denominations. However, at the fifth meeting, on June 30, 1966, at Senriyama Church, the 
Southern Baptist (Nippon Baputesuto Renmei) representative, the Rev. Mr. Muramatsu, made 
it very clear that his group could not participate unless the united effort was centered around 
a federated type of Christian Center, with no community church as such. The reason given 
was that it was the policy of his Baptist group to refrain from participation in any interde-
nominational organic church union, although they did feel free to cooperate with a voluntary 
federated type of Christian-center program. 
 
Another high point was the presentation of the plan of joint action followed by the Durgapur 
Church Council in India centered around the program for the new housing area of the 
Durgapur Industrial Complex as outlined above. This plan of joint action was presented by 
the Rev. Norbert Klein of Germany at our sixth meeting on September 29, 1966, at 
Senriyama Church. It was felt by all, including the permanent Baptist representative, the Rev. 
Isamu Fukushima, that this was a plan of joint action suitable to every denomination repre-
sented in our discussions and plans. The central point of agreement was that we could have a 
federated Christian center program with a joint ministry while still maintaining the de-
nominational identity felt to be so essential by several groups. In discussions then and later it 
was felt that it would be wise to follow the lead of the Durgapur churches and have one 
common sign for all the churches such as, "fhe Christian Church in Senri Newtown, Nippon 
Baputesuto Renmei" with the denominational designation in small letters under the common 
Church designation in large letters. This should be followed by all denominations, we felt. 
 
The next high point was our interdenominational meeting with a representative of the Japan 
Council of Churches and the leaders of the United Church, Kyodan leaders present included 
the new Moderator, the Rev. Masahisa Suzuki, the Supervising Director of the Evangelism 
Department, the Rev. Toru Takakura, the English Secretary of the Council of Cooperation, 
the Rev. Alden Matthews and the Rev. Otis Bell, Missionary Supervisor of the Evangelism 
Department. This meeting was our eighth meeting and was held at the Osaka Christian  
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Center on October 24, 1966, during the Kyodan's General Assembly in Osaka. For this 
meeting all of the denominational groups were expected to prepare a written report of their 
present work in Senri Newtown with their hopes for the future and any ideas concerning a 
united program of joint action. Only three denominations actually prepared their report, 
however, and these were presented, with a written report on the Durgapur joint action 
program sent to each group later by mail from the Rev. Norbert Klein for each to study. At 
our ninth meeting, held at Ogimachi Church on Nov. 11, 1966, it was agreed that more 
detailed study regarding the proper type of organization and program for the projected 
Christian center was needed. A sub-committee composed of the Rev. Teiichi Okuda of the 
Kyodan, the Rev. Isamu Fukushima of the Baptist group and the Rev. Tsuyoshi Sonoda of the 
Lutheran group was formed to carry out this study and report back to the entire group at our 
tenth meeting scheduled for January 27, 196.7. Models for study suggested were the Board of 
Directors of the German sponsored Christian Academies in Japan, The Osaka Christian 
Center, the interdenominational Christian social service center in Nagoya, built after the Ise 
Bay typhoon relief united effort, and any other organizations that might seem appropriate. At 
this ninth meeting, it was also agreed to push ahead as fast as possible with plans to buy land 
for a federated Christian center in Senri Newtown as soon as it became clear just when funds 
might he forthcoming from the various supporting groups for this purpose. It was felt that an 
effort should be made to buy about 1000 tsubo of land by March 1967, if at all possible, since 
prices automatically advance about 10,'o at that time and also it will become increasingly 
harder to find suitable land as the Newtown continues to develop. 
 
The six groups actively participating in our discussions and plans at present are the 
Evangelical Lutheran Church (Nihon Fukuin tuteru R okai), the Southern Baptist Group 
Nippon Baputesuto :tenmei„ the !teformed Church of Christ (Nihon Kirisuto Kaika:cuha), 
the iteformed Church of the Latter Day Saints Fuku-en Iesu Kirisuto Kyokai) and the United 
Church of Christ (Nippon Kirisuto Kyodan) plus the independent Community Church of the 
8ev. Mr. Kawabe in Senriyama. The Anglican Church has participated in some of the discus-
sions and the Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A, and the Yodo awa Zenrinkan (Good Neighbor Christian 
Social Service Center have attended several of the meetings and assisted in the planning in 
various degrees. Although a deep fellowsiiip and mutual concern for an effective program of 
joint action in Senri Newtown has grown out of these meetings, the actual accomplishments 
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in united work have been rather meager. First of all we endeavoured to work along comity 
lines, striving not to duplicate each other's work and to witness as widely as possible in the 
area. In 1965 the Lutheran and Kyodan groups joined to present a Christmas program for the 
women and children of the Seikatsu Kyodo Kumiai (Consumers cooperative Association) in 
the public meeting hall of the Satakedai area. The Kyodan also shared in the Kansai 
University Y.M.C.A. sponsored Christmas party given for the children of the Tsukumodai 
area in 19b5. This past Christmas (1966) all six groups, plus the Kansai Y.M.C.A. group, 
joined hands to provide a special "City Christmas" (Shimin Kurisumasu) program for the 
entire Newtown. Each group took some responsibility in providing part of the program and in 
publicizing it and selling tickets which could be exchanged for a Christmas gift for everyone 
who attended. It required three long planning sessions of about three hours each plus many 
hours of private time contributed by members of each group to prepare this program. 
However, due to this united effort we were able to make a very meaningful Christmas 
witness to more than four hundred new town people who attended. Now, efforts to buy the 
land and build the planned Christian center are continuing but it is not certain yet just when it 
can be built. 
 
It is our observation that developing a program of joint action is very difficult and requires 
the effort of several dedicated persons just to keep contacts alive and proceeding even at a 
slow pace. One of the greatest difficulties is convincing people that the time and effort 
required away from their own private denominational program is worth contributing. Results 
come slowly and all denominations are very wary of raising funds for a project apart from 
their own denominational program. However, the vision does grow as the contacts deepen 
and as we think and pray and strive together in an effort to make an effective witness in this 
huge new town for 150,000 new residents. We sincerely pray that any program of joint action 
that develops will be fully in keeping with God's will and that He may indeed be glorified 
through that program. We trust that He will guide and help us as we seek to make a united 
witness that will win many new converts to Him, resulting in a healthy and happy community 
in Senri Newtown. 
 
Perhaps it would be helpful to present here a list of suggestions for danchi and new town 
evangelism given by the Rev. M. Tomura. These suggestions grew out of his experience with 
the L-Type Danchi Evangelism project carried out in the Osaka area in the summer of 1964. 
The list is as follows:  
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It is important for the pastor to live in the area and identify with the people there; start 
Sunday worship services right away, don't be content with small night meetings alone; try to 
meet the local needs whether it be a kindergarten, nursery school, English classes or whatever 
(in fact, try to develop a full Christian center program if possible); use mass communication 
facilities as they are quite effective there; recognize that it is almost impossible for a family 
with wife and children to commute to a city church and prepare a local program for them; 
buy land as soon as possible as prices rise very rapidly there; recognize that there is a 
problem of lack of concern for faith there that is deeper than nihilism; recognize that this is a 
new type of "modern mura" (a new community) which needs a community church to bind it 
together; note that there is more stability where individual homes are numerous; recognize 
that leisure time will grow and the church must be ready to help people use it constructively; 
there is an admiration for education which the church can take advantage of in educational 
meetings for children and adults; there are many approaches to danchi dendo (evangelism), 
use all that are possible; recognize that indirect evangelism has many good results; develop 
self-autonomy and self-support as soon as possible in the new danchi church; people who 
live and work in a mass group appreciate personal contacts very much; the church can show 
its' interest in group housing people only by direct action; group housing evangelism needs 
long range planning, strategy is very important; and, especially relevant for this discussion, 
note that believers of many denominations live in danchi areas making interdenominational 
cooperation very essential. 
 
Our experience in Senri Newtown has borne out the importance of many of the suggestions 
given above. However, there is one paradoxical point we would like to mention in connection 
with the "lack of concern for faith" which is indicated by Mr. Tomura, In a survey we made 
of 333 Senri Newtown households almost 90%o (88.58%) of the people said that even if they 
were not related to any particular religion, they still thought a "religious attitude of mind" 
was important (8, p. 23). This seems to indicate that there is a deeper religious hunger among 
these newly transplanted people than Mr, romura's statement would at first sight suggest. This 
"hunger" for some satisfying religious experience is our opportunity to present to diem the 
forgiveness of sin and promise of eternal life male available through the Gospel of Jesus 
Christ. 
 
Regarding a united witness of joint action, it has been our experience that working together 
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toward the accomplishment of some definite project or goal is the best way to draw different 
denominational groups together. In our case, one group never took an active part in our 
discussions and plans until we invited them to take part in the "city Christmas" we were 
planning. Perhaps the best way to make a start toward the goal of joint action in any new area 
is to choose some needy project such as this and invite all to participate in it. In any case, the 
important thing is that we start praying, planning and working now for an 
interdenominational program of joint action for mission. All will benefit from it. May God 
guide and help us to reach this goal of joint action soon in every new housing area in Japan. 
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CRITIQUE OF 
 

“JOINT ACTION IN NEW TOWNS”  
 

Otis Bell 
 

 
It is impossible to discuss all the facets of any problem in one short paper and it is 
increasingly difficult when you are dealing with a subject that has no precedents. 
 
New Town evangelism in Japan is a problem that staggers our imagination. This problem is 
new, it is extensive, it is difficult. The paper presented the problem in a very able manner in 
fact one feels that the writer felt that this evangelism must be done in preference to all other 
types and needs of evangelism, for instance, rural evangelism. 
 
One thing the paper did bring to our realization is the fact that this type cooperation is going 
on in other parts of the world but we in Japan have not yet come to this measure of 
cooneration. To this end the paper might have presented to us some more concrete ways of 
cooperation even in a very loose structure so that the ground work could be laid for further 
and greater areas of joint-action. 
 
The paper should have aroused in all the hearers and the further readers the necessity of 
visiting a New Town first hand and becoming acquainted with the problems And structures of 
the 20th. Century phenomenon of Japan. 
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THE FOREIGN MISSIONARY IN THE MISSION OF THE CHURCH  
 

Alden E. Matthews 
 
We have thought about the mission of the church in Biblical perspective. We have considered 
the role of the local congregation in Japan. Now we come closer to our own personal 
involvement as missionaries. In doing so we enter dangerous waters. Obstacles dot our 
course -- some half-visible, others fully submerged. It seems impossible to be objective about 
ourselves. We have a hesitance to talk about the key role we are called to play as foreign 
missionaries of the church of Christ. Yet we must try to be rational, objective, and as honest 
as we can in evaluating our role. 
 
A story from the Pacific War has an important word for us. Two "spit and polish" naval 
officers were on an inspection tour visiting a small island garrison commanded by a young 
lieutenant. The two visitors were critical of the informality of personal appearance and 
speech they found there among the men, and one accused the garrison of not taking its 
responsibilities seriously. Drawing himself up the young officer replied, "Sir, we take 
everything on this island very seriously -- everything except ourselves." 
 
I would like to share some thoughts about "foreign missionaries -- ourselves -- without, I 
hope, taking ourselves too seriously. Four words will help to give some structure to what I 
have to say: call, commitment, cost and crisis. 
 

The Missionary Call 
 
When we talk about the foreign missionary we must begin with his "call". We cannot really 
think about "missionary" without presupposing a "call". It is the missionary call that 
constitutes and distinguishes the missionary. What can we say about this "call"? 
 
Surely it is God who calls. It was not Eli, after all, who called Samuel. It was not the king 
who said to Isaiah, "Whom snall I send and who will go for me?" It was not Ananias of 
Damascus who sought out Saul to make him Paul. So it is with the missionary today. 
Whatever the process by which we have come to Japan, however varied and human the 
process of recruiting, screening, appointment, orientation, language study, support, and 
assignment may have been., however confused, frustrated, rebellious we may have become; 
we are as one in the simple and straightforward declaration: "It is God who called." 
 
He called us. He called you and He called me. This is selection, or "election", if you prefer.  
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One can draw the implication that some are not called. Certainly we are familiar with the 
doctrine of the "remnant" and can see its pattern repeatedly in the history of Israel -- old and 
new. As with the remnant so also with the foreign missionary; it is a calling within a calling. 
You may want to label it a "special call" within a "general call". 
 
But here we enter troubled waters. Whereas the nineteenth century church had a sharp image 
to go with the word "missionary", the mid-twentieth century concept is fuzzy and blurred. 
Now we say that every Christian is called to be a missionary. We have rediscovered the fact, 
well known by the primitive church, that to be in Christ is to be in mission. The people of 
God today, like those early Israelites led out from captivity by Moses, are a people on the 
move. They are a worshipping but also a witnessin people. To be a Christian is to be a 
missionary, whether one is in Toledo, Timbactoo, or Tokyo. 
 
The missionary pedestal is crumbling, (Praise the Lord!) and with it the concept of a special 
missionary "order" or "rank" within the Church. Yesterday one could think of becoming a 
foreign missionary as the final stage of faith and practice so that there was a sort of Protestant 
hierarchy: -- laity, clergy, missionary. (Growing up in a missionary family I never 
experienced this idea personally but I have read and heard of it from others!) Today every 
Christian is already a missionary. It is interesting and meaningful that of the Japan 
Interboard's 350 active missionaries, only 92 are ordained. The other 258 are laymen and 
laywomen of whom 86 are wives of clergymen. The laity is very much involved in "missions 
overseas". 
  

The call to mission used to be celebrated by 
the commissioning service. Now the call is 
marked by baptism. 
 
When all this is acknowledged in 
theological terms the practical side remains. 
It is an undeniable fact that we are gathered 
in this room as the result of a call to serve 
as foreign missionaries. 

Not this:        But this: 
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Shaky and blurred as this call may have become we know that God has a special task to 
which He has called us. We are called and we are sent across boundaries of nation, customs, 
race, class, belief', language -"even to the ends of the earth". This much we can all say 
together. To this we are, one by one, committed. 
 
Missionary Commitment 
 
Yes, we are committed. We have responded decisively to God's call. That response has been 
recognized and supported by some part of the Christian Church, in our homeland and/or in 
Japan. The commissioning service most of us went through before going overseas was the 
church's way of celebrating a commitment. 
 
It would be wrong, however, to think of this as only a single commitment. To be sure, the 
missionary is making the primary commitment -- whether for life or for a short term; but the 
church is committing itself, too, and God has already gone before with His call. Leaving out 
God's original call, we can distinguish at least a double commitment involved in the 
"sending" or a "commissioning" of a missionary. If that of the missionary himself is primary, 
perhaps that of the church is secondary. But both are important. both are essential. 
 
Here again, though, we seem to be running into a head wind and rough seas. 
 
It appears that so far as commitment is concerned, whether that of church or of missionary, 
this is a time to shorten sail. In the changing picture of worldwide opportunities and priorities 
Japan was blessed in the first postwar decade by the desire for reconciliation and the closins 
of other doors: -- China, especially. Thus there was an influx of missionaries to re-establish 
old church ties and a similar influx of "missionary refugees" (of which I was one). A third 
factor was the great emphasis and publicity given to General MacArthur'e plea for 
missionaries during the occupation period. We might say that the war was followed by a time 
of missionary inflation. But if we were inflated for a time by the capricious winds of history, 
that period is over. This is no longer "postwar" Japan. 
 
It has become recovered Japan, secularized Japan, affluent Japan, progressive Japan. The 
phoenix has risen from the ashes. And the mission in Japan has passed through the romantic 
glow of the post,war years to emerge into the hard light of today's reality. 
 
The result has been the withering of some shoots that sprang up so quickly in the ground of 
shallow commitment. No one can set himself up as one who can make judgments, but the last 
twenty years have seen a change in missionary commitment. It is unusual now to "sign up for 
life". At least two mission boards do not commission their career missionaries until after 
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completion of their first term of service. It is becoming more difficult for young people to 
commit even three or four years to short-term service. One recent study paper advocates a 
maximum of ten years overseas service. In some cases it is the "receiving" church, so-called, 
that draws back from commitment, though this has long been a recognized prerogative with 
return after furlough depending on being invited back. 
 
If the result of this must be fewer missionaries in Japan, at least we must make sure that they 
are of the highest quality. My own mission board has been saying this for some time. I want 
to add: -"and deepen the commitment of each missionary, each sending church and each 
receiving church or institution in Japan". For all parties concerned this means being ready to 
pay the price. Deep commitment is not cheap. 
 
The Cost of Mission 
 
On the superficial level of annual budgets and living costs Japan mission is more expensive 
than ever before, probably more expensive than any other mission field. The American dollar 
can buy far less "mission" in the Japanese economy we know today than that to which the 
mission boards became accustomed in the depressed economies of the past, and even of some 
countries still. The already high, and still rising, economy of Japan is raising questions-- very 
natural ones -- about stewardship and about results. The economy of mission is a large sub-
ject in itself. Suffice it to say here that the financial cost of mission in Japan is high enough to 
cause many to question its necessity, even its validity. 
 
Let us accept the fact that the financial cost of the foreign missionary presence in Japan is 
very high. Let us accept the fact that this tends to reduce participation from overseas. This is 
one of the "knowns" about the present and the future. 
 
There are other costs. There are the well-known psychological and even spiritual costs to the 
missionary himself that accompany the first years of cultural adjustment. This cost is greater 
than we may realize. It is a much greater burden in Japan than in China, the only comparison 
I can make. We are reconciled to this personal cost by now -that is the cost ti:e missionaries 
themselves must pay for understanding, acceptance, even communication itself we have paid 
this or we are in the process. 
 
What we may not appreciate is the more subtle payment exacted from all three concerned 
parties. I mean the missionary, his sending church, and the church in Japan. I do not know 
exactly how to label this payment. It is a kind of adjustment to the combined weight of 
traditional Japan and modern secularized Japan. It is not really cynicism, but it is a drop in 
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ebullience, spontaneity, missionary vigor. It is not hardening of the arteries, exactly. It is 
more a lowering of the blood pressure. 
 
What am I talking about? I am referring to the missionary who forces himself to wait to be 
told, or the missionary who doesn't wait and knocks himself groggy against the many walls 
that fence him in, and out. I am thinking of the American Church executive who concludes 
after two weeks in Japan that the Japanese church is dead on its feet and blind to its 
responsibilities and opportunities. I am thinking of the board executive who asks why he has 
no stronger voice in the decisions made about the deploying of cooperative resources for 
mission in Japan. I am thinking of the Japanese church wondering why these missionaries do 
not act more like missionaries, why they bumble around so clumsily, so destructively, and so 
embarrassingly. "Why can't they fit in better? Why do we have to accommodate so much to 
western missionaries and western mission boards?" says the church. "Why do they expect us 
to do all the adjusting? Why can't they come part way to meet us?" ask the missionaries. "If 
they can't manage, and use our missionaries and our money in a way that we can accept in 
good conscience, we'll have to have second thoughts." "If my talents can't be used here, I'll 
go back home where I'm appreciated." "We need to stand more steadily on our own feet as a 
Japanese church before we carn participate as strongly as we should in cooperative mission." 
These questions and statements -- all familiar to us -- are price tags indicating something of 
the cost of mission today. We must all pay if we want to play. We must all break our old skins 
like the snake to form a new one to fit the new condition. In other words all of us have to 
change, have to give, have to adjust, have to grow, have to meet the cost of a new challenge, 
of a new crisis in mission. 
 

Crisis in Mission 
 
The word "crisis" has several meanings. One is danger. Another is opportunity. A third is 
judgment. If you have seen the movie, "Hawaii", you will recall the vivid scene when the 
sailing vessel carrying ing the small group of missionaries was trying to round the cape 
without smashing to pieces on the rocks As the ship bore toward the huge rocks caught in the 
cross current it was necessary to unfurl sail to catch the wind so as to veer safely by. I 
sometimes have the feeling that for us as missionaries in Japan there is such a time of crisis 
now. I feel as though we must set more sail, pick up more momentum, catch a fresh breeze 
that can bear us around the corner and forward into the next chapter. I get the feeling of 
danger, of opportunity, and of judgment. 
 
Perhaps the sharpest statement along these lines was made by a highly respected "senpai", 
Cyril Powles, in the Japan Christian Quartly last summer, when he said that in Japan the day  
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of the foreign missionary is past. The year before Richard Drummond wrote a piece for The 
Christian Century raising the question of a Missionary exodus from Japan. Before that the 
departure of Richard Drummond himself and one or two others in mid-career stimulated the 
Kyodan to send out a questionnaire in an effort to analyze the role of the missionary in Japan 
today. Although I objected to the use of the word "exodus" (and still do), it is a fact that since 
Dick's article was written the number of IBC missionaries has dropped from over 380 to the 
present 350, notwithstanding the addition of 24 PCITS missionaries when the Southern 
Presbyterian church became an associate member of the Interboard Committee. I suspect that 
a similar pattern can be found in the other Protestant missionary groupings. 
 
The statistics can be interpreted and explanations given in terms of call, commitment, and 
cost; but what concerns me more is the unrest and uncertainty felt by many of those 
missionaries who stay. There is a tendency to question the validity of many of the things we 
are called upon to do from day to day. We wonder whether or not we are truly faithful to the 
call that brought us here and the commitment that keeps us plugging away. 
 
In answering the questionnaire the Kyodan used in 1963 many Japanese indicated that they 
valued the presence of missionaries as ecumenical symbols. On the other hand several 
missionaries objected violently to being thought of merely as symbols of the ecumenical 
church. Yoichiro Saeki concluded that a missionary should be a functional symbol, bringing 
to Japan and using here the spiritual gifts he has been given. In the Kyodan we are trying 
hard to enable this to happen, knowing all the while that so very much depends in the end on 
the missionary himself. If the missionary is in a box it is largely of his own making. 
 
The mid-career missionary has a particular vulnerability because of high ambitions for Christ 
and the high ideals with which he answered the call to service in Japan. Gradually he is 
forced to accommodate with the realities here and with his own limitations. Perhaps more 
than the average person he becomes distressed by the large discrepancy between what he first 
anticipated an.- what actually is as he reams'-as the point of no return in his missionary career. 
Then it is easy to succumb to the temptation to brood upon what .fight have been if he were 
hace in his own country among familiar surrour_dings ..-here he would know what to do ann 
how to do it. 
 
The cure for this missionary sickness is to look around with an eye for the opportunities that 
await on every hand if we but have eyes to-see and faith to try again. 
 
Looking around us we see a society changing so rapidly that the Church of Christ is in danger  
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of an anachronism approaching irrelevance. We fret about the lag, but change makes 
opportunities for new forms of witness. In Japan urbanization and secularization are no threat 
to the gospel. It was change -- secularaization, if you will -- that opened doors for pioneer 
missionaries a century ago. It was urban soil that allowed the churches of today to take root. 
Now, in our time, the ever increasing pace of change opens even more doors for the good 
news we came to bring. 
 
The difference is that we no longer go through these doors alone. We are to move with our 
Japanese Christian brothers. In this sense the day of the missionary is past. Few missionaries 
are lone pioneers of the faith today. Herein lies what is for me the real missionary crisis. 
There are dangers and opportunities in "mission together. 
 
It is the demand for more effective joint witness and service, -and the degree to which we fall 
short -- that causes much of our missionary unrest today. Yet I believe that this is the great 
challenge god and history (His story) have laid upon our missionary generation. 
 
True, the missionary, as D. T. Niles has said, is not a peddlar of the gospel nor a 
church-builder, but a participant in Kingdom-building. But he is a participant -- part of the 
Body of Christ -- in the missionary outreach he is called to share with the Church in Japan 
today as it strives to become the church of tomorrow. Our missionary role is to be found 
within that common task: ou the growing edge if we are true to our calling, but a part of it. 
Sharing initiative is difficult whatever the relationship. 
 
Here we stand under judgment. God calls us to engage in the manifestation of the reality and 
power of one faith, one Lord, one mission. We are not to be Japanese Christians, but we are 
to stand with them and work with them in testimony to the oneness of our Lord and the 
oneness of the people of God. We are also to be joined to one another across our own national 
and denominational lines, something this annual Hayama Seminar helps to accomplish. 
 
Paul said it all long ago in his letter to the Christians in t Ephesus when he spoke of the 
household of God in which Christ is the chief cornerstone in whom the whole structure is 
joined together and builds us into a holy temple in the Lord. 
 
I pray that the present crisis will give way to a new spiritual health,a new zeal, renewed vigor. 
Let us reaffirm our commitment tc our vocation as missionaries in Japan. May each of us be 
willing to pay his own share, whatever the ccst, in faithful service to our Lord in what is after 
all His mission among and for the people of Japan. If we are to be tried, let us not be found 
wanting. 
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CRITIQUE OF 

"THE FOREIGN MISSIONARY IN THE MISSION OF THE CHURC H"  
 

Verner K. Strom 
 
Mr. Matthews has focused our attention on a topic that is vital and relevant to us all: the role 
of the foreign missionary in Japan. Cyril Powles' remark that "in Japan the day of the foreign 
missionary is past," has stimulated me to ask the question, "What really is our role in Japan?" 
Further mention has been made of one organization's effort to analyze what the role of the 
missionary is in Japan today. Different roles have been mentioned, such as an ecumenical 
symbol or a functional symbol. D. T. Niles is quoted as saying that the missionary is "not a 
peddler of the Gospel nor a church builder, but a participant in Kingdom building." 
 
Obviously a missionary is called upon to fill many roles. Some of us are engaged in 
administration, others in teaching, some in direct evangelism, etc. I concede the fact that to 
insure the smooth operation of a mission organization there are many roles that need to be 
filled. But what we need to determine is our primary role -- the task that demands first 
priority. Mr. Matthews has pointedly stated the feeling of many missionaries when he said, 
"We wonder whether or not we are truly faithful to the call that brought us here." 
 
We might well ask ourselves the question, to what were we called, and to whom are we sent 
-- to the 1% committed Christians, or to the 99% uncommitted?" This in no way negates the 
importance of the need of giving full recognition to the national church and of establishing a 
basis of cooperation with them. However if this question is answered rightly it will pointedly 
reveal to us the primary role of the missionary. Whether our cooperation with the national 
church be as fraternal workers, or whether we recognize the need for areas of exclusive 
responsibility and exclusive liberty, clarity in our missionary purpose will help us to better 
fill the role of the missionary. 
 
I want to submit the proposition that our primary role is evangelism: evangelism, as Billy 
Graham explains, is the winning of men to Jesus Christ, or, as John Stott states, preaching 
Jesus Christ and making disciples of Jesus Christ -- securing allegiance not to a church or to a 
system of thought or behavior, but to Jesus Christ. 
 
The role of the missionary is to assist in the fulfilment of the mission of the church, whether 
separately from or in cooperation with the national church, that of confronting men and 
women with the claims of Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour. Without a clear picture of the 
missionaries' role, he can easily lose his way in missions. Circumstances might cause the 
missionaries' work to be terminated before it is completed. Here again a clear understanding 
of the primary role will greatly help. Cur work in a country might need to be terminated 
because of a lack of liberty to carry on effective evangelism; it will not be completed until the 
church is adequately evangelizing without our help. 
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THE CHURCH'S MISSION AND POLITICAL AND SOCIAL ISSUE S 
 

Harvey A. Smit 
 
This subject is one which lends itself to widely diversant interpretations. Depending ucon the 
interest or point of view from which one approaches it, this subject could be introduced so 
that the discussion would center in quite different areas. For instance, one might, with this 
title, raise the question of the social implications of the gospel. Is the gospel primarily a 
social message, or is it essentially a religious message, or is this a false dichotomy? Is Harvey 
Cox right when he describes the church as "God's avant garde," whose task it is to act as a 
cultural exorcist? (Cf. The Secular City, Chap. 6 & 7) Should this be the church's primary 
task in Japan, or should we aim for a complete separation of the state from all religious 
activities, opposing the very conception of a national religious holiday? Are the communistic 
countries, like China, correct in asserting that they show true neutrality toward religion, while 
we of the west are seeking a favorable position for Christianity? Any or all of the above 
questions could conceivably be raised in developing this subject. 
 
It would be best, however, for the sake of a profitable discussion, if we avoid the touchy 
territories of theological convictions and political points of view. As closely as possible, our 
presentation will be related to the specific Japanese scene and to the theme of our Conference, 
"The Mission of the Church." Executing, therefore, a sort of phenomenological bracketing of 
the underlying theological issues, let us consider this subject in terms of the peculiar Japanese 
situation and attemct to discuss how, in what way, and to what extent political and social 
issues in Japan influence the church as it strives to carry out its mission here. The church in 
Japan is called to be a beacon, spreading abroad the light of the truth of God. But how does 
the specific social-political matrix of Japan, and more particularly, the position which 
Christians occupy is this matrix, influence the carrying out of this great mission? 
 
Let me elaborate this question a few moments, since it wi:1 be central to our paper. The 
church is called to be a light to world. However, the world which the church is called to 
enlighten is a concrete social-political phenomenon, one which differs in its character from 
country to country and society to society. Furthermore, the church does not stand in a simple 
relationship to the world. The church and church members live within this same world. To  
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use the term which Heidegger has made popular, the social-political world is a "limiting 
situation" for those who live in it. By this term is meant the environment in terms of which 
the individual defines himself either in agreement or in reaction, or in partial agreement and 
partial reaction. In other words, the individual person is, at Least partially, determined in his 
essential character by the part or role which he has in the social-political matrix. It is, at least 
partly, in their varied reactions to their "world" and in the various positions which they, as in-
dividuals, occupy in this environment that people determine their own character, views, and 
outlooks. This is true both of those to whom God's message of salvation and love is brought 
and of those whose duty it is, as members of the church, to bring this message of God to man. 
All Japanese, both Christians and non-Christians, church members and non-church members, 
Live in the same political-social environment and face the same social and political issues, 
and adopt various positions toward these issues and over against this environment. 
 
Granted this, the question before us is, how does this self-determination in relation to 
political and social issues inf:uence the church's mission to the non-Christian world in Japan? 
This involves an approach to the church's mission in terms of the individual in society, both 
as the one whose task it is to carry on the mission and the one to whom the mission is 
directed; but that is, I believe, as it should be. It is the individual Christian, rather than the 
church as an institution, who must carry out the church's mission, and it is the individual, 
rather than the church as a group, that is influenced by and speaks to the social and political 
issues in Japan. It is the individual who is addressed by the gospel and the individual within a 
dark world to whom God's light comes. So we should approach this question from the point 
of view of the individual. 
 
By dealing with the subject in the above way, I hope we will avoid unprofitable confrontation 
of diverse theological positions and too sweeping generalizations about the Japanese scene 
and the church in Japan. We will be ma~dng some highly debatable generalizations on this 
subject as it is, but I trust these will be such as to lead to a mutually profitable discussion. I 
intend to set forward a series of propositions, and to present my reasoning and justification of 
these. I recognize that this method of proceeding, among a group of men whose experience in 
Japan generally equals or exceeds my own, is almost foolhardy, but I trust it will encourage a 
general discussion that will aid us in deepening our understanding of some of the 
ramifications of this subject. 
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But first, as a general background, Let me cite three matters of general concern, from the 
missionaries' point of view, with regard to the social and political activity of the Japanese 
church - matters which I think prompted the Committee to choose this as one of the subjects 
for discussion: 
 
1) A general lack of real.concern on the part of most Japanese Christians, as Christians, for 
political and social issues: 
 
Although exceptions are, of course, known to everyone of us, again and again we find 
missionaries and Japanese church leaders warning the church that unless it changes and 
becomes actively concerned with society, its evangelistic mission will bear little real fruit. 
Consider the following quote from "The basic theory of the fundamental policy of the 
mission of the Nippon Kirisuto Kyodan": 
 
The church in Japan has not had much concern so far with its reponsibilities toward society 
in general. She has been too busy with her own affairs and has forgotten to turn her eyes 
outside. As a result, the church itself has become stagnant and hardened, aloof from society 
and unable to perform its function as the salt of the earth. (Translated by the Interboard 
Committee, Kyo Bun Kwan, Toro) 
 
2) The lack of a positive, unified, constructive political program that is actively supported by 
the whole church: 
 
The church's lack of real political influence and a clear voice on political issues has become 
more obvicusl_y recently in contrast to the successfu' political program of the Sckagakxai. it 
has been pointed out that the contention that the Christian church is too exclusive and 
intolerant to be an active political force has been completely undermined by the political 
success of the Sokagakkai, "the most intolerant and exclusive re'igion Japan has ever seen." 
(Harry Thomsen, "Ise or CaiseKi,jji," Japanese Re-igions, Vol I, No. 2, p. 30) 
 
3) The predominantly socialistic leanings of those Christians who are active in politics: 
It appears to be an undeniable fact that the great majority of Christian ministers in Japan vote 
socialist, and that the greater part of the membership of the Christian churches generally 
leans toward the leftist positions. Socialist politicians who call themselves Christians belong 
to the Socialist parties. (Cf. Nishimura Kanichi, "The Christian in Japanese Politics," The 
Japan Christian Quarterly, p. 169 and 171) This has been a matter of some concern, the cause 
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of some wounded feelings, misunderstandings, and bewilderment on the part of many 
missionaries, who see the leftist parties as anti-American, and cannot understand why so 
many of their Japanese fellow Christians adopt this point of view on political issues. 
 
These are some of the concerns and questions which come to mind as we approach this 
subject - matters for which some explanation should be offered in the course of our 
discussion. Why are Japanese Christians generally inactive socially, negative politically, and 
tend toward socialist positions; and what have these to do with the basic mission of the 
church in Japan? 
 
I offer the following propositions for your consideration: 
 
I. The ordinary role of the Japanese Christian is that of an outsider to the total social-political 
matrix of Japan. 
 
Last year at the Reformed Theological Conference in Osaka, Prof. Takemori Masaichi of 
Tokyo Union Theological Seminary read a paper on the subject: "Christianity and Japanese 
Culture." Many of you have probably read this sme paper printed in the Japan Christian 
Quarterly this past year. It was Prof. Takemori's basic contention that the Japanese Christian 
is an outsider, a stranger to his own culture. There are others besides Christians who can be 
called outsiders; for instance, the intellectuals who seen to introduce western concepts and 
ideas to Japan are also outsiders. But Christians generally fall in this outsider class. This con-
tention is, I think, true, and basic to any understanding of the Christian's relationship to social 
and political issues.  
 
There is a further point here that should be mentioned. Not only do those who become 
Christians become outsiders, but it is those who are already outsiders, or who can easily 
become outsiders to the culture who make up the majority of the converts to the Christian 
church. As Father Joseph Spae points out in Christian Corridors to Japan, the Christian 
church in Japan is intellectually a top-heavy church. He says: 
 

The majority of Christian converts come from the group which enjoys the greatest 
freedom from traditional pressures, i.e. the group which has the greatest ecomomic 
and social mobility, the middle class, that is, made up of technicians, teachers, and 
government employees. (p. 140) 

 
Shima Rinso, writing in the quarterly magazine Japanese Religions, (Vol. I, No. 2) ties these 
two together when he writes: 
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Japanese Christianity has had no language by which it could speak directly to the 
Japanese laborer and masses. In other words. Christianity in Japan has been the 
property of a few intelligent people.... It may be said that Christianity floats 
unattached on the surface of present day Japanese society. 

 
Thus it would appear that not only do the majority of the Christian a converts in Japan come 
from that group in society that tends to be, or is, or can easily become outsiders, but being 
Christians encourages adopting an outsider's position. 
 
This is something which is encouraged from both sides. From within the church, the 
character of Christianity as a "non-mixer", its absolutistic contentions which contrast so 
sharply with the syncretistic character of Buddhism, the tendency on the part of most 
missionaries and Japanese evangelists and pastors to encourage non-participation on the part 
of new converts in order to protect them from contamination and compromise while they are 
still young in the faith, the inherent need of many Christian groups and individuals to 
separate themselves in order to keep their identity, the natural reactions which many 
Christians feel to past persecutions and esnecia ly to the forced cooperation during the second 
world war, a.l these are factors which encourage Christians to stand as outsiders in relation to 
Japanese society and politics. 
 
Further encouragement comes from the side of the general Japanese culture, The history of 
the persecutions of the church has given Christians the stamp of traitors to the nation. The 
view is still common in Japan that Christianity is a western, or even American, religion. 
Christianity is still closely associated in the Japanese mind with western culture. Add to this 
the web character of Japanese society with its pattern of loyalties and duties in which no 
room can be found for an overriding loyalty to Christ and the duty to obey God rather than 
man. 
 
It is especially true of the Japanese political situation, that it encourages Christians to adopt 
an outsider's position. Japanese political parties are not "mass membership associations" like 
most western political parties, but are loose, competitive associations of factions, HAs, and 
"factional interest tends to take precedence over party interest and, one is tempted to say, over 
public interest as well." (R.C. Scalapino and J. Masumi, Parties and Politics in Contemporary 
Japan) In the Japanese political tradition, there is no mass participation in politics. Political 
issues are actually the property of contending elite groups. Active participation involves 
membership in one of these closed political societies or factions with its close inner loyalty 
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in which party interest must be supreme. 
 
The result is that Japanese Christians cannot fit, in a traditional western way, into general 
mass groupings, but must face in active political participation, the question of where their 
supreme loyalty lies. We naturally place political loyalty second to religious loyalties or even 
to non-religious ethical principles. A man is respected who refuses to cooperate on the basis 
of religious or ethical principle. But this is not true of the Japanese scene. The loyalty within 
the nation, within the faction, within the business, or within the family is seen as a religious 
loyalty. Christian principles do not take precedence over secular loyalties as in the West, but 
rather clash as one religious principle against another. 
 
There is a basic clash between the Japanese national self-consciousness of themselves as a 
separate people, a self-consciousness which is not only sentimental but also traditionally 
religious in character, and the Christian consciousness of being "a chosen generation, a royal 
priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people." (I Peter 2:9) The Japanese could, at least a few 
decades ago, have used these same words that Peter used to describe the church in order to 
describe themselves as Japanese. This deep religious conflict pushes most Christians into the 
role of outsider. Uchimura Kanzo, whom Prof. Takemori calls the typical outsider in Japan, 
wrote in "How I became a Christian”: 
 

I early learned to honor my nation above all others and to worship my nation's gods 
and no others. I thought I could not be forced even by death itself to vow my al-
legiance to any other gods than my country's. I should be a traitor to my country, 
and an apostate from my national faith by accepting a faith which is exotic in its 
origin. (Sources of Japanese Tradition, Vol II, p. 342) 
 

The few Japanese church leaders who do not seem to fit this proposition, i.e. who do not 
appear to be outsiders to Japanese culture, serve only to prove the rule. The majority of 
Japanese Christians appear to feel this deep tension, created by their outsider position. This 
tension leads them to make statements which would seem extremely odd if made with the 
background of any other situation. Uchimura Kanzo asserted that a Japanese becomes more 
Japanese by becoming a Christian, and that he did not know which he loved more, Jesus or 
Japan. (op. cit., p. 349) Prof. Takemori says that the Japanese Christian outsider is actually 
the true insider, the one who is able to stand outside as a prophet to criticize the people and is 
thus the real sympathizer and patriot. Christianity, he says makes Japanese genuine Japanese. 
(op. cit., p. 180-182) They protest too much. Such statements, transferred to any other 
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socio-political environment, would seem absurd. Who of us would feel impelled to say that 
Christianity makes an American a real American, or a German a real German. The tension of 
the position of an outsider in the Japanese situation produces such statements. 
 
II. The outsider in Japanese culture occupies a recognized, but difficult position as the 
continual negative and idealistic minority over against the ruling realistic and practical 
majority. 
 
In April 1964, the Journal of Social and Political Ideas in Japan published an extremely 
interesting issue entitled, "Japanese Intellectuals." Various recent articles by leading Japanese 
thinkers were condensed, translated and edited. The following picture was presented by these 
thinkers of the intellectuals. 
 
With the Meiji Restoration, there was created the need for a distinct group in society whose 
task it would be to import knowledge from the West in a systematic way. Accordingly, the 
intellectual class emerged "as a distinct and identifiable segment of Japanese society." 
(Nakamura Nitsuo, "The Intellectual Class," op. cit., p. 18) Composed mostly of samurai, 
these men quickly became the nation's new leaders. They were divided roughly into two 
groups - the pro-Shogunate and the loyalists. The majority of the larger loyalist group 
became officials in the Meiji government, but the smaller, better educated, pro-Shogunate 
group were excluded from the government and became the leading educators and journalists. 
Thus already in this early period, the educators and journalists were anti-government. 
 
Then, from the 1880s on, the position of the intellectuals in Japanese society began to change. 
Instead of enlightened leaders of the nation, they became advisers and technical experts used 
by the ruling regime. In reaction to this, in turn, the intellectuals as a class came to stand in 
even greater opposition to the government. 
 

In order to preserve their personal independence they drew away from the social 
order established by the regime and grouped themselves into exclusive intellectual 
conmiunities. They ignored the outside world.... To compensate for their lack of 
position in society they began to theorize in completely unrealistic ways about 
things beyond their own isolated world. (Nakemura, M., op. cit., p. 20) 

 
The result is that the intellectuals in Japan, as a class, "stand in a position of absolute 
resistance to everything." (Fukuda, T. "The Intellectual Class in Japan," op. cit., p. 2:1) 
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They are anti-everything. They have come to take an overly idealistic approach to social and 
political subjects which is viewed with scorn by those who are active participants "in the real 
social and political arena." (Ibid, p. 23) As one writer says: "They imagine themselves as sur-
veying the world from the same position as that entity that Christians call God." (Ibid, p. 21) 
 
This contrast of idealistic and realistic - practical positions has been generally accepted in 
Japanese society. Educators, journalists, and other intellectuals are expected to be idealistic, 
while businessmen and company men, and politicians are expected to be realistic. Students 
during their university days are expected to adopt unrealistic, extreme, idealistic positions 
and vigorously suport them; but, when they graduate and enter practical society, they are 
expected to convert and change, to "tenkoo", and to become practical and realistic. Only 
those who are educators, journalists, or occupy some of the fringe areas on the outside of 
society are expected to remain "idealistic". 
 
But these who remain on the outside, in the intellectual class, experience, as Father Spae 
points out, a tension between their role as importers of western ways and ideas, and their 
need "to protect the national integrity and identity" - a tension which can become unbearable. 
(op. cit., p. 114) This role of outsider to the Japanese matrix is an extremely difficult one for 
the typical Japanese to maintain. It often leads to a "tenko" - a conversion against foreign 
ideas and ways and a return to identity with Japanese- society and ways. This ideological 
conversicn which so many Japanese experience later in life is, as Father Spae indicates, the 
reflection of the deep need most Japanese feel to submit themselves to the existing authorities, 
to find a place within the all encompassing web cf Japanese society and no longer to risk 
standing alone as an outsider. 
 
There is a similar division on political issues. A recent book, Parties and Politics in 
Contemporary Japan, says that the present system in Japan is the one and one-half party 
system. The socialistic parties form "a perennial minority" which knows only how to oppose 
and seems to actually fear possessing political power. (Ibid, p. 53) The socialists are an 
"idealistic" party in contrast to the "pragmantism" of the conservatives. (Ibid, p.46), 
Furthermore, the socialist parties have traditionally been headed and sustained by 
intellectuals plus a few other middle class elements, and have presented "doctrinary" 
positions and political theories tc the voters. The dominating conservative party, however, has 
never been doctrinary, nor does the Japanese electorate seem highly conscious of doctrine, 
but usually votes on the basis of personal loyalty, class considerations, etc. (Ibid, p. 31) 
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Thus the socialists parties in Jacan form a continual negative and idealistic minority in 
contrast to the ruling conservative party. 
 
Thus there is an established outsider role in Japanese society both with regard to social and 
political issues. It is a minority position, set in idealistic and critical contrast to the main 
stream of social and political action and responsibility; it is a critical anti role; its a role 
whose function is the gradual introduction of western ideas, which are tested and if suitable, 
are absorbed and integrated into the main stream of Japanese society. 
 
III. The attitudes of the majority of Japanese Christians on social and political issues is 
determined by their role as outsider rather then directly by their Christian faith. 
 
This proposition is implicit in the two former propositions. Indirectly, of course, their faith 
influences most Japanese Christians in their attitude on social and political issues for it tends 
to move them toward the outsider position, and directly their faith may also influence and 
guide them on specific issues, but generally, it appears to me, it is the role of outsider which 
is determinative. 
 
This established minority role in Japanese society has many characteristics which make it 
extremely attractive to Christians. There are so many parallels between the outsider and the 
Christian in Japan. The outsider is considered an intellectual, and a vast number of the 
present church members are from the intellectual class. Furthermore, Christianity is still 
regarded as a western religion, and all Christians are, like the traditional outsiders, importers 
of western ideas and ways into Japan. (This may be one of the reasons why the Japanese 
church so often remains western in its theology and customs.) Christians are, like the 
outsiders, generally viewed as idealists. Christians find that they are expected by their 
non-Christian fellow employees to act better and live on a higher moral plane than 
non-Christians, and are often rebuked, when they do not do so, with the question, "Aren't you 
a Christian?" This phenomenon, I believe, does not so much reflect a general appreciation of 
the higher moral standards and principles of Christianity, as an identification of Christians as 
idealists and an expectation that they will act idealistically. 
 
More parallels can be pointed out that show the confluence between the Christian's and the 
outsiders positions. The Christian, like the, outsider, tends to adopt a withdrawn and critical 
attitude toward social programs and issues. Government officials, businessmen, and social 
leaders are considered to be responsible for promoting social welfare and for beginning social 
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programs while the outsider, and the majority of Christians, remains as a critical spectator on 
the fringes. Again, the tension of Japanese intellectuals seems to merge with that of 
Christians. Father Spae points out that many people who are ardent converts in their twenties, 
often, apparently for no good reason, leave the church some ten or twenty years later. He 
draws a parallel between this and the'tenko" of so many intellectuals (op. cit., p. 120-121). 
 
In the political sphere, also, the socialists role of being a continual critical minority 
presenting an idealistic position in contrast to the practical government position appears 
congenial to the majority of Christians. It seems more natural for them to fit into the 
socialistic pattern, and rather than attempting to work within a faction of the conservative 
party and face the question of conflicting loyalties, to adopt the largely "anti" positions of the 
socialists on political issues. 
 
This established minority role in Japanese society has thus many characteristics which make 
it extremely attractive to Christians. It is a "safe" position since it is an established and ac-
cepted, though tension filed, social role. It is a position without real political and social 
power or responsibility and thus does not involve the necessity of forming concrete plans and 
actions. It is "idealistic" and thus has a certain aura of higher morality and respectability. It is 
a minority position, which fits the Christian minority position, and a critical position which 
seems to suit the Christian relationship of critical opposition to the world. It seems, therefore, 
natural that Christians in Japan should adopt this outsider's role in their relationship to 
society. 
 
This established role is, however, I believe, one which is extremely dangerous for Christians 
to adopt. It involves criticism without responsibility and idealism without the necessary 
practical and concrete application of such ideals. This outsider's role seems in some ways 
similar to the prophetic role, as Prof. Takemori pointed out, but it lacks the concreteness, 
involvedness, and committment of the prophet. The prophet, speaking God's Word to the 
people, grapples with the basics of his society. The outsider is the balancing idealist; but it is 
the realistic insider who actually grapples with society's problems. The outsider role in Japan-
ese society seems to me to be a cul-de-sac in which the church loses its primary function and 
its mission becomes stultified. 
 
If this be true, i.e. that most Japanese Christians are socialists because they are outsiders, it 
should not be a basis for condemning them but for a better understanding of their political 
views. We should recognize that our own positions, as Americans, or of whatever country we 
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are citizens, is usually determined not directly by our Christian faith, but rather, Largely, by 
the socio-political situation in our homeland and of how that relates to our Christianity. Take, 
for instance, my own denomination. The vast majority of them are Republicans. 
Unconsciously, there is a tendency to look back to the time some decades ago when decided 
preference was given to protestant Christians in our part of the country and the directive 
power in government and society was in our hands. Thus we tend to vote conservative. Take 
another exanple, that of a church with almost precisely the same doctrinal standards and 
theological position as my own, the Southern Presbyterian. The vast majority of them are, I 
understand, democrats. Other American conservative church groups may be more progressive 
or more conservative politically than mine, but the differences between us seem to spring 
from our socio-political positions in American society rather than from any differences in our 
Christian faith. We should not ignore the fact that our positions on various international 
issues are usually largely determined by our nationality and national interests rather than by 
our Christian faith. 
 
We must, in contrast, recognize that the Christians in Japan face a government that has been 
traditionally anti-Christian and has several times in the past persecuted the church. The 
natural tendency then among Christians is to oppose the establishment, fearing that it will be 
Shintoistic or anti-Christian and to favor any change in their government as being, almost 
inevitably, favorable to Christianity. The sort of debate that was touched off in the Japan 
Times by the letter from Rev. Kenny Joseph on August 12 of this past year, shows little 
understanding of the differences that exist between us and our Japanese Christian brethren on 
social and political issues, and especially on the Viet Nam question. We should recognize that 
our own position is not purely Christian, but largely motivated by our own social-political 
position in our own nation, and by our nationality; and that in definite contrast and in 
opposing ways, the positions of Japanese Christians is also so determined. A basic 
understanding of this fact, will, I believe, help clear the ground enough so that profitable 
discussion, on the basis of our common Christian faith, would become possible and pro-
fitable. 
 
IV. The Sokagakkai is not an outsider organization but a religious grouping within the 
Japanese matrix and an attempt to extend this web society to include the whole world. 
 
It must first be observed and recognized that the Sokagakkai is a wholly Japanese religion. It 
is not at all foreign, except in so far as the roots of Buddhism lie outside Japan. While 
echoing Christianity's claim to being the true religion, Sokagakkai does not reject other  
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religions."The Sokagakkai never refutes other religions," says an official publication of this 
sect. (The Nichiren Shoshu Sokagakkai, p. 172-4) It just claims to be truer. 
 
Neither does Sokagakkai set its members at odds with their society. It urges them to be able 
citizens (Ibid, p. 151), instructs them to follow the rules, customs and laws of the country in 
which they live (Ibid, p. 131), and to recognize public opinion and conform to it (Ibid, p. 
201). It is not at all "idealistic" or unrealistic, maintaining instead that matter and spirit are 
one, and promising happiness in this life (Ibid, p. 176). It seeks a solution of the material 
problems on this present plane (Ibid, p.3:). It seeks the common good of mankind and 
identifies itself with the common human desire for prosperity, happiness, and peace (Ibid). It 
seeks a world in which "the happiness of the individuaL and the prosperity of society shall 
coincide." (spae, op. cit. p. 195) The Sokagakkai is born of the Japanese society and attempts 
to extend that society to include the entire world. This is their declared aim. 
 
While it officially declares: "The Sokagakkai has no political ambitions and members shall 
not carry on any kind of political activity" as its overseas policy (NSS, p. 201), and that in 
Japan it is not a political group but a religious one (Ibid, p. 200), it has unitedly supported its 
own political party, the Komeito, the Clean Government Party. Sokagakkai members will re-
proach Christians for being indifferent to society, of having "a tendency to run away from the 
actual world," and of a "tendency to escape from the hard reality of facts into the realm of 
ideas," and of not confronting the modern world.(Spae, op. cit., p. 106). 
 
In contrast, the Sokagakkai sees itself as being positive in its attitude toward society and of 
manifesting its faith in politics by striving "to reform the corrupt political practices of today's 
society." (Ibid) The Sokagakkai, in effect, places itself with the realistic and practical 
majority in Japanese society and politics and it is from within this majority that it attempts to 
influence society and government. Its political party, the Komeito, is organized as a separate 
faction, constructed along the same lines with the same sort of intense personal loyalty and 
factional interest as all the other factions in Japanese politics. It is because the situation of the 
Sokagakkai in society is so basically different from that of the Christians, that it can speak to 
all classes, levels, and groups of society and adopt a positive attitude on social and political 
issues. 
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V. The outsider position of the majority of Christians inevitably shapes and directs their 
carrying out of the church's mission: 
 
The fact that the majority of Christian converts come from the intellectual class and from 
other groups that experience less social pressure, and that of the present church membership 
only 2% are from agricultural pursuits, 1.8% from industrial, and even less from the fishing 
industries (Cf. Japan Christian quarterly, XXI, 1955), and that even those few are usually the 
intellectuals from these groups .... all this shows that the mission of the church to be a light to 
the Japanese world has not been carried on throughout Japanese society. Rather than any lack 
of attempts on the part of evangelists and missionaries, it seems to me that the position of the 
Christian church and of Christians in Japanese society has been the prime factor in this 
limitation of the church's mission. Too often in bringing the gospel. and in trying to shed the 
ight of God's love and the truth of Christ, we forget that both those whose task it is to spread 
that light and proclaim that truth, and those to whom the ..ight is shone and the word spoken, 
are not abstract men, but men who occupy a distinct and definite place in society. We as 
missionaries also occupy a distinct place, and as "exotic" to the Japanese scene have a 
privileged position quite similar to that of the intellectuals. 
 
As Helmut Theilicke emphasizes in The Trouble with the Church (p. 65..77), man is never 
abstract but always concrete and unless we address ourselves to men as they are, embedded 
in society and formed by their society, man as a microcosm of his society, reflecting its 
inhibitions, laws, trends, and prejudices, then our message will never truly reach that 
individual and speak to him. We are part of our world. Every man is part of his world. It is as 
a part of his world, in the unique position which he occupies in society that the Japanese 
Christian speaks and must speak; and it is to a man who occupies a similar or dissimilar 
position in society that he must speak. We must, in considering the church's mission 
recognize these concrete essential factors. It is not the church as a generality, nor the 
Christian as an abstraction, but an individual Christian with a particular history, education, 
family background, and social position who must carry on the church's mission, and it is 
among similarly concrete but differing individuals that he must carry out this mission. 
 
This brings the following results. Since the outsider in Japanese society tends to form a 
separate group with associations largely within that group, the witness of the Christians in 
Japan is largely to those who like themselves are outsiders. The situtation becomes 
self-perpetuating, and the church tends to continue to become more and more a group of 
exclusive outsiders. 
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As outsiders, Japanese Christians tend to occupy a negative position, withdrawn from the rest 
of society. This leads them to judge rather than sympathize, to criticize rather than to aid. 
This does not fit with the mission of the church to be a positive influence within the world. 
Being viewed as outsiders, Christians are considered to be under foreign influence and 
adherents of an "exotic" religion. This may attract some, but it tends to repel the majority of 
the people. Christians, as outsiders, are considered idealists and non-participants in the real 
affairs of Japanese life. This can lead to an easy dismissal of them as unrealistic. 
 
As long as the church and Japanese Christians occupy a position in the general view of 
Japanese people as outsiders, their witness will be truncated and their message largely 
unheeded. The mission of the church cannot be separated from social and political issues in 
Japan since men are also political and social beings. In carrying out the church's mission in a 
local congregation, a careful examination should be made of the social-political position and 
attitudes of the church members and of those to whom they are seee.int tc witness. This 
appears to me to be a prerequisite. 
 
VI. A change in the basic pattern of the relationship of Japanese Christians to society must 
take place before Christianity will be able to speak to all the classes in Japan. 
 
Humanly speaking, such a change appears absolutely necessary. As long as Christianity is 
considered a foreign religion, and adherence to Christianity tends to make converts outsiders, 
it seems to me that the vast majority of Japanese, especially those of the lower classes, will 
not open to hear and weigh the gospel proclamation. As long as Christianity is generally seen 
as an idealistic religion with no real relation to everyday life, they, being orientated to com-
promise upon reaching maturity and adapt'themseives to society's demands, will not consider 
Christianity as a real option. In spite of the widespread general knowledge of Christianity, 
until this "ideal - real" contrast is overcome, the church will have great difficulty in carrying 
out its mission. 
 
How can such a change be effected? Here we must speak in consciously human terms. The 
final effecting of such a change lies in the province of God's Spirit with its work in the nation 
of Japan. But it is our task to aid rather than hamper the Spirit's work. It should, I think, be 
our ideal to seek to form a church in Japan of such a nature that, as one author in a recent 
Japan Christian Quarterly says, they do not require some pipeline to connect themselves to 
society; "the church must be formed inside society, so that there is no need of establishing a 
connection between the two." (Koichi Sasaki, "The Modern Society and the Future of the 
Church," op. cit. p. 137, April, 1966) This means that the present tension which exists  
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between the church as an outside group and society, in so far as this tension is unavoidable, 
must be transferred from outside to inside. The individual Christian must face, within his 
individual self and Life, the question of the conflict of loyalties to race, family, or business 
and to Jesus Christ. The confrontation of Christianity and Javanese society must take place 
not without but within the lives cf Christians. The church in Japan must hear the words of 
Noses, "would God that all the Lord's people were prophets,.." (Numbers 11:29) As prophets, 
they must no longer act as negatively critical outsiders, but bring the Word of God into the 
heart of Japanese society. As prophets, they must face within their own social and political 
life the call of God's love and truth, and thus, with a true inner experience of its meaning for 
such issues be able to witness effectively to the people they encounter. Only when this shall 
have been accomplished will the attitudes of most Japanese Christians toward their own 
society be changed. Instead of being withdrawn and negative, it will become a genuine 
struggle to reform society. But the church itself must be reformed in its attitudes before it can 
begin to reform society. 
 
Let me suggest a single concrete step. How often have any of you heard within the Christian 
churches of Japan, genuine prayer for the government or the emperor? Such prayer is ac-
cepted by us as part of our worship services in other lands, but how seldom does it occur in 
Japanese churches. The lack of such rayer reflects the basic attitude of negativity and 
withdrawal. there is no prayer for society and government, how can there be a genuine will to 
reform and positively influence them? 
 
As tong as the tension remains that of the outsider class, an outer tension similar to that of all 
intellectuals, it is not a uniquely Christian attitude or position. It is not inherently different. It 
does not spring from the Christian faith. This tension must be Christianized, internalized, and 
concretized. 
 
When the church shall have come to be formed within Japanese society, then it will be able to 
carry on the mission God has given it, and preach the gospel to all men in Japan. Then the 
church will no longer be an end in itself, but God's representative within Japanese society, 
acting as a true light and salt among the people. The social and political issues which the 
church faces in Japan are not apart from its central mission, but basically involved. In 
carrying out its great mission to Japan, the church must face the fact of its own social and 
political situation within Japan and the social and political views of those to whom it seeks to 
bring God's message of love and salvation. 
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CRITIQUE OF 
 

"THE CHURCH AND POLITICAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES"  
 

Arthur R. Eikamp 
 

I found this a very interesting and stimulating paper. If I were to sum up its main thesis in one 
sentence it would be, "the position of the Japanese church on political and social issues is 
determined by its position as an outsider". I think none of us would quarrel with this thesis. 
 
The question which came to me, however, was this: Is this position as an outsider unique to 
Japan or can it be set in the wider context of church history? 
 
As you all know from your reading of church history, the Christian has often felt himself to 
be an outsider to the culture within which he must live and work. As Ernst Troeltach has 
pointed out in his "The Social Teachings of the Christian Churches" there have been two 
distinct strains of thought in Christian history coming down from the earliest times. These 
two streams he designates by the terms "church" and "sect", using these terms not 
evaluatively but descriptively. 
 
This position as an outsider is evident in the New Testament itself, namely in the First Epistle 
of John. He says, "Do not love the world or the things in the world. If any one loves the 
world, love for the Father is not in him." (I John 2:15). Naturally in the Bible the word 
"world" sometimes means "the flesh", "evil", but that does not seem to be the case here. Here 
it seems that the writer of I John is using the word to indicate the whole society outside the 
church. 
 
Coming down to the second century, Tertullian most vividly stated this position of the 
Christian as an outsider in his society. He says: "We have no pressing inducement to take part 
in your public meetings; nor is there aught more entirely foreign to us than affairs of state." 
(Apology xxxviii). Tertullian expressed his view of the Christian's relationship to military 
affairs in these words: "Christ in disarming Peter unbelted every soldier." (On Idolatry, xix) 
 
There are many other instances of this position in history. Nearer our day we have Tolstoy 
saying, "..All the state obligations are against the conscience of a Christian.." And in our own 
day we have various Christian groups which take this same position. 
 
So the question I ask about this thesis is: is this position on the part of the Japanese church 
somehow unique or can it be fitted into that larger picture which we find in the history of 
Christian and the church? 
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THE HEALING MINISTRY IN THE MISSION OF THE CHURCH 
 

Clark B. Offner 
 
 
Rev. Edward S. Zeiley, Jr., writing in The Christian Century, noted that the Christian groups 
which are most active in the ministry of healing are at opposite ends of the ecclesiastical 
spectrum. Both the historical, liturgical churches at one extreme and the newer, freer sects 
and cults at the other have a healing emphasis, but the so-called "major Protestant 
denominations" which lie between these extremes have not traditionally been characterized 
by an interest in a healing ministry. 
 
Quoting from Mr. Zelley's article, 
 

A Methodist woman is taken with a severe case of neuritis. Her Roman Catholic 
friend will light a candle and make a Novena for her healing. Her Christian Science 
friend will send her literature telling her how to remove the consciousness of pain. 
Her cultist friend will give her an 'anointed cloth' to be laid on the afflicted part. 
Perhaps after a while her pastor hears about the sickness. He comes to visit. The 
conversation is light and encouraging. Before he leaves he offers a vague prayer for 
her healing. If she were to stand up at that moment and cry out, "I'm healed!" he 
probably would collapse in a dead faint. 
 
Finally she attends a healing service in an out-of-town church and in a quiet and 
undramatic way receives her health back. whether her ailment was purely paycical 
or psychosomatic, the pain was real--and she was healed! What right do we of the 
Protestant Church have, by our shortsightedness or our blind spots, to deny this 
woman and many others the embracing love of the healing Christ and the help of 
loving fellow Christians who will take time to pray for their healing? 1 

 
Concurring in the concern expressed by Mr. Zelley, in this paper we will consider the Healing 
Ministry in the Mission of the Church under the following subdivisions: Rationale, History, 
Current Trends, and the Healing Ministry in the Mission of the Church in Japan. 
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RATIONALE 
 
 
Although not many years ago the question of whether or not the healing ministry was really a 
part of the mission of the church would have met a considerable negative or neutral response, 
it has become quite generally recognized today that healing is at least a legitimate and 
possibly an essential activity of the Christian Church. The rationale for the healing ministry 
in the mission of the church may be found by considering three related yet different areas of 
study in a progressively specialized order. 
 
First, since suffering, pain and sickness are basic problems common to all men in all ages, 
any religion which purports to assist in the understanding and solution of men's needs cannot 
avoid some reference to healing. From the dimly illuminated beginnings of human history it 
seems clear that men sought and found healing by religious methods which were directed 
primarily toward their minds rather than their bodies. Palaeolithic man is said to have worn 
charms and amulets, 2  and Sir James Frazer in his wellknown study of magic and religion, 
The Golden Bough, gives various examples of primitive man's efforts to combat illnesses 
with magical or religious means. 3  Professor Paul Tillich began a paper delivered at a 
Seminar on Religion and Health at Columbia University as follows: 
 

From earliest times to the present, three ways of healing are recognized in the 
source literature: religious or spiritual healing, magic or psychic healing, and bodily 
or natural healing. Each of these concepts is not only vague in itself, but there is a 
continuous confusion and overlapping of them, and, still more striking, a permanent 
attempt on the part of each to swallow up the others.4 

 
In ancient days it was impossible to separate religious, psychological, and medical healing 
practices. Physicians were priests and priests were physicians. Religion and medicine were 
combined along with magical arts to bring the desired result. Ancient centers of healing were 
the temples of Asklepios where the sick gathered and slept in the temple precincts following 
lectures by the priest-physicians. Primitive man sought more than a medical diagnosis. He 
sought to know the reason for his sickness and its meaning as well as finding deliverance.5 
Leslie Peatherhead, in his definitive work, Psychology, Religion and Healing, writes that "It 
was religion which first attacked the misery of disease and tackled the problem of 
suffering."6 
 
Throughout history, religions of all varieties have directly or indirectly included a healing  
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emphasis since religion by its very nature is necessarily related in some sense to bringing 
wholeness and happiness to men. On the general religious ground which it shares with other 
religions, therefore, the Christian Church has a legitimate concern for healing. 
 
Second, a more specific consideration of the particular teachings of the Christian faith gives 
added reason for a healing ministry in the mission of the church. A common biblical 
emphasis in both Old and New Testaments is the loving concern of Almighty God for the 
whole man in all his need. Although there are Old Testament passages which attribute all 
events finally to the Creator--including both good and evil, war and peace, righteousness and 
stubborn willfulness, health and sickness--the tenor of biblical doctrine as a whole and the 
New Testament in particular portrays sickness along with sin as alien to the Kingdom of God, 
not according to his active will, a part of the kingdom of evil which it is God's purpose to 
subdue.  
 
It has become increasingly evident in recent years that the idea that sickness is sent by God 
for man to endure with patient resignation is not based upon sound biblical exegesis. In fact, 
this mistaken doctrine has not only been the cause of theological confusion but has resulted 
in an unfortunate contradiction between the faith and conduct of believers who earnestly try 
to "get help and relief from doctors in spite of believing God had sent the sickness directly.” 
7 
It is now commonly recognized that the consistent Christian position based upon the Bible as 
a whole and the New Testament in particular is that God is on the side of health, thus it is his 
wil. that men be healed as well as forgiven, that the Christian salvatioi is for the whole man 
and that the ministry of Jesus Christ "who were about doing good and healing all that were 
oppressed of the devil 8  "showed the divine concern for man's physical as well as spiritual 
condition. Cyril C. Richardson writes, 
 

It was not accidental . . . that Christianity should, from the start, have appeared as a 
healing cult. Against the Greek disparagement of the body, the Christian affirmed its 
resurrection, and thought of salvation in terms of the healing of the whole 
person--body, mind and spirit. Salvation meant the recovery of wholeness or 
holiness, for these words (and their Greek counterparts) are originally identical in 
meaning and derived from the same roots. Hence the Saviour was at the same time 
the Healer--a point which the opening chapter of Mark's Gospel makes with great 
clarity.9 

 
The 1920 Lambeth Report on the Healing Ministry of the Christian Church states: 
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‘health is God’s primary will for all His children, and disease is not only to be 
combatted, but to be combatted in God’s name as a way of carrying out His will . . .  
However (disease) may be brought about, an in whatever way it may be overruled 
for good, it is in itself an evil.’ 10 

 
The relatiomship between salvation and healing is seen both in the teaching of scripture and 
of the Church. In the Old Testament, healing of disease is related to God's forgiveness ard 
and sa1vatopm (Ps. 103:3; Hos.7:1) and is the New Testament also "the language of salvation 
and the language of healing are interwoven” with the same noun or verb (soteria, sozo) being 
used to refer to deliverance from disease or demon possession and from sin. “Salvation is 
itself a kind of healing,” writes Daniel Day Williams. “We speak of our Lord Jesus Christ as 
the Great Physician who in hi eartly ministry, and in the continuing ministry of hjis Church, 
is concerned for sick bodies and minds.” 11  The unchristian separation of man into body 
and soul with the unfortunate implication that Christian salvation is limited to man’s soul or 
spirit is manifestly false. The wise words of Plato in this regard remain relevant for mankind 
today.  
 

'This is the great error of our day, in the treatment of the human body, that 
physicians separate the soul from the body. The cure of a part should not be 
attempted without treatment of the whole. No attempt should be taken to cure the 
body without the soul and if the head and body are to be healthy you must begin 
begin by curing the mind.’ 12 
 

The doctrine of a loving Father who wills wholeness, salvation and restoration for man 
whose sin has openen the gates of of the kingdom darkness and evil in this world provides a 
compelling reason for the Church’s ministry of healing. The doctrine of man as an integrated 
whole, God’s creation and the object of his merciful concern gives further impetus to healing 
emphasis. However, an even greater stimulus for an active ministry of healing in the mission 
of the church lies in a consideration of the ministrry of Jesus himself upon earth. This 
becomes the third element in our rationale for the healing ministry in the mission of the 
church.  
 
No objective reading of the Gospels can minimize the imporatnce of healing in the ministry 
of Jesus. Whether healing is rearded as a primary or secondary part of hjis ministry; it was 
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unquestionably an indispensible part which not even the most radical critics called can 
reasonably quiestion. In Jesus' revelation of God’s compasisonm for men, his concern for 
man's physical condition was 
most obvious. Not only were Jesus' healings signs of his Messiahship, they were the outward 
expression of divine love and a manifestation of the of the beginnning of the Kingdom of 
God. It seems clear that Jesus’ ministry of healing was part of the divine work of redemption, 
and alement in the resotration of man following the Fall, and an indication of the beginning 
of the new creation. Bearing the sicknesses of men was consdiered a part of his redemptive 
ministry.  
 
There are reports of 26 healings of individuals by Jesus in the Gospels, 10 healings of several 
or many at one time and 4 references to to a general healing ministry. 13  Not only Jesus' 
own mininistry but the instructions and promises give to those he sent out as his 
representatives (both the 70 and the 12) included a healing emphasis and the last verses of 
Mark include healing among the signs which will follow the believer. It may be noted in 
regard to the healing ministry of Jesus that: 1) it was not a separate ministry but was 
integrated in a balanced way with his overall mission; 2) it was not carried on in a spectacular 
or publicity seeking manner, rather it was a quiet ministry flowing from a heart of 
compassion for those in need; 3) generally it was in response to a definite request for healing 
or and 4) there was not a set pattern or form for healing; the method varied with the ocasion.  
 
The obvious implication of Jesus' ministry of healing is that sickness is a part of the work of 
the evil one which must be destroyed. He made it clear that it was God’s will for man to be 
well in body, mind and spirit. "Christ reached out to men as men, not as separate souls 
attached to bodies whose condition irrelevant to the state of the soul.'' 14  The Gospels 
indicate that all who come to him for healing were healed and that the ministry of healing 
was passed on to the disciples. The Church cannot separate the spirits, minds and bodies 
which God has joined together and remain true to the example of her Lord. 
 
Thus, the concern of religion as a whole, the specific nature of the Christian faith and the 
particular example of the Church’s Lord all combine to present a convincing rational for th4e 
ministry of healing in the mission of the Church.  
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HISTORY 
 
Quite obviously the history of the ministry of healing in the mission of the church began in 
the Apostolic Church of the New Testament. A healing ministry is recorded of Peter and John 
(Acts 3; 9:32-34), Philip (8:5-7) and Paul (14:8-10; 28:8-9). The “signs and wonders” 
wrought by the other apostles (5:12) and Stephen (6:8) certainly must have included healings. 
Paul lists healing as one of the gifts of the Spirit to the Church (1 Cor. 12:9, 28) and James 
advises the sick to “call for the elders of the church; and let them pray over him, anointing 
him with oil in the name of the Lord: and the prayer of faith shall save him that is sick and 
the Lord shall raise him up.” (5:14-15) 
 
Indications of a healing ministry in the church continue to be evident in the writings of the 
church fathers. References to healing, generally in a context implying its general recognition 
and accpetance in the church, are found in the wrigings of Hermas (140), Tatian (140), Justin 
(l60), Irenaeus (180), T'ertullian (200), Origin (250), Ambrose (380), Jerome (390), Ghr., 
sostom (400) and Augustine (420). However, it is obviou that the further removed in time the 
church became from its Pentecostal beginnings, the further removed in practice its healing 
ministry became from that of the New Testament. It tended to become more spectacular, 
specialized and ceremonialized. The laying on of hands and annointing with oil became a 
ceremonial frorm that eventually resulted in the sacrament of Extremne Unction in the 
Roman Catholic Church. Furthermore, as the church became more involved in 
organizartional and theological controversy and as it became the official church of the 
Empire, the healing ministry decreased in imporance. Evelyy Frost, whose book Christian 
Healing, is “’a consideration of the place of spiritual healing in the Church of today, in the 
light of the doctrine and practice of the ante-Nicene Church’” 15  writes,  
 
‘Fraom the time of Cyprian (200-258) onwards, the Church is involved in controversy. The 
problems of discipline and order and theological definition land the Church in a battle-field; 
the first freshness of the spirit-filled life of the previous centuries has passed away. No longer 
has the Church all things in common. No longer is it of one hard and mind. No longer is there 
the same degree of power in prayer. No longer is there a rich harvest of testimony to healing, 
although never has the power of healing the sick by prayer and sacrament been completlely 
lost. However weak the Church, there are those who know the power of prevailing prayer 
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and the joyful experience of the restoration of physical health oy the power of the risen 
Christ.' 16 
 
In the post-Nicene and Medieval periods, healings became prinarily associated with 
extraordinary individuals, shrines and relics. Superstitious practices related to charms and 
amulets developed until there was little possibility of distinction between Christian and pagan 
healing practices. Nevertheless, certain gifted men and women in the church continued to 
carry on a healing ministry. Bernard of Clairvaux (1091-1153), Francis of Assisi (1182-1226) 
16), St. Catherine of Siena (13.7-1380) Martin Luther, (1483-1546), St Francis Xavier 
(1506-1552), George Fox (1624-1691), John .Wesley (1703-1791), Father Mathew 
(17690-1856), Pastor Blumhardt (1805-1880) and Father John of Cronstadt (1829-1908) are 
said to have been instruments of Christ's healing power. 17 
 
As the Church as such moved away from a healing ministry, the medical profession 
developed separately and, at times, seemingly in conscious opposition to the Church. As 
ministers evidenced concern only for men's souls, leaving their physical ills to the care of the 
doctors, an unfortunate division in thought and practice resulted. Miss Ikin, another student 
of healing concepts and practices, writes, 
 
We cannot separate without disaster the minds and bodies God has joined together. Modern 
psychotherapy is here much closer in accord with the teaching and practice of Christ than 
much so-called Christian teaching has been. Unfortunately we have frequently so preached 
(or parodied) the gospel, as to create the sick the doctors have then has to try to cure. It is this 
which makes it more difficult to get the doctors to appreciate or approve of attempts to 
recombine these elements and once again preach a gospel that really heals the sick. Doctors 
are suspicious of religion when it comes into their sphere of action, since they, so oftent find 
a religious attitude is at the root of the disorders they have to treat   18 
 
Through its program of medical missions the Church once again moved toward a recovery of 
its legitimate concern for the bodies as well as the souls of men in its evangelistic endeavour. 
However, recently the effectiveness of Christian medical service as a means of evangelization 
and the need for such service in coutries that increasingly have their own medical facilities 
has been seriously questioned. 19  Doubts have been expressed as to whether or not there is 
enough difference between “Christian” and non-Christian medical facilitis to justify the  
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existence of the former. Often in church-related hospitals religion is considered an added 
“extra” which is not directly related to the healing process. 20  A Mr. Taylor is quoted as 
writing, 
 
 

'It is a serious condmenation of many mission hospitals that nurubers of patients 
who, failing to settle down, discharge themselves after a few days, are to be found 
the next day at some shrine confessing the sins about which the Chrisitian doctor 
never thought to enquire.’ 21   

 
In the past century there have arisen various movements within or on the periphery of the 
Church which have emphasised the ministry of healing. The Roman Catholic Church at 
Lourdes, centered about the Grotto where, in 1858, young Bernadette Scubirous saw her 
vision of the beautiful lady who called herself “The Immaculate Conception” and the stream 
of wather which flows from the hole Bernadette scratched out, is visited by an estimated 
600,000 pilgrims a year. Of the more than two million who visited the shrine in 1948, some 
15,000 were patients, but only one is expected to be an official "cure." 22  Various studies 
that have been made of "the phenomena of Lourdes" indicate that the comparative number of 
reputed cures is extremely low and that the explanation for cures which do occur seems to lie 
primarly in the mental or spiritual state of the patient rather than in any speical hearling 
properties of the shrine. 23   
 
Possibly in reaction to a society that had placed undue emphasis upon the material side of life, 
and to a form of Christianity which had lost sight of the meaning of the Gospel for 
the whole man, certain new religious movements in American Christendom arose in the last 
century which place a special emphasis upon divine healing. The Church of Jesus Christ of 
the Latter Day Saints, organized by John Smith in 1830 in New York has included divine 
healing as an important part of its doctrine, but the major healing cult in the Christian world 
is that founded in Boston in 1879 by Mary Baker Glover Patterson Eddy and is known as 
Christian Science. The foundress felt led of God to charge $300 ("cash strictly- in advance") 
for seven lessons of instruction in the Divine Science which she understood to be the 
promised Comforter which was to abide with men forever." This particular perversion of 
Christian truth has enjoyed a wide-spread reception due largely to its doctrine of healing by a 
process of asserting the all-inclusive reality of life, God, Spirit and Good and denying the 
existence of sin, evil, matter, sickess and death. 
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Since the advent of Christian science a number of other individuals and groups with a healing 
ministry - many of them closer to the mainstream of Christianity--arose in various areas. B.B. 
Warfield notes that in 1887 there were more than 30 "faith homes" in the U.S. for the 
treatment of disease by prayer alone and that there were many more in England and on the 
European continent. 25   International healing Conferences were held and a definite, wide-
spread upsurge in divine or faith healing was evident. The Holiness and Pentecostal churches 
with their emphasis upon perfection and spiritual gifts which began their developement near 
the close of the 19th century placed a.paricular emphasis upon faith healing. It is primarily 
these groups which engage in mass healing campaigns, emphasizing the need for individual 
faith which will bring the healing power of God into operation. Healing evangelists such as 
Oral Roberts and T.L. Osborn are only the better known of a large number who are engaged 
in a special healing ministry in such groups. 
 
In the 20th century a new interest in healing has been increasingly seen in the older, 
established denominations which may well have been stinulated by the active healing 
movements outside of their churches. Various groups in the Church of England with a special 
emphasis upon healing have been organized to study and encourage the healing ministry 
including the Guild of Health, the Guild of St. Raphael, Milton Abbey, and The Divine 
Healing Mission. The Emmanual movement in the U.S., launched by an Episcopalian priest, 
Elwood Worcester, was an early experiement in cooperation between ministers and doctors in 
the treatment of nervous disorders. In England, the Churches' Council on Healing under 
Archbishop Temple was begun in 1944,, and the Methodist Society for Medical and Pastoral 
Psychology was founded in 1946. Reports or studies relating to healing have been prepared, 
issued or accepted since 1960 in the United Presbyterian Church in the United States, the 
Evgangelical and Reformed Church, the United Lutheran Church and healing services are 
pesently held in some local churches of almost all the larger denocinations. 26  The sermons 
of men such as Norman Vincent Peale, John Sutherland Bonnell, E. Stanley Jones, Leslie 
Weatherhead and others shows the influence of a modern healing ministry in the church 
today.  
 
In many and various ways the ministry of healing in the mission of the church has continued 
throughout the centuries from New Testament times. However, there are various particular, 
present-day trends which require further consideration. 
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CURRENT TRENDS 
 
One of the trends to be noted in the Holiness-Pentecostal related churches is a better balance 
of emphasis. It is characteristic of groups which have arisen with a passionate hold on some 
heretofore neglected truth to carry their particular truth to an extreme or to give it a 
disproportionate emphasis during their formative years. As such groups mature and their 
peculiar emphasis-gains wider acceptance, a more balanced outlook is achieved. In an article 
in Christianity Today entitled "Pentecostals Refurbish the Upper Room," James S. Tinney 
writes of various changes taking place in the general attitude and doctrinal emphasis of 
Pentecostal groups today. Among them is a decreasing interest in massive healing revivals. 
Donald Gee, Assemblies of God editor for the world Pentecostal Conference Quarterly, 
Pentecost, asserts that "'Mass healing campaigns have lost their novelty."' On June 28, 1965, 
in fact, the Pentecostals opened their first approved hospital in Canada. 
 
On the other band, as the burst of fire generated by the sects which had an extreme healing 
emphasis seems to be waning, sparks which it may have deposited in the dry wood of older 
denominations have begun to glow and in same places small fires have broken out and are 
beginning to spread. However, in most cases, the type of healing ministry taking root in the 
established denominations is of a different nature and on a more sophisticated level than that 
practiced in the so-called "Third Force" in Christianity. The teaching of the latter tends to be 
a simple exhortation to a whole-hearted faith in the miraculous healing power of God which 
may be mediated through a man with a special healing gift. The need for repentance of sin 
and a soul-saving faith is also emphasized, but, although certain sound psychotherapeutic 
methods are at times unwittingly utilized, little attempt is made to understand the 
psychosomatic causes of illness or the religiomedical processes active in their cure. 
 
The current trends in the healing ministry of the church indicate that the truth of man's 
essential unity as a pnenopsycho-somatic being has been recovered. There is an increasing 
realization on the part of both the medical and religious professions that it is not the body or 
mind or spirit of man that is sick. It is the man who is sick and to a greater or lesser degree 
sickness of any particular-part affects the whole. Dr. Weatherhead includes a quotation from 
Shattuck: "'Some times it is more important to know what kind of a fellah has a germ than 
what kind of a germ has a fellah.I" 28   Dr. Alexis Carrel, a world-famous surgeon, has  
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given his respected medical opinion in his book, Man The Unknown. He writes, 
 

The error of Descartes was to believe in the reality of these abstractions (body and 
soul, matter and mind) and to consider the material and mental as heterogeneous, as 
two different things. This dualism has weighed heavily upon the entire history of 
our knowledge of man. For it has engendered the false problem of the relations of 
the soul and the body. There are no such relations. Neither the soul nor the body can 
be investigated separately. We observe merely a complex being, whose activities 
have been arbitrarily divided into physiological and mental.'  29 

 
The renowned Swiss Christian physician and psychiatrist, Dr. Paul Tournier, has made this 
medical and psychiatric viewpoint yet clearer in his various books. In The Healing of Persons, 
where the need to "treat the patient, not the disease is particularly emphasized, he repeatedly 
notes the evidence of psychological, moral and spiritual difficulties which find their 
expression in physical illnesses. He writes, 
 

the exact frontiers between functional an organic troubles are not always easy to 
establish in everyday practice. One is often smazed at the remarkable way in which 
the body can bear serious organic disorders, while other very minor disturbances 
obtrude themselves on the attention because of the functional troubles they trigger 
off. One can say that.very frequently the outcome of an organic disorder . . . 
depends more upon the state of mind of the subject than upon his 
anatomical—physiological conditions.  31 

 
as a doctor, he asserts that an understanding of the patient’s phsical condition by itself is 
insufficient to truly prescribe effective treatment. He maintains that "in the name of scientific 
objectivity itself we must take every factor into account, the spiritual and psychological as 
well as the material, in order to relate to the symptoms which the patient is suffering. 31 
 
Aa pioneer psychoanalyst, C.J. Jong in Modern Man in Search of a Soul wrote,   
 
‘During the past thirty years, people from all the civilised countries of the earth have 
consulted me. I have treated many hundreds of patients, the larger number being Protestants, 
a smaller number Jews, and not more than five or six believing Catholics. Among all 
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my patients in the second half of life--that is to say, over-thierty-five – there has not 
been one whose problem in the first resort was not that of finding a religious 
outlook on life. It is safe to say that every one of them fell ill because he had lost 
that which the living religions of every-age have given to their followers, and none 
of them has been really healed who did not regain his religious outlook.' 

 
He also added, 
 

It is indeed high time-for the clergyman and the psychotherapist to join forces to 
meet this great spiritual task. . . It seems to me that side by side with the decline of 
religious life, the neuroses grow noticeably more frequent.  33 

 
Although there was a day in the not far distant past in which' doctors (especially 
psychiatrists) and ministers were mutually suspicious of the work of one another in its effect 
upon what were considered man's underlying problems, today's better informed leaders in 
both medical and religious professions recognize the need for cooperation in their related 
tasks, of making men whole. Professor Karl Heim quotes Liek, a medical doctor, who wrote, 
“There is no functional disturbance in the living body, no illness, whether we call it 
functional or organic, which is not amenable in in a greater or less degree to influence 
brought to bear on the soul."' 34  It is. now commonly recognized by the medical profession 
that in both the cause and cure of sickness there is a great influence of the mind upon the 
body which must be utilized for effective treatment. 
 
Present treads in the healing ministry of the church are characterized by active cooperation 
between religious and medical professionals. With the greater understanding of man's psy-
chological tasks acchieved through the development of psychiatric research, ministers find 
scientific support for such traditional church practices as confession, assurance of forgiveness, 
prayer and meditation, mental concentration on certain faith stimulating, heart warming, 
health-encouraging spiritual truths, laying on of hands, participation in sacramental acts. 
With the conviction that all healing comes from God and that the minister should use all 
morally acceptable methods and his own God-given abilities toward bringing healing and 
wholeness to the suffering, ministers are not loathe to make conscouus use of the power of 
suggestion and other psychotherapeutic methods. 
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Various studies have been made of the healing miracles of Jesus to discover if there are 
psychotherapeutic principles at work which can be emulated today. Most such studies 
reconize in Jesus' healing miracles techniques which are applicable today. Wade N. Boggs, Jr. 
in Faith Healing and the Christian Church writes 
 
 

We may now understand that the techniques employed by Jesus and the disciples in 
the treatment of sickness are from God in the same way that healing drugs, herbs, 
and chemicals are from Him. All alike are graciously provided by God, and are 
aavilable for man’s discovery and use. 35 

 
The conclusion reached by Leslie Weatherhead following his study of Jesus’ healing miracles 
is as follows. 
 

My own conclusion, from a study of our Lord's miracles in the light of modern 
psycho1ogy , is that while the mental mechanisms which He used can sometimes be 
identified throgh our modern psychological knowledge, the miracles certainly 
cannot be regarded merely as psychotherapeutic treatments. We can learn much that 
is valuable for psychological techniques by watching Christ at work, but we sha11 
not be able to do the things he did by becoming cleverer psychologists. It seems to 
me clear that something else is demanded: that we must live our lives on a higher 
plane and love men with a disciplined devotion akin to his own. 

 
Psychological theories can illumine, but cannot explain, Christ's healing work. 
Much of it, I think, we must call unique if we call Him - - as I do - - unique. Ideally, 
however, He desired His Church to carry on His work. He commissioned His 
didciples to heal, and He worked through them and with them in His 
post-Ressurrectionlife in the Spirit. If His Church will pay the price, and will use 
both the insights which modern psychology can give and the spiritual powers 
available through Him, then immense energies can be released for the healing of 
men. 36 

 
This brings us to a third characteristic of present day trends in the healing ministry. It is 
becoming a more truly church-centered ministry rather than an individual ministry of 
"healers" with special gifts. It seems that the Early Church considered all church leaders, by 
virtue of their official position, to have the charisma of healing. In his book, Healing: Pagan 
and Christian, George Dawson is quoted as follows: 
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‘The bishops and presbyters took over the entire pastoral care of the sick, and 
ultimately established hospitals and infirmaries where serious cases might be nursed. 
The ‘charisma of healing’ belonged to them not by reason of a special gift or 
endowment, whether original or acquired, but because of their official osition. 
References to this are found in many early writings and in the Ordinals. The 17th 
Canon of Hippolytus orders the following prayer to be used at the ordination of 
bishops and presbyters. ‘Grant him, O Lord a mild spirit, and power to remit sins, 
and grant him to loose all bonds of the iniquity of demons, and to heal all diseases, 
and quickly to beat down Satan under his feet.' . . The apostolic Constitutions direct 
the bishop to pray that all candidates for priesthood may be filled with gifts of 
'healing."  37 
  
Today, the healing ministry is not considered limited to ordained ministers. There is 
an increased realization that it must be a ministry of the whole church rather than 
individuals. 38  It may well have been due to a lack of recognition for such a 
ministry in the church which occasioned the rise of isolated healers. At the present 
time, however, it is the church as a whole -- minister and congregation - which is 
seen to have this mission. The “Findidings” of a Consultation made up of 
representatives of the Commission on World Federation and the Division of World 
Mission and Evangelism of the World Council of Churches which met in Tubingen 
were published in a booklet entitled The Healing Church. Under the subject, "The 
Christian Concept of the Healing Minsitry," 4 affirmations are given: 

 
1) The Christian Church has a specific task in the field of healing. 
2) The specific character of the Christian understanding of health and of healing arises from 

its place in the whole Christian belief about God's plan of salvation for mankind. 
3) The Christian ministry of healing belongs primarily to the. congregation as a whole, and 

only in that context to those who are specially trained. 
4) The Christian ministry of healing as exercised by the Church is subject to him who is the 

Lord and Head of the Church, and to the continuing guidance of the Holy Spirit. 
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The third affirmation is amplified as follows: 
 

If healing is understood as above, it will be clear that the entire congregation has a 
part to play in it. By its prayer, by the love with which it surrounds each person, by 
the practical acts which express its concern for every man, and by the opportunities 
which it offers for pa ticipation in Christ's. mission, the congregation is the primary 
agent of healing. At the heart of this healing activity lies the ministry of the Word, 
Sacraments and prayer. The specialized work of those who have been trained in the 
techniques of modern medicine have their proper place and will be fruitful in the 
context of this whole congregational life. We have to recognize that a rift has 
developed between the work of those with specialized medical training and the life 
of the congregation, so that the congregation often does not see how it can take a 
real responsibility for the work of a healing institution. One of the most urgent 
needs of today is that Christian congregations, in collaboration with Christian 
medical workers, should again recognize and exercise the healing ministry which 
belongs properly to them. 39 
 
The entire congregation must be involved in this ministry which may require 
special instruction, special healing services, sympathetic pastoral counselling, 
consultation with sympthetic physicians and, of most importance, an atmosphere if 
truly Christian love and compassion. The aim of Christian concern is not primarily- 
the salvation. of the spirit, the restoration of, the mind nor the cure of the body, but 
the healing of the whole man - bringing him into a restored fellowship with God 
which results in his being a new creature in body, sould and spirit.  

 
JAPAN 
 
The situation in Japan has pecularities of its own which present both special opportunities 
ajnd dangers for a healing ministry in the Church. Japanese religions and folklore have 
always had healers and healing remedies upon which the sick could rely. In fact, to a large 
number of people in Japan, religion is considered primarily as a possible source of help when 
trouble strikes. It is when sickness or some other misforture occures that one’s religious 
interst and fervor heightens and divine favors are sought. The empasis upon phsysical healing 
biven by popular Japanese relgions—both past and present – which is undeniably an  
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important factor in their popularity often seems to be more of a catering to general dsire than 
a necessary, religious doctrine. Any religious group that emphasizes healing, therefore, is not 
outside a certain Japanese religious tradition and will certainly have a following.  On the 
other hand, because of the kinds of religious groups and movements which have especially 
emphasized physical healing in Japanese history and the kinds of attitudes which have arisen 
in response, care needs to be taken lest the Church find itself encouraging superstition and 
diluting its message to make it easily acceptable. 
 
The healing ministry in the Japanese Church has been almost entirely limited to the 
sacramental anointing and ritualistic prayers of the orthodox Church on the one hand and the 
traditional Holiness-Pentecostal emphasis on the other. There seems to be little evidence of 
the renewed interest or current trends in the healing ministry of the older denominational 
churches in the West reflected in their related churches in Japan. 
 
Although a healing ministry has always been characteristic of the holiness churches, a 
particular emphasis on healing by an individual minister in such churches has often resulted 
in misunderstanding and an eventual independent ministry. This was the case with the 
outstandinig Japanese healing evangelist some 40 years ago, Fujito Tsuge, who broke with 
the Japan Evangelistic Band and sought to establish his own institutions with a special 
healing emphasis. Today the holiness Church in Koiwa (Edogawa Ku, Tokyo) under its 
pastor Keiichi Nishimura is probablry carrying on the most active healing ministry within a 
denominational framework in Japan. Through the Japan Kenka Kyokai which he organized 
for the purpose of studying, teaching, practicing and propagating divine healing, he seeks to 
broaden the influence of this ministry beyond denominational lines. Monthly meetings of the 
association are held at the Koiwa Church and national healing conventions are held 5 times a 
year. A monthly magazine "Kenka” is published. 
 
It was following the war that Pastor Nishimura’s healing ministry began in earnest when he 
realized that sick believers will not listen to the Christian Gospel of spiritual salvation until 
they are physically healed. Thus he prayed for their healing, and following their recovery 
found them receptive to the preaching of the gospel of spiritual salvation. Healing services at 
Koiwa Church consist of the minister laying hands on the head of the sick and praying for 
their healing while the rest of the congregation also cry out in prayer for healing. Although 
formerly anointing with olive oil was practiced, this is no longer done. 
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the burden of faith is placed upon the individual who is sick. Faith will bring healing and a 
wholesomeness beyond mere health, it is taught, for man can be kept from weakness and 
sickness throughout life. Comparison is made between holiness and health and between sin 
and sickness. Even as one who is is sanctified doesn't fall into sin, so the man who is 
“salubrified" doesn't become sick. 40 
 
The emphasis found in other Japanese churches, whether denoninational or independent, does 
not seem very dissimilar, insofar as the teaching mainly relates to the sick man having sincere 
fait. in God which will result in healing. Although the teaching of Saburo Aimi, the 
physician-pastor of Reika Church (United Church of Christ) in Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo is more 
sophisticated in some respects, his book Kiseki no Kagi (The Key to Miracles) gives a very 
simplified doctrine of sickness being the result of personal sin or disobedience to God’s laws 
and that healing will inevitably result when that sin is repented of and God’s laws are 
fulfilled. For him, the believer in a new religion who seeks healing through reciting a chant is 
closer to the Kingdom of Heaven than so-called intelligent Christians who seek healing from 
a doctor alone. 41  
 
Although there are definite doctrinal differences in other areas, in regard to healing there is 
little to distinguish the practice of the healing ministry of the spirit of Jesus Church (Iesu no 
Mitama Kyokai Kyodan) and the Primitive Gospel (Genshi Fukuin) movement from the 
Holiness-Pcntecostal churches. Athough in all churches having great theological freedom 
there are many individual peculiarities, on the whole there seems to be little qualitative 
difference in the practices of Christian related groups in Japan and those of modern 
non-Chrisitan groups despite obvious ceremonial observances. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The conclusion of this study is that the ministry of healing is a legitimate and important part 
of the mission of the church which has been recognized in one way or another throughout the 
church’s history. At the present time, there is a renewed intereat and deeper understanding of 
this ministry among churches in the West which emphasizes the effective utilization of 
religious psychological and medical help in bringing healing to the whole man. In the 
Japanese Church today the healing ministry does not reflect the recent progress made in the  
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churches of the west. There is a definite need for a more wholesome, better informed 
ministry of healing in the churches of Japan. 
 
Toward this end, the following suggestions are made. The Church should express concern for 
the whole man in all of his problems. It must not only aim its evangelism toward the saving 
of a soul or the enlightenment of the mind, but toward the healing of the body as well. Man 
must be seen as an integrated whole and the love of Christ must be outwardly manifested to 
man in his present need of wholeness, health and salvation. This concern may be seen in 
various ways, but visitation or encouragement of the sick must be performed, not out of duty 
or obligation, but with loving concern and hopeful expectation. Prayer for healing should also 
be made is a positive, expectant, believing manner. This basic attitude of concern, though 
issuing from and encouraged by the pastor, should be characteristic of the entire congregation 
which likewise should involve itself in believing prayer, heartening visitation aid active help. 
 
The pastor hinself should give wholesome, faith-stimulating teaching regarding god's will for 
man, which is health and salvation, not sickness and sin. Instruction, sermonic or otherwise, 
should be given on proper care for the body and mind as well as for the spirit. Pastoral 
counseling methods should be improved and pastors should be better trained to understand 
the intinate relationship of spiritual, mental, social, moral and physical maladies and how to 
deal with them. Opportunities for the cleansing effect of confession, the uplifting effect of 
congenial Christian fellowship and the strengthing effect of pursposeful, altruistic service 
should be provided.  
 
Beyond this, a simple healing cermeony—whether in private or in the presnece of a believing 
community—may be initiated. Appropriate scripture passages, hymns and instruction might 
accompany earnest prayer and the laying on of hands. If the services of a sympathetic 
psychiatrist or general physician are available, these should certainly be utilized. 
Encouragement for Christians to enter the medical professions and to prepare themselves for 
a Christian healing minsitry is also needed.  
 
With a sympathetic understanding of the cultural and religious milieu of Japan, of the modern 
developments in the understanding of the nature and treatment of illness and of the essential 
spirit and substance of the Christian Gospel, the church in Japan should evidence by word 
and deed its interest in the redemption of the total man from the debiltating effects which  
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estrangement from God has brought. Through a wholesome emphasis upon the ministry of 
healing in the mission of the church, the church itself cannot help but be revitalized and 
increase its effectiveness in proclaiming the Gospel. However, the aim of a total restoration 
of the spiritually, mentally and physically sick should never be forgotten, for “a man is not 
completely healed from a Christian point of view until he is living in fellowship with God, 
and serving God with all his heart and mind and strength.” 24 
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Critique of Dr. Offner's paper  

THE HEALING MINISTRY IN THE MISSION OF THE CHURCH  
 

as prepared by W. D. Bray 
 
Dr. Offner's paper is a splendid introduction to the Healing ministry in the mission of the Church, 
even though so vast a topic cannot be dealt with in the scant time of forty minutes. His, however, is 
the precise touch of the expert both in what is said and what is unsaid. 
 
Not only does the church exert a ministry of healing by creating hospitals and training Christian 
doctors and nurses,it also is learning that there exists a healing power within the prayer and worship 
of the congregation. At present a vital healing interest is to be found at both extreme ends of the 
theological spectrum, but the so-celled "major Protestant denominations" have not traditionally been 
characterized by an interest in a healing ministry within the congregation. Dr. Offner discusses the 
healing ministry of the Church under the subdivisions of Rationale, History, Current Trends, with a 
closing sketch of the healing ministry in the Japanese church life of today. 
 
Although various grounds exist in supporting the heeling activity of the Church today, most important 
are the facts that in the Old and New Testaments Almighty God shows a loving concern for the whole 
man in all of his need, and that the New Testament especially portrays that sickness is alien to the 
Kingdom of God and that healing is one of the signs that the Kingdom of Evil is being overthrown. 
Not only did Jesus engage in healing, but he deliberately charged his disciples to undertake, and gave 
them power to be effective in it. Christian history, up until the Church became involved in contro-
versies, is a record of continuing success in this area. 
 
There is held up for us as worshipping congregations a healing ministry for us to engage in. Dr. 
Offner's presentation of the topic has brought us up to this point, and there was no time to do more. At 
some other time, however, we need this theme continued. We need to learn what is the proper balance 
between healing and the other evangelistic activities of the Church, and how it is to be safeguarded. It 
would be helpful to learn why there seems to he a particular aporcpriateness in this new emphasis on 
healing and we need to learn the proper perspective concerning the charismatic healer. We likewise 
need how we may heat prepare ourselves for a healing effectiveness, and to have the rationale of a 
healing service of worship explained and demonstrated. Perhaps even more fundamentally still would 
be a discussion that could bring out a more detailed description of human nature with its rare ability to 
send or receive healing. We who face church life which is unaware of its privilege in becoming 
radiantly relevant in peoples' health need to know how to awaken it end set it to achieving. 
 
At this last point, I recall reading Cabeza De Vaca’s account of his journey from Florida to the Pacific, 
between the years 1528 and 1536, and how the Indians came to him and his companion asking them 
to cure the sick. The two white men were themselves half-starved, lost and filled with blank despair 
but the Indians felt that being white men they had superhuman power and could use it if they wanted 
to. "But we had to heal them or die," he wrote. "So we prayed for strength ... and saw that the sick 
were being healed... Being Europeans, we thought we had given away to doctors and priests our 
ability to heal here it was, still in our possession.. .We were more than we thought we were!" How 
may we awaken congregations to discoer their birthright?  
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SUMMARY AND EVALUATION 
 

OF THE 8TH HAYAMA MISSIONARY SEMINAR  
 

Gordon K. Chapman 
 
As we come to the end of another Hayama Missionary Seminar, to God be the glory for the 
great things He has done for us. 
 
The Hayama Missionery Seminar was born out of the sense of need for missionary dialogue 
which embraces all important areas of the wide spectrum of Protestant Mission 
representation in Japan. The Seminar organization has always been quite informal and 
inclusive of all who are willing to participate. Though no formal creedal standards have been 
enforced it has been generally understood that the Seminar adheres to the great verities of the 
Trinitarian faith as held by the historic Christian Churches. Thus extremes to the right and 
left of the main stream of classic Protestantism have been avoided. 
 
The Seminar programs have been prepared and carried out in reliance on the guidance of the 
Holy Spirit. Thus the scholarly papers on the various facets of the main theme have been 
presented in the same spiritual atmosphere which has pervaded the devotional and prayer 
sessions, The unity of the Holy Spirit and the bond of love in Christ have contributed to 
harmonious relations and brotherly fellowship on all occasions. Truly these have been times 
of spiritual refreshment and intellectual enrichment. 
 
The Mission of the Church 
 
it is not without significance that the theme of the 8th Hayama Missionary Seminar has been 
"The Mission of the Church" rather than the time-honored phrase "foreign missions." Though 
a worldwide paganism permeates all religions, cultures and nations of the world, the Church 
has been planted in Japan and practically all other nations. This fact alone somewhat alters 
the nature of our missionary responsibility, for we must now think of the evangelization of 
the world in terms of cooperation with the various indigenous Younger Churches, with the 
missionary in the role of a fellow laborer. The new phrase "world mission of the Church" 
implies that world evangelism is a unitary task, calling for the united effort of Christians 
throughout the whole world as members of the one body of Christ. This also suggests the 
importance of a Joint strategy of mission rather than the individualistic effort of scattered 
enterprises supported by insolated churches. Each end every Christian of the One Church is 
under compulsion to engage it the mission of raising disciples of all the nations. Thus the 
Hayama Seminar has been concerned with the Mission of the Church today as it enbraces a 
world-wie fellowship charged with the responsibility for the evangelization of the world in 
this generation. 
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The Biblical Basis for the Mission of the Church 
 
When the mission of the Church is considered as a divine commission, the Biblical 
foundation and motivation for the task are of nrimary importance. Very providentially, the 
ecumenical study of the last thirty years has increasingly focused on God's actions in the 
history of salvation as revealed in the Scriptures of the Old and New Testament. In fact the 
modern renewal of a genuinely biblical theology has served to call attention to the close 
parallels between the Old Covenant and the New, between the vocation and destiny of the 
Old Israel as set forth in the O.T., and that of the new Israel, the Church, as revealed in the 
N.T. However, the mission of the Church is not precisely the same as that of God's people 
under the Old Covenant. it was thus in keeping with the theme of the Mission of the Church 
to arrange for a competent survey of the Biblical materials at the beginning of the Seminar 
and thereby remind the participants of the Scriptural basis of our Mission. 
 
Attention was called to the fact that the universalism of the Gospel and the mission of the 
Church are initially implied in the early chapters of Genesis. By universalism is meant that 
God's redemptive plan has the whole world in view and that the Gospel has validity ar all 
men. The call of Abraham, and implicitly that of Israel, represents the inauguration of God's 
redemptive process in history and the restoration of the lost unity of mankind, for in Abraham 
"all the families of the earth will be blessed" (Gen. 12:3). This election of Abraham (Israel) 
thus coincides with the promise of blessing for the naticns. The purpose of this election was 
not primarily a special privilege but rather involves the responsibility of service to all 
mankind. indeed, failure to accept the mission and carry it out inevitably results in 
condemnation and divine prnishment. The election of Israel was thus with the nations in view 
and as they witnessed God's redemptive acts in Israel's history, their ultimate reception i^to 
the ?dew Israel was always present as an eschatological possibility. In her election Israel was 
"called by God to be preacher and example, prophet and priest for the nations", (Cf. Ex 19:6, 
1 P. 2:5,9) This call had peculiar significance for both the Old and the New Covenants for 
Abrham, the father of the faithful (Gal. 3:7-9), was the typical believer or man of faith, as is 
revealed in the account of his attitude of faith through all the vicissitudes of life; for he had 
confidence to believe that God would fulfill His promises. 
 
However, it is not the human activity that stands in the foreground of the O.T. record, but 
rather the divine acts of Cod for the redemption of Israel, that head up in the great 
deliverance of the Exodus. This act becomes the pattern or type of God's redemptive work in 
Christ and the principal point of reference in the O.T. salvation history. In pursuance and 
fulfillment of God's covenant with Abraham the Covenant ratified at Sinai was made with a 
redeemed people who had already experienced Gods gracious deliverance (Gal. 3:16 ff.). The 
enjoyment of the blessings which this Covenant of grace contemplates were conditioned on 
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obedience, which is identical in principle with the same demand under the New Covenant 
(Exodus 19:5; Jer 31:31-34). 
 
Though a ratter of eschatological expectation, the salvation promised in the O.T. is of 
universal significance and connected with the coming of the Messiah and is a gift of God 
rather than something which man can achieve in his own strength. However, though Israel 
largely contemplated the Messiah as a kingly ruler, like David visible and powerful, in later 
Judaism he was regarded as the eschatological king who would appear at the time of the end. 
He came to be identified with the figure of the Son of Man (Dan. 7:14) in whom we see an 
apocalyptic in 4ication of Messiah. This messianic kingship is -ranted to Him on the basis of 
a divine intervention in the history of Israel and the nations, thereby bringing to expression 
the royal lordship of God in the end time. Thus, the universal lordship of God in history, the 
eschatological expectation of salvation and the coming of Messiah belong together in the 
development of the O.T. salvation history. 
 
Closely associated with figures of Messianic King and Son of Man is that of the servant of 
Yahweh in the second part of Isaiah and more particularly in the so-called Servant Songs. In 
these Servant pas" sages, it is apparent that the mission of the Servant is first of all entrusted 
to the people of Israel as a nation created by God for Us Service. However, as Israel is 
regarded in the light of her mission in the world it becomes apparent that though "the many 
are called few are chosen" and there is an Israel "after the flesh" and also an "Israel after the 
Spirit." There is thus a gradual shifting of the vocation of the Servant from collective Israel to 
a faithful remnant and finally to an individual in whom the mission finds ultimate and perfect 
fulfillment; especially as one whose vicarious suffering issues in vindication and victorious 
exaltation. It is quite obvious that "only a Messianic figure in which kingly, priestly and 
prophetic traits are all blended does justice to the language of the Servant Songs." It is thus in 
the N.T. that we see the most perfect revelation of the Servant of the Lcrd, both as God's 
People and the individual Person. As pointed out by the late George Adam 3nith, "in the :,.T. 
-except for a faint and scarsely articulate application to Israel in the Gospels - the Servant is 
Person first and People afterwards. The Divine ideal which Isaiah saw narrowing down from 
the elation to an individual, was owned and realised by Christ. But in Him it was not ex-
hausted... we who are His Church are to find in the prophecies of the Servant our ideal and 
duty, -- our duty to God and to the world." 
 
Missionary Aspects of the Jewish Diaspora 
 
It is too often forgotten that the missionary activity of the Jewish people was actually 
initiated in connection with the Jewish Diaspora. Its extent and intensity had a very 
significant influence on the missionary modus operandi and success of the Church in the 
early centuries of the Christian era. It is estimated that by the end of the1st Century there  
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were about four million Jews scattered throughout the Mediterranean world, living in the 
midst of a vast gantile population, with less than one million Jews remaining in the homeland. 
In the time of the Apostles there was hardly a city which had not its synagogue and its body 
of Jewish residents who were influenced by the Hellenic culture of the time. The Greek 
translation of the O.T.(LXX) which was in general use in the early church was first of all the 
great mission book of the Jews and formed the principal basis for Jewish proselytism in the 
pagan world. Thus, not only the Jews and their proselytes, but many God-fearing gentiles 
who attended the synagogues and came under the influence of the O.T. Scriptures, without 
submitting to circumcision, furnished the principal and most attentive body of Gospel hearers 
who were converted to the Christian faith. As Bishop Stephen Neill has well said, "the 
missionary purpose of God which was fulfilled in the history of Israel was twofold: first, the 
provision of a 'homeland, within which Christ the Son of God could be born and grow and 
accomplish His work; and secondly, the preparation through the Diaspora of a wider world in 
which the Gospel could quickly take root, and in which the Church could quickly develop to 
such maturity as would enable it to survive both the destruction of the Jewish nation and the 
collapse of the Roman Empire. Is God doing something of the same kind through the Church 
today.... to prepare the way on a worldwide scale for the second coming of Christ?" As 
Johannes Blauw has suggested, a great shift from a centripetal to a centrifugal missionary 
consciousness in the N.T. can only be properly apreciated when viewed against the 
background of the translation of the Septuagint and the Jewish Diaspora. 
 

The Continuity of the Old and New Testament Revelation 
 
Though the O.T. view of the mission of God's people is not identical with that of the N.T. 
there is to be recognized a definite continuity of development and a unity of basic purpose. 
Indeed the N.T. records the fulfillment of the O.T. predictions of God's redemptive purpose, 
in salvation history. However, it is quite evident that Jesus clearly recognized that He "was 
sent only to the lost sheep of the house of Israel"(-it. 1-":24), and He commanded the 
disciples to "go nowhere among the Gentiles." (Mt. 10:5,6). This policy was a sign that He 
was deliberately keeping Himself within the context of O.T. revelation which gives priority 
to Israel. However, He predicted that at the last jugdment, both Israel and the nations will be 
arraigned and either saved or lost (Mt. 25:31 ff.); with many Gentiles sharing in the Divine 
fallowship at the end of days (Mt. 8:11,12:41 ff.). The eschatological parables also are in 
accord with the O.T. predictions of the pilgrimage of the nations to Jerusalem and 
participation of the nations in the great feast of the Kingdom ( Mt. 8:11), which with many 
other images points to a universal eschatological salvation in the Kingdom of God. But 
salvation must first be offered to Israel and the Kingdom of God can only dawn after the 
blood of the true Paschal Lamb has been offered and the confirmation of the Resurrection has 
taken place, though Christ in His Person embodies the Kingdom which is at hand. However,  
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the first coming of Christ does not signify the final end but rather His death and resurrection 
ushers in a new age which is characterized by the preeaching of the Gospel to the nations and 
will be consummated by His second coming and the ushering in of the Kingdom in all its 
fulness. In other word, there is an interval of time between the initial revelation of the 
Kingdom of God in Christ and the Last Judgement, for He is Savior before He is Judge. In 
the meantime, with the resurrection and ascension the eternal Lordship of Christ has begun 
and this is proclaimed through the worldwide proclamation of the Gospel (Phil. 2:5-11). The 
enduring presence of our Lord as promised in the Great Commission (Mt. 28:20), is assured 
in and through the Holy Spirit who enables the disciples to carry out the commission to 
preach the Gospel to all nations. "The powers of the coming age" (Heb 6:5) become manifest 
as believers are filled with the Holy Spirit and sent into the world even as Christ was sent 
into the world (Jn. 17:13). He has chosen His witnesses and appointed them to go and bear 
the fruit of men and women converted to Christ and grafted into the true Vine (Jn. 15:16 & 
context). 
 

The Priority of .Evangelism 
 
The paper on the Mission of the Church in Japan Today pointed out that in spite of some 
modern schools of theology to the contrary, notwithstanding, priority is still given to 
evangelism in the program of many responsible church bodies. This was not to deny the 
needed empasis on the social implications of the Gospel nor the responsibility of the Church 
to render deeds of loving service in the name of Christ. 
 
Evidence was presented to show that "the prevailing voice of the Church is still at one with 
the Apostles and with that urgent vision that first thrust us to Japan." For example, the Aim of 
"Eucemenical Mission" or "the mission of the whole Church to all men in the entire world," 
as set forth in the Manual of the Commission on Ecumenical Mission and Relations of the 
United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. was cited as follows: 
 
The supreme and controlling aim of the Christian Mission to the world is to make the Lord 
Jesus Christ known to all men as their Divine and only Savior and to persuade them to 
become His disciples and responsible members of His Church in in which Christians of all 
lands share in evangelizing, the world and permeating all of life with the spirit and truth of 
Christ. 
 
Attention might also have been called to the fact that the statement of aim in the Manual of 
the Interboard Committee for for Christian Work in Japan (IBC) is substantially the same as 
the above and is evidentially quoted from an earlier version of the same which was originally 
penned by the great jissionary statesmen, the late Dr. Robert E. Speer.  
 
Reference was also made to the restructuring of Japanaoe society which "Fr. Joseph Spae  
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treates under the heading of Precatechesis in his recent important book entitled "Christian 
Corridors in Japan.' Suffice it to remind ourselves that a part of the preparation which God 
ordered in the Graeco-Roman world involved the restructuring of both Jewish and Gentile 
society, and Jesus did not come until the time was ripe (Gal. 4:4.). Doubtless God's 
overruling providence has also been long directed to the preparation for the time of harvest in 
Japan. 
 
It is stated, however, that Jesus "left us the example of a religious leader who said nothing to 
the social structure of his day:.... dictatorship, war, slavery, and poverty..." If by this is meant 
that Jesus formulated no specific programs of social reform the point is well taken. However, 
the fact remains that He did lay down certain definite spiritual principles which when applied 
in human society have wrought far-reaching social reforms. His claim to be the fulfillment of 
Isaiah 61:1 (Luke 4:1b-21) sets forth the whole range of human bondage and disability and 
was addressed to men both individually and corporately. And when He was questioned on 
another occasion he aid not hesitate to state that there were certain duties which must be 
rendered even to the dictator state as well as duties which are due to God alone. However, the 
crux of the issue in the consideration of the mission of the church today seems to be at the 
point of whether it is proper for the church as a corporate body to speak out on social issues 
and work for social reforms in which a Christian as an individual may be actively involved. 
Regenerate Christians can and should influence social structures, and it is important therefore 
for the church, as she carries out her mission to give due emphasis to the work of evangelism 
and thereby produce twice-born Christians. As a matter of fact Christian service and 
evangelism cannot be separated. Evangelistic witness which is divorced from deeds of love is 
without power to evoke effective response. Indeed, circumstances may inhibit explicit 
evangelism and yet permit deeds of loving service which prepare the way for a future open 
door of spoken witness. Obviously, any policy which discourages evangelism while 
emphasizing social service is a mistaken one, for service must never be substituted for 
evangelism. In the N. T. the varied gifts of the evangelist and of them that serve are regarded 
as gifts of the one Spirit for the totality of witness in which both word and action have their 
legitimate place. 
 
According to the late Dr. Masahisa Uyemura, renowed pastor and theologian,  
 

Faith is not something to be deduced from human feeling or reason, but is based 
solely on the revelation of Christ. Thus our first responsibility is to reclaim the fact 
that Christ was sent to tha world for the sake of the heavenly Father's mercy, and 
was crucified for the sins of all in order to save the souls of men, worth more than 
the whole world... We should not be slow to assert the need of social reform in our 
evangelistic efforts.... Nonetheless, I am afraid that the Gospel is being proclaimed 
only in social terms and that the evanelists have lost sight of the preciousness of the 
individual soul.It is no wonder that Christian evanelism has been at low ebb.   
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New Methologies and the Misisonof the Church 
 
The Protestant Church in Japan has always been quite susceptible to the vicissitudes of 
Western theological thought, especially those known as New Theologies. The noted liberal 
evangelical, the late Dr. Hiromichi Kozaki, in referring to the influx of Western rationalism at 
the end of the 19th century onwards, wrote: 
 
The religious thinking of the Christian churches, especially the Kumiai (Congregational) 
churches of that day was tending more and ,ore towards the radical liberalism of the new 
theology, and it seemed that the nmber o' those who had an understanding of the true essence 
of Christianity became smaller and smaller. The fact that the Kumiai churches had grown and 
shown a vigorous development, comparable to the rising of the sun, from 1883 or 1884 to 
1899 or 1900 (the period of the great revival) was because their pastors and evangelists had 
got a fresh faith and vital experience, having been convinced that Christianity was truly the 
Gospel which saves mankind from sin. Though the sudden decline after those years of 
Christian earnestness may have had other causes as well, it surely is due in part to the fact 
that the pastors and evangelists forgot the essence of Christianity and madly took to the new 
thought and new theology and so lost the reality of their faith.... There are in the Christian 
Church today two different forms of Christianity: the one is a fuller Christianity, the other a 
reduced Christianity. The fuller Christianity believes the doctrines handed down from the 
Apostles and fully accepts the divinity of Christ. The reduced Christianity attempts to 
subtract from Christianity, by application of scientific method, whatever comes into conflict 
with modern thought and deep what is left, and as to Christ, it denies His divinity.... the de-
votees of new theology in Japan are for the most part believers of the reduced Christianity 
type. I agree with Dr. P.T. Forsyth that the Christianity of the new theology is the revival of 
the Gnosticism of the Apostolic Age, and that its advocates are true gnostics.’ And herein lies 
the distinction between salvation by works and self-exertion and salvation by faith or by 
power not one’s own. The adherents of the former become puffed up bat cannot be satisfied; 
the latter are filled with humility, peace and satisfaction. And here I would add a word as to 
the results in the case of individuals and in the church of the acceptance of the new theology. 
In the case of individuals the idea of sin is emasculated; there is no reality in the experiance 
of repentance and regeneration, and the realization of the grace of God as revealed in Christ 
is very weak, so that in their life of faith there is no depth to their gratitude, joy and peace; 
the consequence is that in their social service there is little motive power and their religious 
life is apt to end as merely living a good moral life. Again, the defect as it shows itself in the 
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church is the want of missionary spirit which resujts in the loss of any zeal in making 
strenuous exertions. 
 
Though written a generation ago Dr. Kozaki's analysis of the effects of new theologies on the 
Japanese Church is equally applicable to the influence of certain present day theologies 
which doubtless tend to inhibit the aggressive evangelistic outreach of the church. Though 
several works have been written on recent Japanese contributions to theology,' it is by no 
means certain that so-called "Japanese Theologies" are more than adaptations of western 
theologies. 
 
In fact Prof. Masatoshi Doi of Doshisha University has agreed that a distinctive Japanese 
theology has not yet emerged and urges "the necessity as well as the possibility of a Japanese 
type of theology which reflects the Japanese Christians unique way of receiving the Gospel 
and also pays due attention to the Javanese ways of feeling and thinking." According to Dr. 
Doi: 
 

The Christian message cannot be communicted to the Japanese without using terms 
and ideas understandable by them, whether these terms and ideas be Buddhistic, 
Shintoistic, or Confucian, and even though in the Christian's mind these terms and 
ideas may have different connotations than in the original Nevertheless, when the 
Christian chooses one term from others there must be in the chosen term some 
quality by virtue of which it is more conformable than others to the reality to which 
it testifies. There must be an element of continuity between the two. It is the 
positive function of faith to mediate between them. If theology lays too much 
emphasis on the discontinuity or the negative function of faith and neglects to find 
the moments of continuity or the possibility of mediation, the Church will be 
isolated from society and the possibility of communicating the Gospel will be lost. 
If it is the duty of the theologian or the missionary to mediate the Christian kerygma 
to contemporary human existence, are we not to take the risk of speaking more 
boldly in terms and concepts understandable by the common people without losing 
its essential meaning?.... Without this kind of venture the Biblical message cannot 
take roots in Japanese soil.... To proclaim the Christian message without paying due 
attention to the sense of meaning prevalent among the people to whom it is 
addressed is like fishing on the land.3 

 
 
1. Hiromichi Kozaki, Reminiscences of Seventy Years, Kyo Bun Kwan, 1933, p7. 
224-228,353 
2. Carl Michalson, Japanese Contributions to Christian Theology, Westminster Press, 1960; 

C.H. Germany, Protestant Theologies in Modern Japan, I,I.S.F „ 1965, etc. 
3. Masatoshi Doi, Introduction to a Theology of Mission: "The Theology of Meaning", 

Kiristokyo Kenkyu of Doshisha University, Vol. XXXIII, No. 4, March 1965 
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In estimating the possible influences of the new theologies on the carrying out of the mission 
of the church in Japan the peculiar religious genius of the Japanese people must always be 
kept clearly in mind. According to Prof. Hajime Nakamura of Tokyo University, "the 
Jaranese are practically-minded rather than speculative and, generally speaking, have not 
evinced great metaphysical and religious seriousness. Thus original Buddhist abstractions 
have been frequently misunderstood and texts were unintentionally and even deliberately 
misinterpreted and basic concepts suffered radical treatment at the hands of the Japanese." 
The late Bishop S. Motoda agreed with this estinate of Japanese lack of metaphysical and 
theological acumen when he said, "the mind of the people of Japan is naturally religions 
rather than philosophical, constructive rather than critical, practical than contemplative. 
Though they themselves may believe to the contrary and be willing to have others do so too, 
yet the fact is not to be denied that they are mystic, instinctive, and practical in all their 
sayings and doings. We conclude that there will appear in future Japan pious and truly 
religious men in large numbers and Japanese Christianity will undoubtedly meet with great 
success in its attempts at ameliorating social conditions, but will drop far behind in the 
development of theological doctrine." The noted scholar of Japanese history and culture, Prof. 
George. B. Sansan has observed that Japanese religion in its more indigenous expressions 
follows the genius of the Japanese people in being empiric and practical rather than 
metaphysical; ritualistic instead of abstruse.... Such elements of speculation as are present are 
part of the borrowed philosophy and religion, the native cults being almost entirely lacking in 
metaphysics... The Japanese mind is tolerant almost to the point of indifference. Being 
eclectic, it is receptive to contrast ing religious systems... Once established in Japan, the new 
religion becomes subject to the eclectic processes in the environment... With the tendency 
towards syncretism, and its flexibility as to details, the Japanese religious consciousness is 
also intransigent. Thus the indigenous K mi cult has repeatedly demonstrated the capacity for 
selfrejuvenation. The tendency on the one hand to effect a synthesis, and on t'ce other to 
reserve original traditions has resulted in mass adaptation. According to Takaki Aikawa, the 
Japanese "power is not the power to resist but gradually and unobtrusively to transform and 
remodel.' 
 
Kanzo Uchimura, probably the most effective Bible teacher Japan has over produced, also 
recognized the limitations of Japanese metaphysical and theological acumen and strongly 
advised the writer to eschew philosophical or theological sermons n.nd concentrate on simple 
Bible exposition, as he did. 'e frrhher attributed the paucity of attendance in many churches to 
the fact that the preaching was too theological and given to consideration of new Jestern t 
eologies. His Tokyo Bible class, the largest regular Christian gathering of the time and 
faithfully supported by many university teachers and students, demonstrated the power of 
God's word to elicit favorable response from Japanese. As he said, "I often use O.T. stories to  
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illustrate N.T. doctrine." This kind of Spirit-filled witness to God's revelation throught His 
Written and Living word is greatly needed to offset the debilitative influence of the new 
theologies. 
 

 Problems of the Local Church in Mission 
 
In common with the Church elsewhere, the witness of the Church in Japan is weakened by 
the forces of modern secularization, syncretism and universalism. However, there are certain 
problems which seem somewhat peculiar to Japan, at least when compared with other Asian 
nations. 
 
More than a generation ago, the much travelled Hiromichi Kozaki stated that "in smallness of 
church attendance Japan has no parallel in the world. Even sabbath observance does not 
come easily for the Japanese, and to attend church every Sunday would mean great self de-
nial on their part, and would require years of training which we are not carrying on 
sufficiently. Moreover, the Japanese have something of the temper of youth and like to be 
free and unrestrained. They are not content to obey the instructions and admonitions of 
pastors. And so they do as they please even as regards church attendance, and even a slight 
hindrance is enough to prevent their attending.” 1 Thus spoke the. founder and long-time 
pastor of the famous Reinanzaka Church. When it comes to observance of the Lord's Day it is 
well to remember that the observance of this day as a time of cessation from wanted labor did 
not originate through any special effort of the Christian Church. As a matter of fact when the 
Japanese government made initial arrangements to employ hundreds of Western experts in 
various fields early in the Meiji era, they demanded that such contracts include provision for 
Sunday as a weekly rest day. As many of these foreigners were not active Christians they 
gave the impression that the day was one for rest and recreation and not necessarily for 
religious use, and this impression is a persistent one to this day. 
 
Attention was called to the fact that in many churches attendance at the Sunday morning 
worship service is a principal criterion of an active Christian life and too little use is made of 
other times in the week; which might be far more suitable for such activities as would 
contribute to the effective carrying out of the mission of the church in the community. It was 
agreed that it would be well for churches to exercise more flexibility in the matter of 
conducting activities on other days of the week in accordance with the convenience of the 
people, as is the case with the Shinko Shuky . There are of course some churches which are 
already doing so, not only in the use of the church facilities but also through weekly cottage 
meetings in various parts of the parish. The writer has also observed churches which utilize 
the services of leymen in visitation evangelism, use of sound trucks and street meetings and 
community service on Sundays, and even weekdays, especially at night.  
 
 
1. ibid., pp.216-11 
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The importance of both pastor and church creating a favorarle image of 'helpfulness and 
friendly concern in the cons unity was stressed. In connection with consideration of the work 
of evangelism and planting witnessing congregations the need for strong leadership on the 
part of the pastor was given concrete demonstration through an account of the growth of the 
Immanuel Church under the leadership of Dr. David T. Tsutada. Here is a case where a 
successful pastor insists on strict obedience and living a disciplined life, which the above 
citation from the late Dr. H. Kozaki suggests is necessary in Japan. This pastoral image fits 
very naturally into the hierarchal structure which pervades all of Japanese society -- family, 
education, business, industry, the labor movement the New Religions and so on. However, a 
very important factor in this connection is the ability of the pastor,-hierarchy to delegate 
responsibility and refrain from doing work which should be done by the members of the 
congregation. The whole question of priority of loyalty is also at stake in this situation and 
loyalty to Christ and the church and its leadership often gives way to some other hierarchical 
demand. 
 

Measurement of Church Growth 
 
Statistical material was presented in several connections as evidence of church growth, or the 
lack of it. During the past few years the writer has been in a position which necessitated his 
giving attention both to the compiling of statistics of the Christian movement of Japan and 
replying to requests from abroad for accurate statistical information concerning all phases of 
the enterprise. To put it mildly, it has been on the whole a very frustrating and disheartening 
experience. 
 
Before World War II when the Church and mission relationships were more unified, all 
groups cooperated in the compiling of comprehensive statistics of the various aspects of the 
total Christian enterprise: churches and missions, evangelism, educational work, social 
welfare, literature production and distribution and so on. However, in the postwar period it 
has been practically impossible to secure cooperative effort and as a result comprehensive 
and accurate statistics are not readily available. The annual statistical tables made 
available in the Mombusho Shukyo Nenkan, the Kirisuto Shimbun Kirisutokyo Nenkan, and 
the Report of NCCJ are mainly limited to church statistics and not inclusive of all 
denominations. Though the statistics which appear in the Japan Christian Yearbooks have 
been the most inclusive these too have usually been restricted to information concerning the 
denominations, with only occasional efforts to include st-tistics of all phases of the work. The 
Japan Harvest rather sporadic statistical surveys have only included so-called 
"evangelical"groups. Thus it is practically impossible to derive comprehensive and accurate 
statistics from any one source and a certain amount of guess work is involved in all efforts to 
et a comprehensive statistical picture of the whole Christian enterprise in Japan. 
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The reasons for this state of things are many and the problem can only be solved when all 
Christian groups are ready to cooperate in the compilation of comprehensive and accurate 
statistics. As things now stand many groups refuse to fill in statistical forms of any kind and 
others reply with about the same round numbers from year to year. The statistics of 
educational and social work associations include only member institutions and it is 
practically impossible to secure accurate statistical information concerning the rather large 
number of "evangelical" Bible schools, not to mention other types of work in this general 
area. Aside from the Kyodan and a few others, most groups refuse to differentiate between 
active and inactive or associate (absentee) members or give the number of catechumens or in-
quirers, although many of the latter represent a considerable degree of Christian commitment. 
Very few groups are willing to estimate the number of adherents or the size of their Christian 
community. Thus most efforts to study the growth of the Christian Church in Japan, based on 
statistical information, are not likely to be crowned with significant success. The writer hopes 
and prays that the day may soon come when all churches and missions will be willing to 
cooperate in a joint statistical effort and thereby take statistics out of the limbo of wishful 
thinking concerning the progress of the Gospel in Japan. 
 

The Role of the Missionary 
 
The writer happens to be one who first came to Japan in the heyday of the Student Volunteer 
Movement when the watchword vas "the Evangelization of the World in this Generation." 
This often misunderstood aim did not envisage the conversion or Christianization of the 
world but rather called attention to the urgent task of each generation for Christians to accept 
resronsibility for evangelizing the nonChristians who are their contemporaries. He also 
happens to belong to a group of workers who are known as "fraternal workers", a term which 
does not mean that they are no longer missionaries in the usual sense of that term, but rather 
represents an effort to adjust to attitudes of the "younger Churches" in which the term 
missionary has a tinge of colonialism. 
 
Even a cursory survey of the history of the Church in Japan reveals that there are at least 
three stages in the development of mission and church relations: L) the pioneer period when 
the mission is the Church; 2) the intermediate period when mission and native churches 
cooperate or work alongside each other; 3.' the church becomes the mission with missionaries 
laboring as members or workers of the native church. Or to state it from the standpoint of the 
various stages of administrative development: 1)administration by the Mission; 2) joint 
administration by Church and Mission; ')complete administration of the work by the Church. 
It is quite obvious that in Japan at the present time all three degrees of development are 
represented, with a rather large number of the newer missions still in the pioneer-stage. This 
will account, in part at least, for the conflicting views of the role of the missionary. 
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However, there are certain aspects of this role which have permanent relevance, no matter in 
what situation the missionary finds himself. Furthermore, when these abiding aspects of the 
missionary role are kept at the heart of ones thinking and activity, there is less likelihood of a 
"missionary exodus." Indeed, these considerations are the ones whic'- are most definitely 
related to the Mission of the Church, and largely determine the effectiveness of the more 
public aspects of this ministry: 
 
In the first place, the missionary is expected to be a person of saintly life who has special 
spiritual gifts to share. Before the war, when the writer held the chair of Old Testament 
studies in the Chuo Shingakko, his predecessor was a competent scholar in this field. 
However, the Japanese most frequently referred to his very saintly life and even called him 
"angel". For example when a'house,:•which'he had previously sold-td a Japanese, was heavily 
damaged.-is a flood 'he promptly returned a substantial portion of the proceeds to help repair 
the building and. its promises. Thus some missionaries whose language attainment was 
deficient- hate-been spiritually fruitful in their work because they.were-saints. Coming as we 
do from older and more mature churches, the Japanese expect the missionary to be a person 
of attainment in spiritual matters. 
 
In the second place, though the missionary may be an expert, with a high degree of technical 
ability in some special field, he is expected to be a soul winner and thus able by the Holy 
Spirit to lead people to the point of personal commitment to Christ. This is something more 
than the ability to rush hither and yon delivering evangelistic messages, getting cards signed 
and then moving on. 
 
In the third place, though it is usually the part of wisdom in a newly constituted church, to 
give way to a qualified Japanese pastor as soon as possible, all missionaries are expected to 
fulfill a pastoral ministry in discipling newly born souls. This is the most intensive type of 
work and though it may not involve many individuals at any given time, it is doubtless the 
most strategic phase of the missionary role and the one on which our Lord concentrated moat 
of his energies and attention during "the days of his flesh." In this con- i nection he 
may find himself serving as a pastor of pastors - the friend and confidant of Japanese 
ministers, especially those who are in the early years of their ministry. 
 
The above mentioned phases of the role of the missionary do not involve official appointment 
nor special facilities and equipment. Furthermore, they can be carried out in close 
coordination with any assignment of the Church and the writer has never heard of an eccle-
siastical organization which: forbade these ministries to a missionary. And if a missionary is 
actually waiting around for an assignment he can at least serve as a saint, a soul winner and a 
pastor of needy souls who crave fellowship and help and guidance. Actually the 
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Christian home of the Missionary in often the best place to carry on these operations, and 
when such hospitality is available there will be no lack of opportunity to minister to the many 
who welcome and even crave such hospitality. This includes even group gatherings, such as 
retreats, seminars, committee meetings, and of course the invitable Bible classes. By opening 
the home for church groups any anxiety lest the missionary home be in competition with the 
churches can be dispelled. Furthermore, the missionary home should be a constant 
demonstration of what a Christian home should be in all its relationship. 
PP 11 
There is one other aspect of the role of the missionary which requires renewed emphasis 
nowdays and that is the function of the missionary as a pioneer worker. With less than one 
percent of the Japanese people listed as church members there is still a tremendous task of 
opening unevangelized areas to the Gospel and establishing new churches. Long experience 
has demonstrated that a missionary of evangelistic spirit, in company with a congenial and 
well qualified Japanese evangelist, can function in very effective fashion in itinerant work 
over a wide area. It was the writer's privilege to be thus associated for a period of years, 
during tih ich work was established in some twenty one towns where new groups met 
regularly. It was only possible for the evangelist-.and the missionary, though travelling 
separately, to pay one visit a month to each, group. Thus lay leadership was encouraged and 
special training was provided through three day institutes conducted at a central point once in 
six months. In five years five of the groups were able to call full time workers and provide 
buildings, and these larger groups henceforth helped nearby weaker groups, with the result 
that churches were subsequently established at other places. All this was achieved without 
outside subsidies of any kind; for it was found that what might be an undue burden for one 
group could be easily accomplished when several groups pooled their resources. The 
Japanese brethren sometimes admitted that a Japanese itinerant evangelist needed a 
missionary associate to do certain necessary things, especially where a national because of 
his traditional background might have "enryo". This plan also precluded the dangers inherent 
in a situation where the foreigner becomes unduly identified with any one group. 
 

The Role of the Japanese Christian in Speaking to 
Social and Political Issues 

 
It is not without significance that the Church's mission in soeiety was expressed in terms of 
the individual rather than the congregation or church as a collective whole. Both overseas and 
in Japan there is considerable difference of opinion as to whether or not the church, as a 
corporate body, should involve herself in economic, social and political affairs. In Japan, 
however, several of the largest denominations and also NCC-J have not hesitated to speak out 
on both political and social issues and such pronouncements have a long background of 
expression in Japan.  
 
The role of the Japanese Christian in society is portrayed as that of the "outsider", which is 
akin to the image of the church or individual Christian as a "stranger". For example, a rather 
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recent study, based on a special survey - of Javanese churches by Prof. Robert Lee, is being 
published in book form under the title, "Strangers in the Land",' 
 
Dr. Lee uses a "Typology of Response to the Stranger", which has been supplemented with a 
"A Typology of Behavior of the Stranger" by Prof. Hiroshi Shirmli in his review article in the 
Christian Yearbook. These provide us with helpful points of view for interpreting the 
situation and role of the Japanese Christian in society: 
 
Dr. Lee's original chart      The Reviewer's alternative 
A TYPOLOGY OF    A TYPOLOGY OF 
RESPONSE TO    BEHAVIOR OF 
THE STRANGER    THE STRANGER 
   Growth (Maximal) 
Cordial welcome    Identification 
Cautious welcome    Friendly cooperation 
Curiosity     False assimilation 
Indifference    Indifferent coexistence 
Suspicion     Uncertainty 
Hostility     Attack and criticism 
Persecution    Exploitation 

Decline (Maximal) 
 

Joint Action in Mission 
The consideration of the difficulties of securing joint action in "New Town Evangelism" 
involves much broader implications and points to the desperate need for comity and 
cooperation in carrying out the Mission of the Church, especially in the mushrooming urban 
communities of Japan. It is quite obvious that the existing churches should devise new and 
more appropriate methods of outreach for the evangelization of the magapolis communities. 
However, there is always the danger that such planning will become unduly complicated and 
costly and thereby preclude the utilization of some of the simpler means which lie close at 
hand. 
 
The writer is reminded of the method utilized by the Presbyterian churches of Korea in 
planting churches in unevangel_zed communities. In this plan one or more earnest Christian 
lay families were deliberately planted or settled in such a ccmr:unity, where gainful employ-
ment and suitable housing were available. Such a household then became the center and 
opening wedge for the establishment of a new church. During the past few years the writer 
has been closely associated with an employee of a diesel engine factory who, with his wife, is 
an earnest Christian and now a licensed lay preacher. This couple felt called to evangelize an 
area which had great promise of becoming 
 
1. 1966 Japan Christian Yearbook, pp. 59-67. cf., Japan Christian Quarterly, January 1900, 

Vol. XXXII, No.l, pp.48-54 
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a populous residence and company-apartment-house community. They acquired a plot of 
ground where they built a simple residence with one of the rooms large enough for meetings. 
As they became acquainted with new neighbors they were invited to attend and also send 
their children to S.S. Then word got out that the wife had experience in both day nursery and 
kindergarten work , she was asked to start a kindergarten. Soon the facilities of the home 
were outgrown and thus a large lot was purchased across the highway where a combination 
church and kindergarten building was erected, and this has been added to three times in five 
years in order to accommodate the growing work. His continued status as a laymen and 
diesel engine designer has served to enhance their ability to attract up-and-coming laymen. 
Furthermore, his wife's devotion and the kindergarten give the church status as performing a 
community service in an area where the population increased ten'old in five years. This 
project has been self-sup"orting from the beginning and has not been subsidized by any 
denomination or mission board. The hope of the evangelization of Japan lies in this kind of 
lay initiative and effort, especially in the new communities of the magalopolis areas. In fact 
the Christian layman, who is not professionally employed in the Church, can bear witness in 
many places to which the professional worker has little or no access and the genuineness of 
his testimony is more readily accepted. 
 

The Healing Ministry of the Church 
 
An excellent case was made for the conclusion that the ministry of healing is a legitimate and 
important part of the mission of the church. This should include the effective use of spiritual, 
psychological and medical means in bringing healing to the whole man. Such a ministry is 
one of the best means by which the church or Christians can express loving concern for their 
fellow. mem : who are prone to suffer from various spiritual, mental and physical ills. 
Unquestionably, one of the secrets of success of the so-called "New Religions" is that they 
emphasize this kind of concern for mankind. 
 
 
The full meaning of the Christian healing Ministry was brought home to the writer in very 
impressive fashion e'-,out seven months ago. Having suffered a coronary block six years 
befo:•e ha had been on anticoagulent therapy, which for reasons unknown finally reached the 
overdosage stage and the capillary vessels of the al irzrentary canal started to hemorrhage. 
This happened to be on a Sunday when he was scheduled to preach in one of the monthly 
circuit churches. At t"e worship service he noted that in several prayers offered by members 
of the congregation loving concern was expressed for his health. While walking to the 
railway station after the service he suddenly fell unconscious by the wayside, and when'-Ie 
regained consciousness found himself surrounded by a group of friendly Japanese who were 
doing their best to minister to him. The church people immediately gathered for special 
Prayer on his behalf and this was the beginning of a series of times of intercession by various 
groups of deeply concerned Japanese Christians. As he looks back and recalls the chain of 
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providential events he cannot help but believe that God was answering prayer. Though 
unaware of the serious internal hemorrhage, people were led to pray before the collapse took 
place, which was at a point where there were many passers-by. His physician was intercepted 
by telephone just as he was leaving his have for the remainder of the day and he was thus 
able to give needed directions. Upon arrival at the St Luke's Hospital the emergency team 
was intercepted as they were going off duty on the Sunday. Thus emergency measures, 
including four blood transfusions, were undertaken in the nick of time. About two weeks later 
when a nurse was conducting the patient in a wheelchair to the X-ray room, he noted that a 
young doctor was looking intently at him and then whispered to the nurse. Later she said, 
"that was the physician who headed the emergency team which first ministered to you. He 
was surprised to see you today as he had not expected you to live." However, all this time 
concerned Christians were praying for his recovery, which took place much earlier than 
originally anticipated by the medical staff. Thus it is that God uses both spiritual and physical 
or medical means in the healing process and honors the prayer of faith on behalf of the sick. 
And in this process the fellowship of Christians in the love of Christ is deepened and the 
witness of the church as a loving community is made more effective (Jn. 13:34,35; 1 Jn. 
3:14). 
 
As the 8th Hayama Seminar has considered the Mission of the Church, it has been good to be 
reminded that we are all members of the one body of Christ to which is entrusted the Great 
Commission. Thus, no matter what the mission or church connection may be the task is a 
common one which requires the utmost mutual understanding and cooperation. Indeed, when 
the unity of'tba Spirit: and the love of the brethren is most manifest the Gospel witness is 
most effective. It has been: a greet privilege each day to unite in our approach to the throne of 
our gracious God, where we have received mercy and in His grace found timely help. And in 
the interim until the 9th Seminar may God grant grace to each participant to bear more fully 
one another's burdens, and so fulfill the law of love in Christ. 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 
 

The theme of next year's seminar will be "By What Authority." The sub-theme suggests that 
it will be an attempt to determine again the Church's authority "in the midst of conflicting 
claims." It will be held at amagi Sanso next year, since the Lacy-kan facilities at Hayama will 
not be available to us on the desired dates. The seminar will begin at 1:00 P. M., January 3, 
1968 and conclude at 4.00 P. M., January 5. Those wishing to have their names placed ont the 
announcement mailing list should write to:  
 
Charles Whaley 
65 Sawawatari 
Kanagawa Ku 
Yokohama 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COVER PICTURE 
 
 
Teaching and healing--this is the two-pronged but unified mission of the followers of Jesus 
Christ. And they have good precedent for it, as Rembrandt has so powerfully caught in his 
"Jesus Teaching and healing." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


